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Abstract:
In the past 10 years research on the Northern Territory’s senior population using
demographic and survey methods (Carson 2009, Martel 2013, Rasmussen 2011,
Voit 2014, and Zeng 2015) have provided an overview of the ageing population with
statistical projections. Through this research my aim has been to enrich this general
information with ethnographic data to provide a snapshot of the actualities of the
‘on-the-ground’ experience of growing old in Darwin and enable a finer grained
analysis of this emerging trend in the collective life of the city. I have recorded
stories of the experience of growing old among Darwin people. I have not
attempted to collect a representative sample of stories from across the many
social, cultural, and economic situations of Darwin residents. Rather I have
collected stories from a wide range of different circumstances so that juxtaposition
will be revealing. In recording peoples’ stories, I have used three ethnographic
tools, accidental ethnography, interviews and a personal research diary. My
research will provide data about how people experience and make meaning in
Darwin as they grow old. The recorded material will provide an understanding of
what social needs and services older people in Darwin will require in the future.
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Chapter 1 – Being in Darwin now I’m old (first person experiences)
My children growing up and leaving home were quite significant markers for me in
learning that I had become old. Primarily it was the heart felt adjustments to no
longer having our kids at home and it took a long time to adjust to. After I had
started to resolve that our kids were no longer kids my thoughts turned to what will
I do with my spare time, what if I retired from work what would that be like and
how would we cope financially into the future?
It’s possible I began this research to look for role models on how to grow old or
more particular how people grow old in Darwin.
My choice of living in Darwin was accidental as I had no plans to stay permanently.
During my twenties I changed my job and it was in this new job that I met two
people who gave me the impetus to go to Darwin. One person often spoke about
her travels and some interesting places she had been to and one of those places
was Darwin where she had also worked for a period of time. At the same workplace
another co-worker and I became good friends and after about a year she asked me
to be her bridesmaid. This entailed going to Queensland for a week and spending
time with her family and enjoying all the wedding activities. The bride’s younger
brother had been working in remote parts of Australia and he spoke about Darwin
and how he liked the place. Both of these people had been to Darwin and they had
enjoyed their time there. From their recommendations I decided that a stopover in
Darwin would fit in with my plans to go travelling and backpacking through Asia. My
decision at the time to leave Melbourne was not hard, I disliked the demands of
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having to dress in a certain fashionable way. Often I was confused at being turned
away from entering a disco (the use of this word indicates that I’m getting old)
because my friends and I weren’t part of the ‘in crowd’, and then there was the
unspoken rule of not speaking to others on the train or tram each day to work even
though you would see the same people every working day and this was before the
focus on mobile phones and iPads. Thinking back now, I don’t remember
considering how moving interstate and travelling would mean that I would not see
my family. This decision to travel was more about me seeing new things and having
new experiences. The plan was to go to Darwin and check it out, get work because I
had been told that jobs were easy to get there, save some more money and then
move on to Asia.

My first experience of Darwin
I travelled by train from Melbourne to Adelaide and then on the Ghan from
Adelaide to Alice Springs. In those days, the Ghan didn’t go to Darwin and so I
continued the journey on a bus. Except for the bus getting a flat tyre in Mataranka,
a place that seemed like the middle of nowhere, nothing exceptional had
happened. This is where I’m reluctant to describe what happened next as I’m aware
that some people will be dismissive and have a practical explanation for what
occurred. The bus drove into Darwin and detoured from the Stuart Highway and
went through Fannie Bay, as the bus turned the corner near the old gaol, I saw the
sea and I knew I was home. I knew no one, I had not been here before, I was tired
but not exhausted, I had no plans to stay but I just had this sense of this is the place
for me.
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My motivations to stay
Even though Darwin is now my home there are times I wish I could be closer to my
family members who live interstate and I have often wanted the weather to be less
oppressive. Before we had our first daughter my husband suggested we try living in
Queensland where he thought the milder weather would mean a better lifestyle.
We lived in Queensland for two years but felt we could not get back to Darwin fast
enough. Despite this negative experience approximately 10 years ago we made
retirement plans to move interstate so we purchased a block of land near a river
with the idea of building a house. This idea has now been thrown out with the
arrival of our grandchildren living in Darwin. My husband’s and my motivation is to
be involved in the raising of our grandchildren rather than living thousands of
kilometres away from our family. We feel our own children missed out on regular
family contact with their grandparents and cousins due to our visits interstate being
years apart.
More recently I have noticed most of my friends who moved to Darwin when they
were younger have chosen to stay mainly because like me their children have
returned to live and work in Darwin and now have their own families. Staying for
me also has a sense of thanks that I owe to Darwin for the good life that I have,
which is a contradiction as I have thought of leaving a couple of times making it a
complex relationship with Darwin as the place I call ‘home’. I like living here but the
hot weather, and the long distance from my family at times can be difficult along
with other aspects and it makes living and growing old here a series of
compromises for me.
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Reasons for research
When I approached CDU about undertaking research on the reasons why people
stay or leave Darwin as they near retirement, I was given a copy of the “Now You
See Us” report which was the result of demographic research undertaken by the
university to understand the unexpected increase in people over 55 living in the NT
along with migration patterns in people over 55 (Zeng 2015:1-50xx). After reading
the report there was a particular key finding “Over 21% of respondents anticipate
leaving the Territory before 2018, with those below 65 years having the strongest
intention to leave” (Zeng 2015:2) which made me think about the 79%, what were
they thinking and why were more people wanting to retire in the NT. A second key
finding was expected and well known by NT residents that “Most NT seniors were
born in south eastern states, with only 6% of respondents born in the NT, however
nearly three quarters had lived in the Territory for more than 20 years” (Zeng
2015:2). The pattern I had witnessed for more than 30 years was a steady exit of
people as they retired, usually stating they wanted to be closer to their family
interstate.
Part of my interests in undertaking this research was to hear other people’s stories
of their experiences of Darwin as a place to live and grow old in. The data in the
above report reinforced what I had noticed that increasingly older people were
going against the previous trend by deciding to stay in Darwin when they retired
rather than moving interstate to be with their family. My uncertainty at times about
whether I would stay made me curious about why other people stay. I wanted to
hear individual stories from local people, I wanted to know their reasoning for
4
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staying or leaving and I wanted to know what was important to them to keep them
in Darwin. I also now realise I wanted confirmation that other older people had
similar thoughts and doubts like me about staying. It was important to me that I
could speak to people face to face and hear their thoughts, their stories and to be
able to listen to what they were saying.
Surprisingly my interest in listening to other people’s stories led to my
understanding that a number of people over 55 like me wanted to in at least a small
way to thank Darwin for the good life they have had here. This idea of giving back
had not occurred to me but it definitely became the first topic to write about. The
second surprise was how much I wanted to defend other older people like me from
the negative stereotypes we face every day. I have limited the section on ageism to
the media and its portrayal of older people as the topic is large. While finalising this
research I have come to realise from the interviews that most older people even
though they are aware of the stereotypes generally ignore the negative views of
older people by the rest of society and live their lives as they want to. I will continue
to live and contribute to Darwin in whatever ways arise while living my life quietly
and contentedly here in my own way.

Despite the 2015 report data showing a trend of more people deciding to stay in
Darwin when they retired, this projection is not likely to eventuate mainly due to
the completion of the Inpex - Icthys LNG gas project. Since the completion of the
project the pattern of people staying for two or three years and then leaving
Darwin has returned.
5
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The $37 billion LNG gas project was under construction from 2012 to 2018 to
extract gas and build a pipeline from the gas fields to LNG gas storage facility at
Blaydin Point in Darwin Harbour which would then transfer the gas onto ships
headed for Japan.

This multi-billion-dollar project provided thousands of jobs, and was the biggest
construction project undertaken in the Northern Territory, and one of the biggest
for Australia. During the construction phase the number of jobs rose to a peak of
8,000 with 1,000 being local residents and as the construction works finished the
number of jobs was reduced to 270 (ABC News 2018). The majority of jobs were
filled by fly-in fly-out (FIFO) workers from around Australia. The FIFO workers
required accommodation and a workers “camp” was built at Howard Springs for
1,000 people but many FIFO workers were housed in rental accommodation.
Support industries required more workers and this added to a demand on housing
causing rentals and property prices to rise.

As the construction phase of the pipeline and storage facility neared completion
and moved to the production of LNG there were fewer jobs on offer, resulting in
the NT economy lurching from a boom to a bust. People that had been involved in
working on the project or involved in industries that supported the project were no
longer required. There were no other NT projects that could provide the equivalent
employment opportunities and this resulted in the migration of people and families
away from the NT and the loss of population was noticeable. (ABC News website
29/09/2018 8.20am)
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The completion of the LNG facility affected rental accommodation that was built to
cope with the increase in demand which now became vacant. Consequently local
business’ were affected and the flow on affect was far reaching. One of the notable
drops was in house prices. The cost of housing had been artificially high and over
two years housing prices became drastically reduced but more affordable yet for
people that purchased a home during the Inpex construction phase their mortgages
were now considerably higher than the market value of their home. This boom and
bust cycle feeds into the responses from participants for the COTA 2018 report. An
outcome of this bust on the NT’s economy was demonstrated with the “… Northern
Territory Government (is) now spending $100 million over two years trying to
attract tourists back, wand millions more on roads, car parks and public housing to
try to cushion the economy's freefall.” (ABC News Jane Bardon 2019).

Along with economic changes NT residents’ views on living in Darwin had also
shifted. A COTA ‘snapshot’ report for the NT released in November 2018 compared
data with the 2015 COTA report by Zeng et al with the respondents mainly in their
60s. Compared to the 2015 report this report showed that 68% of people over 55
expected to stay in Darwin for the next 5 years, which is a slight reduction from
73%. The 2018 report also cited that most of their respondents claimed that their
decision to leave the NT was based on the high cost of living. Further the report
indicated that respondents would like affordable housing for older people to live in
independently and that most people felt safe in their community (COTA 2018:1-2).
The 2015 report provided the main topics that mattered to Darwin’s older
population but I wanted to understand if other people have made compromises,
7
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and what were their motivations, and how have they or how do they overcome
what they perceive as Darwin’s shortcomings. Two factors that are common
shortcoming topics with Darwin residents are the weather and the fluctuating
economy. Darwin has a hot climate. It is considered to be in a wet-dry tropical area
of northern Australia. It has two general seasons, the dry which is warm/hot with
no rain, and the wet which is warm/hot and humid with rain for a period of three
months. The wet brings lightning, storms, big clouds and large downpours of rain
over short periods. The dry period has a few months of comfortable weather
compared to the three or four months of ‘build-up’ with humidity sitting around
80% each day, night time temperatures that don’t fall below 27 degrees Celsius and
day time temperatures in the 32 degrees – 37 degrees Celsius range. Most of the
year there is high humidity and temperatures reaching 32 degrees and over.
Activities or working outdoors in the middle of the day are curtailed due to the high
temperatures and the consequences of exposure to high UV.
The second factor relates to Darwin’s main economic sectors which are mining,
tourism and defence. The weather has a seasonal effect on tourists who tend to
visit Darwin during the dry comfortable weather usually from June to July each year
and then after the dry there is a lengthy quiet period for tourist operators and
associated business with tourists seeking more comfortable weather. Mining has a
‘boom and bust’ or rapid growth and fast decline effect on the economy, with
Darwin currently in the ‘bust’ period. The reason for the current downturn is due to
a new gas storage project which is close to completion. At the peak of the gas
project hotels had full accommodation particularly with ‘fly-in fly-out’ workers,
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rental accommodation costs were high for similar reasons and accordingly so were
house prices. Currently as the gas project winds down fewer employees are needed
and correspondingly hotels have higher vacancies, house/apartment rental prices
have dropped by up to 30%, and the associated businesses that enjoyed the boom
period are now scaling back their output and reducing staff. As a result, the current
NT government has launched an advertising campaign to encourage more people to
move and live in the Northern Territory such as an advertisement in the December
2018 issue of 50 Something encouraging ‘late career workers’ to move and live in
the Northern Territory (National Seniors 2018:30).
Distance was not mentioned directly by participants but moving to Darwin means
that most people are a long distance from their birthplace. It is a fact that we live in
an isolated place far from Australia’s other capitals. By road Melbourne is 3,752
kilometres and Sydney is 3,934 kilometres. To fly to either of these capitals it takes
approximately 4 hours. Our closest neighbours are Timor L’Este and Indonesia, with
a flight to Bali taking a 2 and half hours.
When you ask why a Darwin person has decided to leave and move interstate the
first reason they usually cite is a range of family reasons such as living a long way
from them and then often their answer is backed up with their dislike of the hot
weather and next comes the mention of the high cost of living in relation to food,
rent and house prices. So why do people stay? Was it their first encounter that
created an initial hook into Darwin life and then time plays its role in making Darwin
feel like home? How does each person’s lived experience in Darwin lead them to
stay and grow old?
9
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Undertaking this research was an opportunity to listen to Darwin people and hear
them relate their first experience of Darwin and compare their story to my own. It
was also an opportunity to see if their interviews revealed whether ageing was an
obstacle or significant marker in their life or something they also tried to ignore. I
was keen to hear whether the participants had made any compromises in choosing
to stay in Darwin as they grow old, plus I was hoping to hear from participants
about other areas or factors that I hadn’t considered or encountered to help me
become better informed about living in Darwin as an older person.
I heard participants stories where I could understand certain aspects as they were
similar to my own but there were also parts of a participant’s experience that were
new or comforting or a revelation for me. I wanted the individual opinions and
experiences of my participants and myself to be heard. After reading and working
through the steps for grounded theory I came to realize with the assistance of my
supervisors that ethnography would allow me to show how a small number of
Darwin older people experience their growing old.
Ethnography is an exploration of a social topic with a cycle of constant reflection
from the initial reason for proposing the topic to the data collection and through to
the data analysis and writing up phases. It attempts to recognize the lived
experience of each participant as unique and through detailed descriptions of the
combined participants’ stories lead to some understanding for the researcher and
provide insightful data. At the same time ethnography affords me as the researcher
the opportunity as a member of this cohort to add my own experiences and
conceivably alter my existing views on the topic (van Maanen 1988:136, Madden
10
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2010:17). This preference for shared membership is beneficial in establishing an
initial basis of trust with each participant. This dual role for the researcher of
observer and participant is managed by being aware of the researcher’s level of
engagement during the interview with the participant(s) and for the researcher to
be continually mindful of their role as researcher. This self-monitoring is assisted by
the provision of field notes which are written as soon as practicable after the
interview, transcripts of the recordings with the participants, data analysis and the
advice of research supervisors. The field notes aim to remind the researcher of their
experience during the interview and later they can be a marker for how the
researcher’s opinions may have changed in relation to other interviews and their
own experiences. This self-reflection applies to the transcripts and to the data being
analysed.
Continual review of the recorded material aims to build an in-depth knowledge of
the data with the benefit of situating the researcher within the cohort by
considering participant’s stories in relation to their own. During analysis the
participants stories are placed alongside the researcher’s stories to comprehend
the purpose of behaviours we see and experience around us which are often
obscured because of this shared membership. This juxtaposition of experiences
then guides the researcher to consider the data that emerged through their
research, what they didn’t expect to find through to whether if any of the
researcher’s views have altered.
The range of lived experiences collected from participants will not always result in a
concise singular theory. Often ethnography produces an essence or insight into the
11
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research topic with multiple analytical concepts reflecting the diversity of the
participants lives.

Participant’s ‘First Experiences’ of Darwin
The participant interviews revealed that everyone had a different ’first experience’
story and each of their early encounters with Darwin were unique.
When I met each participant for their interview, I would generally encounter a
range of queries about my research, a few asked how long I had lived in Darwin
which is often a Darwin way of establishing whether you are a local or not or there
would be just general conversations. For some Darwin residents unless you are
born in Darwin you are not a local, for others living through Cyclone Tracy is enough
to be a local and for others being able to describe Darwin in its earlier days to
newcomers is a way of establishing a person’s Darwin credentials.
To start the interview my first question was ‘what brought you to Darwin’? The
comments selected below include each participant’s story of what led them to
Darwin and reveal how the ensuing years along with their decisions have led to
them to choose to stay in Darwin. Surprisingly there was a strong sense of gratitude
for the life that they have had here and how in various ways they are each
attempting to contribute or give back to Darwin as a measure of thanks.
Participants C and J are a couple. J was in the defence force and he put his hand up
to help clean-up Darwin after Cyclone Tracy. J’s happiness in telling me the story of
knowing he had found his home was palpable during their interview,
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J:

”And that eight months after the cyclone was probably one of the
best times of my life. It really proved what joining …ness was all
about to me. The camaraderie, the people who you normally
wouldn't associate with, it…”
“And all of sudden I was home.”

His partner’s ‘C’s story begins with finishing her nursing training and wanting to
travel around Australia. The first place she went to was Alice Springs where she
stayed with relatives. While living and enjoying the outback she had a relationship
with a man which led her to Darwin and to eventually meeting her current partner
J, after they each had lived a few years in Darwin.

There was and possibly still is an image of Darwin as a place to have an adventure
and it was the lure of adventure that led RF to Darwin. He had read a number of
books by the Australian author Ion L. Idriess (who wrote during 1927-1969) as a
teenager, books that spoke of crocodiles, the outback, and the author’s experiences
in remote wild areas of Australia were the background to RF’s comment,
RF:

“I was sick of university, and I was looking for a bit of adventure. And
I saw a (job) advertised in the paper at Darwin. And I'd always
wanted to go to Darwin, because ... you know, a silly thing. My
grandmother had left a whole thing of books of Ion L. Idriess. …He
wrote a lot of history books way back in the thirties, in the twenties
and thirties. And I was taken with one of them. So, I decided I
wanted to go to Darwin and New Guinea. I never got to New Guinea,
13
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but that's another story.”

Before MF met RF (above) she was living interstate and had finished her studies and
qualified as a teacher. Her wish was to work in the country and when the
opportunity arose, she decided on Darwin.
MF:

“I was a teacher. I trained in (location interstate). And when I got my
first posting it was just to the next-door suburb, and I wanted to go
out in the country. So, we had to wait two years, to do two years
teaching, before you could be transferred. And I had a friend up
here, so I applied for a transfer to Darwin and came up in 1966.”

Researcher:
“So, it wasn't just the friend only, or did you want to go somewhere
different, or ...?”
MF:
“I wanted to go somewhere different. And I stayed, yeah. I didn't
really know how long I'd be here, but you had to come up for two
years. And then I just never went anywhere else…”
RF:
“We both stayed at the Esplanade Hostel, which is now the youth
hostel on Mitchell Street. And I call it the marriage bureau, because a
lot of our friends were all married there too at the same age as us.”

14
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Participant DD moved to Darwin due to a job transfer for a specific period. While in
Darwin he had the opportunity to play a number of different sports and during this
time he met his future wife.
DD:

“I came (here) with a job. (name of business) they were based on
Mitchell street where the Coles building is now, it used to be the
cinema across the road and things like that. So, I had 12 months and
then my time was up, I had to go back but I came back within three
months. It really had attracted me and I met a lady as well, we were
getting on quite well. I really loved the sporty side of it. I was into
basketball, tennis. (When) I got here someone asked me to come out
and train for their footy side. I said, no. I played A grade amateur
league but not A grade. A grade was pretty good footy. I got up here
and I went out for one training and I thought it's bloody hot and it's
bloody humid and they're going to knock you around as well? I
thought no, not interested.”

Participant MM was a young girl when her family moved to a remote part of the
Northern Territory so that her uncle could look after MM’s family because her
father was dying. In her retirement MM moved to Darwin to be closer to her older
siblings,
MM:

“And our father contracted a lung disease, so we had to come to
(remote NT location) … There were five of us so we went up there to
be ... our uncle helped to look after us… (I) came up here (to Darwin)
after my husband passed away…So that's basically how I got to be in
15
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the territory. I think 60 years, something like that… So, the reason I
came to Darwin … was family, because I have two sisters, and a
brother, here. And the two, (inaudible). I have a couple of children in
Queensland but decided not to follow the children, and eventually
the two boys were here, and the girl was here. Now the girl's gone,
but there's still stacks of nieces and nephews, and we all see a lot of
each other.”

As a young boy NX treasured memories of a wonderful holiday visiting his former
neighbours who had moved to Darwin and his happy memories later led to him
applying for work in Darwin.

NX:

“I mean, when I was very young - and I mean about 1961, that
summer, ’60-’61 summer, our next-door neighbours had moved up
from (interstate location) the year before, and their son, who is my
age, stayed with us while his parents got a house and stuff like that.
And so, the following summer I was invited to come to Darwin, so I
spent that summer in Darwin.”

CH’s father accepted a job transfer to Darwin when she was about to start high
school. She believes the move was based on his preference for warmer weather.
For CH this was a timely move as she describes below,
CH:

“Yeah Dad chose to be in Darwin because it’s warm, and that’s
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where he wanted to retire…”
And:
CH:

“I remember sitting in the street in (Darwin suburb) and I was still a
child, 13, and I was sitting there and it was raining, and I'd come
home from school, and I sat in the gutter. There was this water, and
the warm water coming down the gutter and I thought, ‘This is
where a child should be brought up.’ This is just magnificent, not that
freezing cold stuff down South… “

And:
CH:

“I could be myself, and I had friends, which I didn't have down South.
You had to be in a group. I'm a little bit weird, I have my own way of
(doing) things and if you ruffle my feathers I will push. I didn't fit the
mould, cause I was buckteeth, I was a little bit weird, I stuck to
myself. I didn't know how to be part of a group, I didn't know how to
do the girly thing.”

Participant LG spoke of how she and her husband had lived in a number of places
overseas and were not able to get permanent residency for themselves or for their
son. They eventually decided to apply for work in Australia with the aim of getting a
passport for their son. After reading the application conditions the move to
Australian meant LG wasn’t able to keep her maid and without household help, she
would have preferred not to move. She was happy living overseas, but her husband
was bored in his job and he thought Australia would be good for their family. After
17
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her husband received three job offers in Australia, she spoke about how her
husband chose Darwin because of the similar climate to their birth place,

LG:

“And I hated to come here mainly because I hate housework. You
know, mopping the floor (Laughs). I'd rather go out and do any job
rather than do that. (In overseas location), I had no problems, I could
get my maid from (my birth country), you know? The government
allows on a two-year contract. Then she goes away, then she comes
again, like that. So, it was so easy. But here they said, “You can't get
your maid here.” She wanted to come. She said, "Isn't there any way
you can?" I said, "No, they won't allow it." We came and we had to
get used to it. I still hate housework!”

SU and her husband also had lived in a number of overseas locations before they
moved to Australia. Her husband’s initial application to move to Australia had been
rejected because he was considered too experienced so they applied again from
another country and were accepted. When her husband’s paperwork came
through, he applied for a job in Katherine, NT. In SU’s interview she talked about
the local people she met who were willing to help her with the ‘Australian’ way of
life and of how she enjoyed their company.

SU:

“So we came to Katherine. We were there for one and a half years or
so, and then my husband applied for a job in Darwin. He got a good
place.”
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And:
SU:

“Yeah. The territory, I'm so used to. Talk territory language, and on
Friday, you’d hitch the boat onto the back of the car and go fishing
either early in the next morning or the night, I don't know. On
Fridays, there was not much work. They used to take (local
newspaper) and make balls out of paper and play cricket in the
stores. It was so interesting. We saw that we are (in) the NeverNever.”

And:
SU:

“Yeah, because life was like that, at that time in Katherine.”

Researcher:
“In what way? Can you kind of explain?”

SU:

“Well, people spoke a different kind of language to the rest of
Australia, you know? When I went shopping, they'd say ‘zatall’ (is
that all)? I didn't understand what they were saying… And what's his
name ... He taught us a lot of these things about Australian living in
Australia. He said, "You must have a bar. You must have a bar within
your house. And then he said “when you are in a pub, and you start
drinking, you must keep all the bottles you have drank on the table.
Don't send them over… Yeah, that was his … So, things like that. They
don't even talk about things like that now, but that was real.”
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When I interviewed D & J, they told me how they had been travelling on a
shoestring budget overseas and had run out of money. In order to meet up with a
relative in Australia who would accommodate them while they looked for work,
they chose the closest port to Singapore which was Darwin with a plan to hitch hike
to Queensland. The first ride they got out of Darwin was down to Katherine and
from the way they related the story it was obvious they have told it many times and
they hold happy memories of the trip.
D:

“We were travelling overland from the UK, in old motor car. Our
intentions to go round the world with very little money. And I had a
sister who lived in Australia, so we got to Singapore and ran out of
money. Borrowed from J’s dad – (there) was deadline. We got to
Darwin. That was the nearest place.”

J:

“That was our first time in Darwin.”

D:

“Yeah. That was the week before the cyclone (Tracy), but we had to
make the decision, should we stay here or try to earn some money
and catch the bus to (location) in Queensland to my sister, or should
we hitchhike out? So, we hitchhiked out, not knowing the wet
season...”

J:

“Looked at our little world map and it didn’t look very far (to
Queensland).”
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D:

“We only had a world map, so (Queensland location) wasn’t that far
away.”

J:

“Just down to...”

D:

“So we started hitchhiking, not realising that at that time of the year
not many people travelled because of the rivers, and the rivers were
up and the bridges were out. We had a classic ride down, two
drunken men in a ute said, “Jump in the back. We’re going to a party
in Katherine.”

J:

“They say, ’We’re visiting a couple of waterholes on the way’...”

D:

“Yeah, which we thought were waterholes.”

Researcher:
(Laughs)
D:

“And they had a carton of grog between them. And they were
drinking all the way down, cans coming out, vomit coming out the
middle.”

This experience didn’t deter D & J from returning to Darwin because after cyclone
Tracy a range of jobs were advertised and they willingly applied to work in a remote
NT location and later moved to Darwin.
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Seeing an advertisement in the window of Australia House in London encouraging
people to move and work in Australia for the cost of 10 pounds led FW to make a
spur of the moment decision to move to Australia.

FW:

“Well, I'm an original Ten Pound Pom you see, so I was on my trek
around Australia. You sort of did six here and six there, and six
months somewhere else. But here in Darwin you had to commit to a
year, because if you organised for a year, they paid your fare, and
they paid your fare out. Mind you, they took it off you during the
year. So, you know, that was sort of an attraction. And also, it was
seen as quite an exciting place, because, you know, there were
opportunities here for doing things that you didn't do anywhere
else.”

FW related a number of stories about her early days in Darwin and Katherine,
stories that I won’t forget, such as travelling in ambulances to road accidents with
no medicine for the injured through to her alter ego which aims at helping other
people her age plan for their death. For FW moving to the NT was a good decision.
FW:

“I couldn't have had nearly so much fun, only ... if I'd stayed in
(overseas location).”

Meeting a future partner in Darwin was an important outcome for CP. She spoke
about her unexplainable urge to attend a professional conference in Darwin and
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how going on a camping tour after the conference resulted in her meeting her
future husband.

CP:

“Originally I came to attend a conference. I was living in (overseas)
and I heard about a (job related) conference, so I came. Then I did a
five-day tour, a camping trip, and I met the person who's now my
husband. … I was driven to come here. I absolutely had to come
here. Something just drove me. I didn't have the money when I got
there and I had to really save hard and promise the conference
people I'd pay them (later) but not now.”

Participant AB had a moment in her birth country when she realised, she didn’t
want to put up with the cold weather anymore and she decided to travel to
Australia, using her job to provide an income.

AB:

“And I was going to work on the bus one day and it was so cold and
the ears were freezing and the feet were freezing and the fingers
were absolutely numb. And I thought, 'There must be something
better in the world than this. “

Participant’s reasons for staying or leaving
After asking each participant how they first came to Darwin, the other question I
asked participants was whether they had considered moving interstate within
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Australia or elsewhere? For some participants they currently had no intention of
leaving Darwin but for others their decision is conditional on other factors that may
change in the future.
In response to my second question I heard from participants about how they had
considered moving interstate, or they had tested out the new location, whereas
other participants had moved interstate in a new location lived there for a period
and returned to Darwin. Other participants had no plans to move but often this
comment came with a qualifying statement related to their own health which might
require them to relocate or to assist interstate family members who could become
unwell. Another version was to follow Darwin friends or children to live interstate
but this was fraught with the concern that friends or family could move again at a
later date. Some participants were uncertain about moving away from Darwin and
had no plans to move but it could be a possibility. Then there are the participants
who would like to move but financially are not able to due to lack of interstate work
opportunities or falling house prices here in Darwin leaving them without enough
money to move. Two participants spoke of how their childhood friends are
scattered across Australia and that there was no point in returning to their family
home. Another situation is where moving can be split between one partner wanting
to move and the other wants to stay. In general participants spoke of their friends,
their family and how they like living in Darwin as the reason they stay. I have
selected pertinent comments from participant’s interviews that reflect why each
participant stays and some of their motives or compromises for staying here.
Despite their love of Darwin and bushland C & J mentioned they had considered
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living overseas in either Bali or Thailand or of buying a yacht and going sailing. They
had also checked out moving interstate but decided they didn’t suit the local people
or share the local people’s choices for future development in the area.
C:

“Yeah J had an interest in a (business) over there at (interstate
location). And we travelled there a couple of times, didn't we?”

J:

“And that was good because we met the people. And most of them
had come from (the) wilderness, of Melbourne … and still acted like
they were there.”

C:

“And I think the other thing too for us with (interstate beach
location) even though it is a pretty place they were fast destroying it
with development and also the weather really wasn't actually that
nice. It got cold quite a couple of times and we thought we just don't
really need to deal with this. And I think that's probably what keeps
us here, well it certainly keeps me here and J, I think. The climate
here for us works, and we've learned to work with it.”

RR and his wife did consider moving back to his birthplace but establishing new
friendships and going to new doctors was daunting. RR believes Darwin is a better
choice for both of them with a big group of his wife’s ethnic community living in
Darwin plus being close to their daughter and grandchild.

RR:

“Yeah, we had a look. Not that long there… It grows on you a bit
(Darwin). My wife’s from the (overseas country). (Wife’s name) has a
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fairly big (ethnic) population up here, which is sort of important…”
And:
RR:

“Yeah, just the lifestyle. Although it has changed a lot since I first
came up here. Yeah. Another thing, when you get a bit of age on
you, you got to make new friends and look at getting new doctors at
the same time."

When I asked about whether VH had thought about moving away from Darwin she
was quite definite that there was no point in returning to her birthplace as her
childhood friends had moved elsewhere.
VH:

“I was born in (capital city) and grew up in (capital city), went to uni
in (capital city). But I... I've got some relatives down in (capital city)
that I stay with when I go down there. But I haven't got any friends
left down there.”

Later in our interview VH qualified her above comment about leaving Darwin by
adding that if her daughter did move interstate then she might have to think about
leaving,
VH:

“Yeah. I guess so. And they've got (daughter’s place) up for sale. If it
sells and if they go away, I don't think (daughter) would leave the
Territory, but because her children are gone, she might go. She's got
property in (remote location) as well as the (other property). Who
knows? I can't imagine going anywhere else. So, I'm not thinking
about her going anywhere else.”
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CH has no plans to move interstate although her husband would prefer to be closer
to his family interstate. The main factor in CH’s decision to not move is her elderly
father who lives independently but needs her to live nearby and a second factor
involves her dislike of cold weather.
CH:

“I like here .... It's there but I don't know where I'd go. He wants to,
(husband) would love to go back down to (interstate location). …
That would, I'd have to have a fully house, that's absolutely fully
warmed. Heated garage, heated toilet, heated bathroom. “

When I asked my question about whether R & M had thought of moving interstate,
I could sense that this was currently a topic that was foremost in their minds. The
decision to move for R & M was not about being closer to one of their daughters
who lived interstate but it was more about whether it was the right time for both of
them to move to a retirement village in the Darwin area with a more manageable
garden and smaller house.

MF:

“Yeah, but we ... The thing is, you've got to decide where you're
going to move. And there seems to be southern places that attract
people, like we're got friends who live down around (interstate
beach location). You go down there, and you walk down the main
street, and you know every second person. Because they're
transplants from Darwin. So that didn't appeal to us, because then
they gather together at social events and all that. And I think, "Well,
why did they move?" And they've moved up and down the coast in
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Queensland, mainly. And we just don’t know where we'd want to go.
And so, we don't go.”

RF:

“But M comes from (southern state), and I come from (eastern
state). My inclination's always been to (eastern state). But you know,
you develop a whole range of friends who are very close, our closeknit group of friends. And it's a bit hard, unfortunately some of the
closest friends have moved out. And a lot of them have died. Which
is inevitable, I suppose, at our age. Yeah, so of course we've got ... a
lot of the grandchildren here. But I don't want to move to (be near
our other daughter interstate). I don't think any of us want to move
to (interstate location) … And we've been remarkably lucky with our
neighbours. And a couple live over here, really like members of the
family, they're close actually.”

MF:

“But we still need to know where we're going afterwards.”

RF:

“See I enjoy working here. It doesn't worry me (the large property)
keeps me fit and gives me something to do. Plenty to do, actually…
It's being realistic, sooner or later ...”

Researcher:
“It's a compromise between what you both need.”
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RF:

“The thought of going in to one of those high-rise units just ... won't
do me at all.”

Researcher:
“And a place like Pearl, or those kind of retirement villages….”

RF:

“And Pearl is pretty good, actually, on retirement villages. I've got
experience- …”

MF:

“Just opened a new one down here in (Darwin location). Perhaps we
should go across and have a look at it. And see that it's ... It's got an
open day … sometime shortly.”

Pearl is an architecturally designed retirement village located close to the sea and
Darwin city. Pearl’s advertising replaces the word village with resort. There are a
range of villa sizes, the property is fully maintained for independent living and the
social aspects of the village are promoted.

Having established a life here there was no consideration for FW to leave Darwin
even though her sister lives interstate,
FW:

“Well, my network's here, as much as I've got a network. And, you
know, where else would I ... I mean, I've got a sister down in
(interstate), but we didn't grow up together, so I don't really know
her. And it's only relatively recently that we've sort of, got friendly. “
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D & J expressed their concerns about moving now that they have retired whether
they should follow friends who have moved interstate or to move closer to their
children who live interstate. In their comments below they outline some of things
they have considered,

D:

“I find, when they retire, there’s automatically that question. And it
keeps - it makes me think about it, so when I think about, where are
you physically going, I think then, would I like to live there? And it
doesn’t add up to me. But...

J:

“And also a lot of them are chasing their sons and daughters and
grandkids, and that seems a foolish action, cause you’ve got no
guarantee they’re going to end up in the same place.”

D:

“I think also you become very specific about, you know, suddenly
after 40 years of living here, the weather’s too oppressive, I’ve got to
move, housing’s cheaper down south, or... But leaving lifelong
associations with friends, maybe family, and going to start anew at
the age of 70 or something, I mean, it’s possible but... But we
actually find Darwin, the Territory as a place, very compatible with
the way we see life.”

J:

“Yeah, and I think it’s not just only our friends. It’s also our
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neighbours and people I know. I go shopping, I can speak to
anybody. Or I can just nod and say, I’ve known that person for the
last 10, 15 years…… I like too the fact that, if you’re out walking,
anybody and anybody will say hello, whether you know them or
not.”

After asking MM about moving earlier in our interview she made this comment as
the interview was ending,

MM:

“If the children moved away and I was still able, and I'm pretty
active, I possibly would. Because there are more comfortable places
to live in apart from the humidity.”

NX has lived interstate in the intervening years since he first visited Darwin but as
he has grown older the friends he has in Darwin have become a big reason to stay.

NX:

“But I got to being about... in 2000, 2001 I went down looking. I
found a place I thought I could live in. I thought of selling my house
in (interstate location), which I hadn’t done at that time. And I was
going to, then I didn’t, and I came back and they offered me more
money to stay (in interstate location) and I went, “Ooh, yeah, I’m not
interested.” And that was the last time I really considered living
there, but I was never gonna - I mean, I suppose… look, I’m
unmarried, I’m gay... (Laughs) And I have friends, gay friends in
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Adelaide, and family. I have gay friends in Sydney. And I have gay
friends here. … And your relationships as a gay man are different.
Like, your friends are much more important. I mean, I do have a
brother and sister in (interstate location).”

Despite NX’s friendships he expressed that if he became ill, he would consider
leaving Darwin to be near his relatives interstate for support.

NX:

“Yeah, and I just don’t see myself leaving Darwin. I mean, you never
can tell, because if you get sick, this is not a great place to be really
sick. And I suppose I’d go back to (interstate location), because...
Yeah, family at least… And I can’t imagine myself doing anything else,
but at the present time, while I’m capable of looking after myself and
doing everything for myself, I want to stay here. I don’t want to go
anywhere else.”

Living in Darwin – Participant’s preferences, dislikes and compromises
In addition to my two questions that I posed to all participants, I heard throughout
the interviews from participants some of their preferences, dislikes, and
compromises that have occurred from living and growing old in Darwin. The
following excerpts are representative of the topics mentioned by participants.
When I began this research, I assumed that family would be the main reason for
people to choose to stay in Darwin even though they had family living interstate.
For some participants this was true but I also found that for participants who have
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no family living in Darwin their friends or neighbours and their long associations
with their home were just as important to the participants as family. NX’s
comments below express the closeness he has with his friends and neighbours,

NX:

“Well, I would miss these people, because they are - John walks his
dog, Bobbie walks her dog. Often, I’ve sat up on my balcony in the
park and Bobbie’s walking down below me and she says to me, come
down for a gin and tonic. Or something like that. And if you make
something or other and there’s some leftovers, you know, I just go
and give it to her or something like that. And she’ll give me things. I
mean, it’s not like it’s... It’s just that connection into the community
is very strong, and that’s what I’d miss. And I mean, like going
somewhere and just - walking in a supermarket to have to talk to
three or four people, like thinking, I won’t go at 11:00 after (sport),
because I know all the... like coming back from Nightcliff I won’t shop
in Woolies on the way home because all the old ladies’d be in there
and one by one they’ll stop me and ask me questions about where
were you (at sport) earlier on. Or I think, I don’t care, I’ll just go in
there and I’m just gonna write off an hour.”

VH was working in the eastern states of Australia and had travelled to the NT a
number of times for her job, and when she was offered a permanent position in
Darwin, she accepted it. VH explained she has raised a family here and her children
have established their home here and she has grandchildren living in the NT,
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VH:

“So, the Territory, I loved and all my friends were here, my family
was here, my children and my grandchildren, by that time. So, this is
my home, yeah.”

Having grandchildren and great grandchildren is also a major reason for SU to stay
in Darwin,

SU:

“With them, and my other two grandchildren ... I will show you the
picture… My grandchildren and the great-grandchildren, they have
the same interest (in art), so we go to all of these things. It is very
fun.”

CH and her husband have a daughter and a grandchild living in Darwin. CH cares for
her husband who lives at home and she visits her father who is in his 90s during her
lunch breaks on weekdays. Caring for both people is demanding as she explains
below,
CH:

“But having Dad up here, he relies on me a lot, sometimes I feel
between (my husband), I'm the carer for (my husband). I'm his (my
Dad’s) connection. I'm a carer for (my husband) and I'm a carer for
Dad, and they're both very pessimistic. But sometimes (her husband)
used to be that glass half full, but now it's not so much. Dad is the
definitely bloody glass is really empty.”

Living overseas from AB’s family has meant that her relationship with her family is
not as close as she would like. Even with regular mail and now email she expressed
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that it would be difficult to move back to her birth place due to the gap in her
relationship with her friends and family.
AB:

“You miss friends and family that you used to have, that I've still got.
But it's too far, it's not like you can visit, come and have a cup of tea
in the afternoon…”

In Darwin we are only a short drive away from being close to nature or near ‘the
bush’. I saw two jabirus (large bird from stork family) less than 3 kilometres from
where I live recently. When I walk our dogs on the local bike path I can hear at the
right time of year, kookaburras, black cockatoos, drongos, and galahs, and I think
how lucky we are to have nature so close. In our backyard we have visits from ‘bush
chooks’, bats, possums, frogs and the unwanted rats, toads and snakes. When I
compare this to homes in southern states where the suburbs are expanding, I think
of my family who rarely hear or see wildlife. There were a number of comments
about being close to nature or having easy access to the bush in my interviews.

C & J currently live in a rural area and share a love of living amongst natural
bushland, planting native trees and having only a few neighbours. Before their
current home they lived in a different rural location but over a period of time more
people moved into the area. They eventually looked at other blocks of land and
decided to move further away from Darwin to be closer to natural bushland.

C:

“We just went for a walk and that was one of the roads we walked
down and I looked at this particular block and I looked at some of the
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trees on it, and they are huge, they are massive. And I thought, whoa
there's some good soil there. Because every block I've ever owned in
the territory, gravel, rock, clay. … This amazing loam, sandy loam and
it's just, it goes on in places, we have outcrops of rocks certainly. And
I didn't know that at the time, I just saw the trees and thought I
could Iive here. And I did see the little for sale sign on it at the time.
And I thought, we were talking about smaller blocks and downsizing.
I looked at it, drooled. And did nothing more, it wasn't until we
finally decided to look at 5 acre blocks and so we came to the
conclusion that I didn't want to live next to people again. I rather
liked that 5 acre buffer.”
Participant RR had a job he loved working outdoors and living in the rural area plus
he was able to pursue his interest in trees and the opportunities for fishing.
RR:

“They're (tree species) still there, but if you pick the right soil (for
growing specific trees), they (termites) stayed away from them. I was
really (enjoying it). I stayed at (rural location), there was really good,
with the fishing. It was good out there at (remote location). Yeah, it
was really good. We only had about four or five, four Europeans. The
rest were all Aboriginals from (remote location). Yeah, it was really
good. Yeah, then I come back in to Darwin, in the research unit. We'd
done a lot of research out there on different species. … They moved
me back to Darwin in '81, yeah. Then they done a lot of work on it.
There was one space they had planted out at (rural location). It was a
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really big providence trial. It was the biggest providence trial of (tree
species) ... We started on that and that took the rest of my time…”

Despite RR’s love of trees and outdoor living he has moved back closer to Darwin to
reduce his workload and to have easier access to health services.

RR:

“We actually had a 20-acre block down in (rural location). I bought
that and built a little house on it. It's a bit rough. Then we moved up
here. (Darwin suburb). Too much to look after 20 acres.”

SU’s birthplace was where she began her love of wild places and continues on in
her love of Darwin’s access to remote areas and being outdoors.

SU:

“Because we lived there for a long time, (we) were all born in
(overseas location), so (we) got used to travelling to wild places.
That's what I love about it, because you can still go to the wild places
(here). So, we used to go there regularly, … we used to always travel
together and camp. I really like ... That's why I like living (here).”

The term ‘we’ve learned to work with the weather’ would apply to a number of
Territorians and implies how many people don’t enjoy the warm/hot weather but
they learn to adapt or cope as C & J in the following comment acknowledge,

C:

“The climate here for us works, and we've learned to work with it. …
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You work with it.”
J:

“When all else fails you jump in the spa.”

C:

“You just lie down. … You know if it's stinking hot and it's the middle
of the day, and you're tired, put the air conditioning on. … You just
work with it …”

In contrast SU enjoys Darwin’s weather because it is similar to the climate she
grew-up in.

SU:

“I like it. The weather, of course, is the most important thing. And
also, you can live in a relaxed way.”

Darwin’s ‘build-up’ season with its high humidity and relentless high temperatures
overnight is endured by most people and is the reason for most of the discussions
around the weather and even a love of the outdoors can be spoilt by Darwin’s high
temperatures as CP explains,

CP:

“… I find the humidity really hard. I can't handle the humidity. The
climate in Darwin I find really hot.”

CP:

“Yeah, I don't think I can cope with the climate. (Darwin’s) so far
from everywhere and you're so limited in the wet. You can't just say,
"Oh let's go and camp somewhere for the weekend." Who wants to
be in a tent when it's 35 (degrees C) and 80 percent humidity? Yes, if
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I can I love to camp. I love to go rough. Camp ovens, fiddling around
in the bush in the streams and whatever. I don't really want to be in
someone else's air-conditioned room, …”

It was the end of the wet season when I had my interview with MM and it wasn’t
long into our interview when MM told me how much she disliked Darwin’s
humidity,

MM:

“But I have one big thing against Darwin, as far as I'm concerned, and
that's the humidity. Hate the humidity. Because I'm a person that
perspires.”

There are benefits to Darwin’s environment and warm weather as NX and LG stated
that living in Darwin has proven to be the best place in managing their asthma.

LG:

“And two years ago I went (interstate location) and got a really
bad… After eight years I managed my asthma, being without asthma,
without a puffer. For eight years I was clear. I went there, the (beach
area) or whatever, and I was sitting out reading (Inaudible) in the
pool inside, and I didn't realise because I was reading just across
from the sea where we were staying, and the wind got colder and
very, very strong, and it hit my chest. Very bad, I had six days in
hospital in (interstate location).”

And:
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NX:

“I’m an asthmatic and I find in (interstate location) I always have mild
asthma from middle of August till Christmas. And it’s to do with
native grasses and introduced grasses. And living here I’ve had one
major asthma attack in the 24 years I’ve lived here. And I don’t get
them on the east coast of Australia either. It’s different grasses,
yeah, whole thing.”

It could be the type of person that responded to my request for people over 55 to
be interviewed but almost everyone interviewed was involved in some form of
regular activity and often the activity included meeting friends and enjoying their
company (see Appendix F).
One of the main reasons VH does not want to think about moving away from
Darwin is because of her calendar which has an activity on nearly every day of the
week.

VH:

“So, this is my home, yeah. And there's plenty to do. I mean, every
day I wake up and have to do something in the morning. So, I swim.
Well, to start with, Mondays I come in to Pilates. Tuesday morning, I
swim. Tuesday night I dance with (name of group), the English
country dancing. On Wednesday, I kayak on the harbour. Wednesday
night, I'm a life member of the (singing group). On Thursday
morning, I swim. Friday morning, I walk for heart and then I dance
with the (dancing group). And the (dancing group) have always got
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some show on that we're practicing for. Saturday, I do tai chi. And
after each of these things, I have coffee with whoever we're with.
And Sunday morning, I swim. So, yeah, every morning I've got
something.”
Learning of all the activities available for seniors from AB was thought provoking for
me because I had not heard or read or seen them advertised or heard from other
people the activities that were available. As AB points out activities are important
not only for keeping older people active but for people who live on their own to
have some social contact,
AB:

“There's 30 different activities on for seniors in (Darwin area). … All
these different things available for seniors. We are very fortunate.
And that's because some of us are motivated enough to recognise
the fact that we can reduce social isolation and prevent ill health by
contacting these people.”

After completing my interviews, I went back through them and counted 47 different
activities that were mentioned in the Darwin area. I have also heard this comment
that ‘there is nothing to do’ and ‘what will I do in retirement’ from 2 friends at
work. Through this research I knew where to look and supplied them with links to
Darwin websites that show the range of activities that they could consider. In
particular the Darwin City Council have a comprehensive alphabetical list of clubs
and groups.
D & J favoured activities that were scheduled in the morning when Darwin is
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generally cooler rather than an afternoon activity which entailed waiting at home
until after midday and then going out in the warmer part of the day. They had a
suggestion that some of the night classes offered in Darwin could also be run during
the day for seniors in air-conditioned rooms.
D:

“Those activities we find a really good supporting aspect. We’re
much more conscious of our health, now we’re retired, and this is
just one component of that. So, it’s not a major city, but it seems to
have a lot of things that we need. … And I always think that men and I go to Strength for Life at the (retirement village), which we
think’s really good…”

J:

“So if you think about it, the activities that they’re doing, they’re
doing them during the day, and here probably the nearest we’ve got
is Casuarina Night School, some of the things they offer, but I suspect
that a lot of seniors don’t particularly like going there in the evening,
and if those sorts of things could be offered during the day it’s
something to (think about).”

D:

“But I do feel like that’s it - when I play golf, I like to tee off early, and
I finish about lunchtime or so, and I feel the afternoon is recovery or
just mooch about or a bit of gardening, or whatever it is. Whereas, if
it’s in the afternoon, it’s almost like I’m waiting for that, you know,
it’s something you can’t really do anything.”
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D & J told me how they had previously avoided organizations that were for old
people with the emphasis on old. These participants didn’t consider themselves as
old and didn’t think exercise activities with an agency that caters for older people
would be suitable for them and perhaps energetic or beneficial enough for the
‘young’ old, as they explain,

J:

“Yeah, I think, to be honest, we never thought of coming to
something run by (COTA). That’s for old people…”

D:

“But yeah, I think … COTA doesn’t reach as many people as it could.
One of the reasons is our reaction to it initially and also the fact that
people (are) aware. You know, when we say to them, “We’re doing
Pilates,” and they say, “Where are you doing it?” We said, “COTA.”
“Oh!”

FF told me of her friends who use the local shopping centre as a meeting place and
as a way to avoid the warmer temperatures and the cost of electricity to run air
conditioning in their homes.

FF:

“Then they have friends that maybe they get together, and they go
up. A lot of mine meet at Casuarina in the shopping centre. They
have coffee there. They have a talk. They walk around. They've got
air conditioning. A lot of them won't use the air con at home,
because it's expensive, air conditioning.”
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Participants had practical ways to deal with the heat and humidity and often there
was an acceptance that the weather could not be changed so we should work with
it. AB as a pensioner receives an electricity concession which helps her to run her
air-conditioning on hot days in the afternoons,

AB:

“Well, I'm very fortunate, I just got my (electricity bill) this morning, I
was very fortunate because we get so much off, we get half of it off.
And so, OK, in the dry season of course the air con is not on but in
the wet season, well, I'm out every morning.”

The provision of reduced car registration and electricity for seniors and the senior’s
card are welcomed but for two participants they felt more could be done to assist
older people to stay in Darwin,

DD:

“There’s no doubt that the pension care and concession scheme
does assist a lot in people deciding to stay.”

And:
FF:

“With your pension, no, you can't do it. Although the (specific group
of women), I must say, Sandy (researcher), they are not take away
people. They're very frugal, and they know how to make a meal out
of nothing. That's where they save, but at the end of the day, you've
still got the rates. You don't get them cheaper, the rates. You get ok
the registration cheap. You get the water and sewer cheap, but
nothing else. I think they need a bit more, actually.”
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There was further praise for Darwin due to the size of the town with small distances
and reduced travel times required to attend an activity or social event which would
not be possible if they lived in a capital city elsewhere in Australia.

VH:

“So, anything like that, you can do here in Darwin. Which,
sometimes, you can't do in a big country town. So, it's got the
advantages of a capital city but also the advantages of a smaller
country town.”

And:
NX:

“Yeah. Well, I mean, the thing about it, the advantage in living in a
town this size is, one, because it’s a capital city it has more other
things.”

And:
NX:

“The other thing is it’s small. These friends of mine who were up
from Melbourne said to me, we couldn’t have done that. We went
out one morning and went round and did this, did that, had lunch
and were home by 2.00. And then said, ‘if we’d done this in
Melbourne, it would have taken all day.’ And I said, ‘Yes, because …
the travel time would have been well over an hour.”

The attraction of Darwin for RF was not only working outdoors it was also about
being able to carry out his hobby in a facility that other Australian towns of a similar
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size to Darwin would not usually have.

RF:

“And just, well I think it's the same with most sports up here. The
facilities that are available to us here are tremendous… Yeah, I
always ... The previous governments in the Northern Territory put a
lot of money into sport, and I think it's been a very smart move. I
know our sport, which is very much a minority sport, we had world
class facilities for our (inaudible). And it's just amazing, actually, so ...
I go interstate and look around at what other people put up with and
I'll say, ‘Well, geez, we're doing pretty well where we are.’”

Another benefit of Darwin being the smallest capital city with a range of big city
facilities is the improvement in the number of flights and the lower cost of air travel
to southern states plus access to overseas airports. Having a choice of flights with a
reasonable price can make visiting relatives more often possible. MM had planned
a trip to Brisbane with her sisters and a friend and compared the cost of her flight
to her friend who lives in Alice Springs which was much higher.

MM:

“We're going to Brisbane in August, the three sisters, and there's a
friend going from Alice Springs too. One of the friends I was talking
about. But we were able to get on a plane at a reasonable cost. …
But we could have got on for about 600 (dollars)return direct to
Brisbane. And (my friend) her’s was about 900. And she had to go via
Adelaide, up to Brisbane. So really our facilities are much better.”
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Keeping Darwin’s natural environment and monitoring development to ensure that
natural areas are not removed was a genuine concern for a number of participants
especially in regards to the development of more high-rise buildings or land
reclamation causing the loss of local ecosystems. C & J spoke of being involved in
trying to minimize earlier developments and J is currently learning how to put in a
formal protest to government against a future urban development.
C:

“But yeah it's high rise, it's huge… The sewage is going to be run off
that's going to go straight into, it can't go anywhere except (name)
Creek… And there's whole heaps of bush that's going to be taken
out. The midgie barrier is going to disappear.”

FW was another participant who was concerned that new developments had been
situated in inappropriate places such as up on cliff faces which are eroding and that
these poor decisions would eventually cause minor catastrophes.
FW:

“… the convention centre is sinking already. In Cullen Bay I've seen
the cracks, especially on the seaboard side, and coming back… when
they first started, they trucked rocks in from God knows where, then
that's how come we got ... (inaudible). There were trucks galore,
with warnings 24/7. (The water was) rising, and it was ... they had to
cut part of the cliff face away, to make the ride down. Because I used
to house sit on those houses on the top there. Yeah, it was really
nice, but, yes ... and then they didn't leave it long enough to settle,
before they started (building) ... I mean, look at the ... But you know,
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"No, no, no. We can do it. We can do it." But it was much too quick.
And if they think the (Cullen Bay) lock gate's going to do anything at
all, if the next big cyclone comes on a really high tide, we're going to
(flood)… But the whole of the Nightcliff foreshore has been built up.
And what City Council think they're doing with that café.”
SU also had a concern about developing tourist sites to cater for more tourists
which would result in the wildness and unspoilt nature of NT locations being lost.
SU:

“And I liked Cutta Cutta (400 klms from Darwin) at that time,
because it was undeveloped, but I don’t think it should be
developed, because (Chatham in UK) was too ... How shall I say it?
Too overdeveloped. I think all those lights and they were making
things look different. But they are doing that in Katherine too, now.
This man says, "Oh, this looks like (architecture)… Yeah. That's what
they're doing everywhere, you know? People demand it… Toilets are
okay, because otherwise that is very dirty.”

Just as I began this research the price of houses had begun to fall and home owners
were disappointed with the reduced value of their home. CP was hoping to use the
sale of their home to assist them with a move interstate, whereas SU had thought
she could use the value of her home to help her move into a residential village for
older people.
CP:

“We bought our house just before the property crash so we've lost
about 20% ... 10-15% of the value. I thought to myself it would be
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better either we stay here for another three or four years to try and
recoup that loss or we don't sell the house but we rent it out. Then
we can't use that money to buy something else a bit down south (to
locations south of Darwin).”
And:
SU:

“But they have also got this residential village, and I applied last
month. Two months ago, I applied for one of those, and I was
offered it. They wanted ... What did they want? $650 (thousand) or
$560 (thousand)? I can't remember. For a 3-bedroom place. I wanted
a 3-bedroom place. It's nice. New…. I think that the garden is what
keeps me going. Yeah. The one that I looked at had a bit of garden,
which was, I thought, enough for me. It's very difficult to get a 3bedroom one there. This one, I applied for it, I was given it. Then, I
got another real estate agent to come and assess this house. She
valued it, she said, "Oh, it's a nice house. A nice garden and all that.
But the market is down, … and I can't see you getting more than
$450 (thousand). So, I promptly told them (residential village
manager), "I can't buy it at that price, because I was expecting at
least $560 (thousand)."

Darwin residents in my experience are roughly divided into two groups about the
quality of health services available. One side is more than happy with Darwin health
services, while the other side has a saying ‘if in doubt fly out’, meaning avoid the
health services in Darwin and go interstate for medical opinions and or treatment,
(see NX on page 28 ‘might leave’).
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MF had recently made regular visits to medical services and had spent some time in
hospital,
MF:

“I've been in Royal Darwin Hospital three times in the last couple of
years, and ... “

RF:

“And the private hospital.”

MF:

“Private hospital. And you can't fault their care. They're very good …
And I've access to a GP. And, yeah, I don't think you'd get better help
anywhere else.”

Good health and keeping up with all the available prescribed medical check-ups was
the advice from MM for a long life.
MM:

“So if I had to access that (medical services) quite a bit maybe I
would find something wrong, I don't know. But I do ... I go to the
doctor when I need to. I take tablets like I'm on blood pressure and
that. And that stops things from happening. ... So, take advantage of
the medical (check-ups) and they're very good to us up here. Bulk
billing, and…”

Added to the perception that health services are not adequate Darwin also has
difficulty retaining medical staff. The current construction of a second hospital
could mean that when the new hospital is operational both hospitals would be
under-staffed. RF reiterated a concern that I have heard from other participants
and friends about the new hospital being built in Palmerston,
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RF:

“One thing that hospital is, it's overcrowded. That's why they
definitely need another- Yeah, it would be terrible if they de-staffed
the other hospital, which they're going to have to, to a certain
degree. It's not that easy getting medical staff these days.
Particularly a place like Darwin. They have to look at all the inland
hospitals all around Australia. They're struggling (inaudible).”

Moving to Darwin worked out to be a good career decision for RF and for SU’s
husband as they both gained work in an industry they loved, doing work they
thrived on with employers who were supportive.

RF:

“Yeah, so I was looking, and I got a ... I was working as a technical
assistant with the (specific industry) people at the time. For us to
research at tree top. And it's good. You know, worked up here,
travelled all over the territory. Had a wonderful 22 years, and then I
went back to university. They gave me a year's leave off without pay
to go back and finish my degree. And then came back and they gave
me a job as a research scientist, and then I worked on from there. …
And then, that’s reflected in our children, too. They’ve both had
great opportunities. Yeah, if you want to work, if you want have a go,
head to us. Move out to here. It doesn't matter where.”

And:
SU:

“... From (overseas location), we applied to Australia, and they said
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‘You are overqualified.’ My husband was overqualified. Because he
applied to the Northern Territory, you see. And they said something
would be happening in this place. So anyway, we went to (another
overseas location), applied from there, got straight in. Interviewed
by telephone. Because nobody wanted to come to it, and it was a job
in Katherine. … Katherine, so nobody wants to come there. This was
in 1980, or '79 it was… so we came to Katherine. We were there for
one and a half years or so, and then my husband applied for a job in
Darwin. He got a good place.”

DD has found that being over 55 has reduced his chances of being interviewed for a
job. He spoke about being older and having a wide range of work experience but
this didn’t ensure he would be selected to get an interview for a job.

DD:

“(Previous employment) taught me to be innovative and natural
thinking. I still do that and some people are challenged by it and feel
threatened by it. So even ageism comes into it when you apply for
work that you've got all the skills. People look at me like oh my God
he's got all that and they feel threatened.”

CP would like to move interstate but her profession is constantly changing and
technology has reduced the number of jobs available, added to this she feels her
age is working against her for being considered for interstate positions.
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CP:

“I need to work and I think I've hit the age ceiling because I have
been trying to find other work elsewhere and I'm just not getting it.
Then in my profession, (specified), there's a statistic that there are
42% less (industry) jobs since 2011. That's over five years.”

The term ‘lifestyle’ is used liberally in Darwin, if a person is not sure how to explain
or put into words why they stay in Darwin this is likely to be the word they will use.
The way the Darwin lifestyle is described can often include one of the following
words such as ‘relaxed’ or ‘friendly’ or ‘laidback’, such as the following comments
from DD,

DD:

“I had a lot of friends up here but I like the environment. I guess the
warm, friendly atmosphere and things like that. Down in (interstate
location) you just kind of turn up at someone's place and it's you
know. Whereas here you can (drop-in) and (the) territory's been
wonderful for me and I feel alive. ... I find it's a vibrant place.”

The next two participants comments are similar to comments I hear from other
older people in Darwin.
D & J chose our interview location in a building which was fronted by a small park
with sheltered seating. During the interview heavy rain fell and a few aboriginal
people moved under the shelter from the rain and subsequently an argument
occurred and this led to D’s comments below,

D:

“… and it would appear to me that many of the people coming in
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here are leaving their family group, their land, and they’re drinking
here or just living in the park here. Well, if I reflect on some - not me,
and I’ll have to reflect myself cause I haven’t thought about it
enough, on the groups of people who I’ve said have moved away, I
remember my last friend, a very good friend, he’d been here 50
years, moved to NSW. And he said there were two things that are
pushing me away, and one is - he’s now finding the wet season too
oppressive, and the Aboriginal situation where he feels fearful when
he walks down...like past here. A lot of Aboriginal people who are
sometimes drunk or loud or messy, and he’s saying, after 50 years
living here, he said that he now feels uncomfortable about it at the
very least. I must admit, I do too to some extent…”
FW also spoke about the disorderly behaviour of people in the parks without being
explicit,
FW:

“It’s the lifestyle, but then again, there are times when I feel really
embarrassed for the tourists. Because we live here, we are so used
to that behaviour that goes on… We just sort of take it … well, you
know…”

Participants in this research were not Indigenous and as noted on page 148 of this
research I made efforts to include Indigenous older people but I had no success,
making the non-Indigenous views dominate and non-Indigenous views silent.
Participants commented and I include myself about perceptions of Indigenous
violence in parks and the comment about FW’s comment about how embarrassing
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Indigenous people are for visiting tourists. Our non-Indigenous view is of a group of
people doing what they always do, fighting in public spaces and appearing to be
economically unproductive which are only two of many views portrayed and
reinforced by media and politics (Watson 2009:4).
The focus on violence as a common attribute of Indigenous behaviour ignores the
positive contribution Indigenous people were making before non-Indigenous
people arrived and the contribution they are still making. The discrimination
dialogue and thought processes are in some ways similar to ageism, where we
perpetuate negative views rather than underlining informed positive views.
Indigenous people make up one third of the NT population and the NT Indigenous
population of over 65’s is more than double the non-Indigenous people over 65
(Zeng 2015:7). Zeng indicates there is likely to be continued improvement in the
health of Indigenous people and it is possible that there will be nearly triple the
number of Indigenous older people to non-Indigenous people by 2041 (Zeng
2015:9).
The title of the report “Now You See Us” by Zeng et al suggests that older Darwin
people are an unseen or unnoticed cohort in Darwin. Locating Indigenous older
people from my experience has shown that they are almost completely overlooked
except in statistics and the statistics do not extrapolate into ways in which we can
improve life expectancy for this larger and growing cohort of older Indigenous
people or their views on how they would like to grow old. Indigenous life
expectancy is still below non-Indigenous life expectancy as the Australian Institute
for Health and Welfare website states: “For the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
population born in 2015–2017, life expectancy was estimated to be 8.6 years lower
than that of the non-Indigenous population for males (71.6 years compared with
80.2) and 7.8 years for females (75.6 compared with 83.4) (AIHW 2019).
While a projected increase in the number of older Indigenous people is a possibility,
even if Indigenous views on how to grow old were known there are concerns that
currently a large number of our Indigenous population live in remote areas with
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limited and under resourced services (Watson 2009:4) making it a challenge for
older Indigenous people’s health outcomes to improve. In addition services that are
provided need to be sensitive to Indigenous people’s way of life and their lived life
which add another level of complexity when providing services (AASW 2013:3&10
& Watson 2009:5). For a person in the NT or rural areas of Australia that don’t live
near a regional town or city, accessing services for older people is difficult, and this
follows for caregivers and for staff who provide health services (Keating 2011:330).
Remote areas have sparse transport services, the options for appropriate,
accessible and affordable housing are few and meaningful activities for older
people are slight (Keating 2008:114-115). Keating noted that even if there were
only a few services for older people in remote areas a strong attachment to their
homes and their social networks would override accessing urban or regional health
services even when the older person’s health was deteriorating (Keating 2011:325)
adding further challenges for the provision of regional or city health services.
Darwin’s population has a large number of ethnic groups and not everyone finds
Darwin to be a friendly place and in CP’s comment below she misses the openness
of her birth place where inviting an unknown person to your home was not
unusual. This participant came from an English speaking former colony of Britain
and had lived on a Pacific island before moving to Darwin.

CP:

“I think the people here might be different to people I've met like
from (interstate locations).”

Researcher:
“Do you have any idea what the difference might be?”

CP:

“I think they're rougher here. I also find that in Darwin it's really hard
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to make friends. People don't easily invite you home. That's quite
different to (birth place). (Birth place), people are quite hospitable.
They'll invite you round to barbecue and that kind of thing.”

If lifestyle is a common descriptor of why a person stays in Darwin then I think the
multi-cultural nature of Darwin would be another term that is used often by
residents. A good example in Darwin of the wide range of cultures is the weekly
food market at Rapid Creek where exotic vegetables and fruit do not resemble what
is on offer in supermarkets in Darwin or anywhere interstate.

NX:

“... I’ve got some cousins on farms and stuff like that, and one of
them was up here last dry season, and I took her on Sunday morning
down to Rapid Creek and she practically hyperventilated. … She just
didn’t know - and all the other people there and all the strange
vegetables, and she said to me, “Oh, my...” She said, “How do you
deal with this, N?” And I said, “(name of cousin), it’s... nothing.”

Through LG’s interview and SU’s comments below I have altered my impression of
Darwin as a place where the majority of cultures living in Darwin are amicable and
content in sharing the same community. The example LG gave me in her interview
involves a competition each year for local artists to paint a Senior Territorian. The
competition aims to showcase ‘the achievements of senior members of our
community and the artistic excellence of Territorian artists’ (NT Gov). LG spoke of
her friend that had worked hard and contributed to Darwin but had never been
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selected to sit for a portrait.

LG:

“No, I just think, I have been to Parliament House to see this a few
times, and I haven't seen any Asian, Indian or Sri Lankan there, you
know? So, I was wondering maybe, like (name of friend’s) husband,
he did a lot, you know, for the community. He passed away but he
did a lot. He was actually responsible for getting the (specific public
facility) going and the Buddhist temple and... So, I mean there are
lots of… And even (female name) ... Have you heard of (female
name)?”

Researcher:
“No, I haven't.”

LG:

“She was (from an overseas country). She was directress of the (wellknown large community organization) ...for a long time, you know?
She was here during the... She was here for the Cyclone Tracy and
she was responsible for setting up the first Aboriginal women’s
centre, and I have never seen a picture of her either. And she did a
lot for the community.”

SU’s husband who is mentioned in LG’s comment above had recognized that
Darwin lacked a specific public facility, he lobbied the government and eventually
one was built. LG indicated that SU’s husband had not been selected to sit for a
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Senior Territorian portrait either, despite his contribution to Darwin. SU also added
when it came time to open the public facility SU and her husband were concerned
that only one religious denomination was going to be present,

SU:

“Yes. So then, when it was being opened, there was a news item that
the Bishop of Darwin was going to open it or consecrate it or
something. Yeah. So, we said, No, you can't do that. We have to do it
for all the religions. So, we invited a monk from Sydney to come,
then there was a Hindu wanted to come.”

SU spoke to me about a further example of a single denomination being selected
when other religious faiths were not approached to see if they were interested to
help refugees.

SU:

“Then another time was the Buddhist Society collected clothes,
things like that, when the Cambodian refugees came. You
remember? Yeah, so he (SU’s husband) asked for permission to take
these to them. They said, "No, you can't. It's," what do you call it?
Maximum security. The next time we see, the Bishop of Darwin has
gone there and given them a blessing. So (her husband) promptly
wrote to the papers about it and said, what else, and asked them
why. They said, "Oh, that was ordained." "Well, if they had told us,
we could have got ordained. … So, we got that monk back again, and
went with him. … We took all this stuff … and they loved it, because
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they were seeing a Buddhist monk. Yeah. Yeah. So that was really
good. Things like that, you know?”
Even though she didn’t like housework and couldn’t bring her maid to Darwin, LG
ultimately learned to like Darwin and worked for more than 10 years raising funds
for a charity for which she was recognized highly in various awards and still
volunteers regularly.

LG:

“Yeah. But I'm quite happy now. I mean, I have got used to it now
and...”

Having a career that encompassed contact with a wide range of people has
provided AB one of the joys of being old in Darwin when she bumps into clients and
catches up with them.
AB:

“Oh, yeah. Yeah, it was such a great experience. You know, you tried
your best. Even now... I mean, I've been retired for 12 years now –
and that was in the northern suburbs, but in the shopping centre
you'll see somebody come up, ‘(AB, AB), how are you?’ Give you a
big hug”.

Rewarding experiences like AB’s are important and contribute to the reasons why
people stay in Darwin. The participants I interviewed are currently residents of
Darwin and yet despite thinking of Darwin as their home they could still leave and
go interstate. The connection to long term friends or having an extended family in
Darwin is an important reason to stay but it’s never certain that a person will stay
forever and for most participants who have ageing family members interstate the
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chances of leaving are higher.
I think Darwin residents get inured to the departures of friends and family leaving
and it doesn’t just occur during old age it’s a regular occurrence for Darwin
residents to have friends or family move away. I think that as you get older it’s
harder to accept friends or family leaving. The uncertainty is more prevalent that
you may never see them again, not because you don’t want to but the opportunity
to see them may not happen. I liken this to visiting my Mum interstate who is in her
80s and as I say goodbye, I am aware this could be the last time I physically see her.
I visit 2 to 3 times a year if possible and because she has a small number of years to
live it causes a more heartfelt parting. I liken this sense of loss to witnessing family
and friends moving away from Darwin (Carstensen 1999:165-6).
In the opening paragraphs I spoke about how my children leaving home made me
aware that I was becoming old but it was my focus on my children and everyday life
that blindsided me to the fact I was getting older. One of the first indicators that I
was growing old occurred when I was driving a manual car about 15 years ago and
both my kids were laughing and I asked them why and they pointed out that my
arms wobbled when I changed gears – but I remember being perplexed, and a little
annoyed but mainly I pushed it aside. So, is denial a part of ageing? Or is it the
negatives associated with ageing that make me want to be considered not old by
others?
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CHAPTER 2 - GROWING OLD – FIRST PERSON EXPERIENCES
My main thought as I begin to write this chapter is, I don’t want to be stereotyped
because I have reached a particular age. Our local newspaper is more known for its
sensationalism and often the only stories about older people are covered in
histories about old Darwin and its pioneers or World War II. The television
programs that I watch seem to show a number of older people being involved in a
confidence trick and losing money they have put away for the future. Illness and
disease also feature older people, and a range of health advice programs also
concentrate on people over 55. Then there is the regular political emphasis on the
need for more health services for the large cohort of ‘baby boomers’, the
ubiquitous burden on the economy by older people that are no longer employed or
contributing to the economy. To achieve media coverage older people need to be
outstanding in some way such as Australian of the Year, or achieve an act of
endurance that most young people could not do. I’d like to show that even though
my participants are over 55 they still have aims and desires, that older people still
want to be involved in the world in their own unique way and at the same time
show how they navigate the negatives of growing older by attempting to disprove
these old age (or age old) stereotypes. An example of this was when I was searching
for images for my flyer as I had to search for quite a while to find images that
weren’t of seated inactive grey-haired couples.
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Fig 1 and 2. Images of seated grey-haired couples (google images ‘older people’)

I’m not old
Grey hair would have to be one the most notable outward signs of ageing. So far I
have avoided showing any signs of grey hair by going to the hairdresser to cover the
‘greys’. Since beginning this research, I have moved from not thinking of myself as
old, to a type of reluctant acceptance that I am becoming old. Regularly I am
reminded in the mirror that I can’t stop the signs of physical ageing which I have
learnt to avoid by either not looking in the mirror so much or by just sighing and
trying to accept the changes. I think there are other forms of loss that signify
growing old such as children growing up and leaving home, watching how parents
age, how friends are getting older, more funerals to attend, changes in our health
and the range of yearly health check-ups.
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One of my participants expressed her refusal to accept being labelled as old. She
was bubbly and energetic, she wore strong black eyeliner, a black top and close but
not tight-fitting black pants, with 3 or 4 inch high-heels despite knowing that she
couldn’t walk very far or climb steps in her heels. The interview was held on the
first floor and luckily there was a lift. To top this off she had accidentally left her
hearing aids at home which she later explained were good for amplifying
background noise but not for listening to the people closest to her.
LG:

“Like I said, I never realised I was getting older, I was still in heels and
all that, but here these are my low heels. (Laughs) It is only when
everybody started telling me, ‘You shouldn't dress in high-heels’. I
said, Why? ‘It's not good for you.’ I said, I have been wearing heels
since I was about 17. Why should I..."

And:
LG:

“That’s another thing – I’m not old, I don’t enjoy bingo! It’s boring, I
think. (Laughs)…”

And:
LG:

“I didn’t think of myself as old…”

LG:

“I have forgotten my hearing aids. Some kind gentleman showed me

And:

the way here. I said, ‘Oh, my god, I forgot the hearing aids again!’ I
need them but... $5000 for the pair now! And you put them on and
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go to the car, you can’t hear anything. You can hear everybody else,
you can’t hear (w)hat the people next to you are talking.”

RESEARCHER:
“You prefer not to wear them?”

LG:

“Yeah.”

RESEARCHER:
“And you are not old (Laughing).”

LG:

(Laughing) “But this I can hear, and I don't need it.”

One of my participants preferred a different term to growing old.
FF:

“I think the gaining of wisdom sounds a lot better.”

When I saw LG for the first time, I only saw her appearance and the contradiction I
saw to her assumed age. I had to stop myself from judging her by the clothes she
wore. Comfortable clothes are usually the general outfit of choice as I grow older
and for the majority of older people I see. Society has led us to believe that older
people should be in the background to younger people with an unstated
requirement to not stand out or you will look foolish compared to younger people.
Older people’s bodies are not considered attractive and their bodies don’t suit
younger clothing plus a range of judgements and pressures about older people’s
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physical appearance. In this research and particularly this interview my own
prejudices of older peoples’ physical appearance was confronted, but even now I
still have difficulty removing the same judgments about my own appearance. I
enjoyed talking to LG who was funny and intelligent and had contributed most of
her time to caring for other people, unfortunately until we speak to any person
their attributes are not apparent initially. These preconceived judgements based on
appearance are ingrained in society and not only for older people. A preferred
approach we could learn would be to use criteria such as a person’s contribution to
their community, and not physical appearance or clothing choices.

Media portrayal of older people
There are many forms of media which influence our daily lives through their texts
and images and through delivering a particular media’s opinions. The material
presented often depends upon the type of people that the media wants to attract
and the content their particular advertisers support. As a society we each rely on
our preferred form of media to gain information and the media rely upon each
person watching or following their articles to ensure their continued existence. The
media has the ability to make links between groups of people either for positive or
negative reasons and they have the ability to omit the purpose of a text and not
indicate who will benefit from the text (Hjarvard 2014:201-23).
Older people in the media are often portrayed as an economic burden because the
media reiterates that there are higher numbers of older people in the world
compared to previous eras, and older people as a cohort are depicted as a problem.
The simplistic way to reinforce these views is to use a common feature of older
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people and exploit it. An older person’s physical changes would be the most
common observable feature and naturally physical features have become linked to
how old age is portrayed to society (Givskov 2018:282).
The use and popularity and large number of jokes and memes relating to older
people available on the internet contribute to how older people experience ageing
by perpetuating negative stereotypes. For example in the joke below the visual
stereotypes used for older people are common with both older people having large
unattractive glasses, large noses, night time clothing for the female such as slippers

Fig 3. Typical depiction of older people in jokes
and dressing gowns in place of day attire, the lack of top teeth for both people hints
at false teeth, both have hunched postures, perhaps reading a newspaper instead
of looking at their phone, and further stereotypes with the male in day attire
looking more connected to the business world than his female partner. The
bedtime attire indicates the female is unproductive and even though the male is
dressed in day attire he is reading a newspaper and this can indicate that he is
unproductive as well. The wording is fairly typical of jokes about older couples. The
increasing proportion of older people in the population could relate to this male’s
comment about him not expecting to live for so long, and could also reflect
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society’s view that the increasing number of older people were not expected to live
for as long as they have, reinforcing the image of a burgeoning burden.
The message in the meme below is slightly more positive than the joke above
through its assertive use of language indicating that older people are not willing to
be seen as passive or unable to make decisions. The image supports the words but
at the same time is contradictory. The grumpy and wrinkly male face saying the
phrase would be recognized by older people as the face of a man from past movies
who was powerful with a gun, a man not to be taken lightly. On the other hand, for
younger people this is the face of a cantankerous crazy man and reinforces a
negative image of old age and contradicts the assertiveness of the words.

Fig 4. Different meanings for different age groups
I collected media articles during the research period to observe if there was a shift
in how older people were portrayed and to understand which articles the media
determined were of interest to older people. I received weekly newsletters from
the National Seniors, the COTA NT news by email, and other media was collected
when there was a story or advertising about older people such as a media release
by the NTG, or a person would tell me about a story and I would collect it. As an
addition to my National Seniors membership I received in the mail the ‘50
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Something’ magazine which came bi-monthly. This magazine came with a range of
inserts promoting wine sales, wonder herbs or household aids, and travel. The
media articles were collected from October 2016 to March 2018 (see appendix E).
I collated the top 5 topics from the collected media. I found that in the National
Seniors newsletters two topics were more common than other topics. The first
were articles about keeping fit or staying healthy or hints on how a person could
achieve this through diet and/or exercise. On the 12/02/2017 in the National
Seniors newsletter there was an article indicating the benefits of staying healthy
and how this could also improve cognitive health and possibly lower the risk of
Alzheimer’s. This sentiment was repeated again then next year in the same
newsletter on 13/04/2018. Other physical health related articles included how GPs
should do more to help reduce obesity; a person’s personality as an indicator of the
type of food they eat; grants to help older people keep fit and healthy; COTA NT
regularly advertising their exercise classes; how walking every day could mean
fewer stays in hospital; Australians playing less sport; older people not eating green
vegetables and so on.
The other common article was about finances or financial planning, in particular for
retirement. In the National Seniors newsletter on 30/03/2017 there was an article
about electricity pricing and the cost for households and a few pages later there
was the inclusion of dates for a retirement finances seminar which could be
regarded as beneficial to sort out future finances or a method of coercion to attend
a financial planning seminar. Approximately every second week the newsletters
would have one of the following finance related articles or stories; how to pre-pay
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for your funeral including messages about not burdening family members with the
related financial expenses; new pension rules indicating the people who would no
longer be covered; an article from South Australia about reducing the cost of
spectacles; people working past retirement out of choice or need; staying at home
and how this would cut hospital costs; a call to cut prescription drug prices; a call
for a health insurance wake up; pensioners priced out of the rental market; older
people not being able to afford private health; call for better financial planning
standards etc. Regularly the newsletter articles were informative and helpful or
encouraging older people to think ahead about the costs associated with
retirement. These articles were not relevant to people on a pension and could be a
concern for them when considering their future. For people with options this type
of article could lead the reader to contact a financial planner to ensure their
finances would cover their expenses into the future. At the same time they could
also be read as warnings for older people to be aware that they may not have
enough money to retire or they will not have the lifestyle they want with the aged
pension or are they ready for any unexpected financial disaster.
After the above two article types came the provision of information about new
aged care packages or options which were about to be launched during 2017. Next
came the warnings about scams such as internet fraud or paying deposits to a
trades person for work that never eventuated. In 2017 there were a number of
articles promoting free flu injections and the benefits to older people. Equally there
were other article types such as a range of travel articles encouraging people to
purchase a tour; the rise in the cost of petrol or electricity; articles about staying at
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work longer; a range of ‘miracle’ pharmaceuticals; road safety for seniors and
articles making a will and making end of life plans.
The examples in the above collected media are considered informative for their
readership. However these articles also highlight areas that are of concern to
organizations and governments and society. These articles aim to promote an older
person to take care of their health and their finances and make it their civic
responsibility to not be a burden on the rest of society. If the cost of health budgets
and correspondingly taxes go up because more older people are using health
services then the fault can be moved away from the government’s lack of planning
or policies onto the older person who didn’t keep fit or eat correctly.
In addition to moving the responsibility of an older person’s health and finances
onto older people they must read or hear in the media disparaging terms such as
the elder burden or the gray tsunami or the more colloquial ‘geezer’ or old bastard
or stupid old woman (Givskov 2018:282), all adding to an unwinnable situation. The
Guardian Weekly 03/03/2017 had an article titled ‘Grey wall of China’ using the
opening lines “…a demographic shift so big you can almost see it from space”. The
title and opening are attention grabbing and conjure up an image of a large
international problem which needs solving. If the title and opening were skimmed
over then the true meaning of the article describing social isolation for older people
who live at home while their only child lives in a big city, an outcome of China’s one
child policy, would be missed.
In previous eras older people were described as withdrawing from society and how
they were no longer productive. Over the last twenty years there have been
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changes in the media which have reduced but not removed the range of negative
views of old age. The change occurred when older people were recognized as being
a valuable consumer group. Through the promotion of staying fit and healthy and
encouraging a more youthful appearance came the emergence of retailers eager to
sell products aimed at older people. To sell more products to the over 55s the
negative stereotypes had to be muted. The older grey-haired person sitting on a
couch became replaced with a physically trim older person in active clothing,
jogging in a park with grey hair.

Fig 5. Energetic older people

The range and variation of older people over 55 meant that promoting a product
required careful selection of the wording or images attributed to the product. This
has resulted in a blurring of what is old and it is difficult to find an agreed single
definition of old. But in reducing the previous negative stereotypes in their place
has emerged the ideal of the healthy active older person that the majority of older
people have to live up to. The media now sell older people an idealized normal
ageing process rather than a natural or actual ageing process. There is now a norm
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for older people to uphold and to be compared to (Rees Jones 2010:1513) and
again a norm that becomes an older person’s responsibility. The media selects
those older people that are associated with this normal ageing, such as the
successful older male businessman or statesman, the rare female head of a board,
exceptional older people that run marathons or volunteer in isolated and harsh
locations, omitting the majority of older people (Givskov 2018:284-8).
Viewing patterns, surveying instant messaging, monitoring mobile phone usage and
other forms of collecting information are providing media with constant feedback
as a way to learn about their viewers or readers opinions. The resulting information
puts the public in direct contact with the media and has the opportunity to
influence the media’s choices and (Hjarvard 2014:211) the media can in turn
produce articles to influence their viewers.

Replacing some stereotypes of ageing
Denial or avoiding some obvious signs of ageing is common for people that are
facing the realization that they are old or have become old but we all do it in
different ways. Often this denial is in retaliation to the public perception or
stereotypes of people in the over 55 age group. The public view of ageing portrayed
in the media during this research can be interpreted as the majority of older people
will slowdown, become unproductive, stop learning and no longer want to achieve
goals.
The data I collected from my interviews contradicts these views of older people.
Each of my participants in their own style still wanted to learn new skills or continue
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to work. For example, one participant had retired after not being selected for a
higher position and used her retirement to get a university degree. Another
participant is involved on an advisory panel to advocate for seniors, and has
contacts within local and NT government which they use to ask for small sums of
money to support senior’s activities for older people in her neighbourhood. This
person also learnt how to use the internet and is now pushing for a printed
directory of local services that will assist older people who don’t use computers,
and there are more projects that this person wants to achieve.
Another participant in their retirement runs their own craft stall at local markets
and then there are older people that inspire other older people.
BL:

We got another little one, too. She sort of learned to swim at about
60, I think. From (the) beginning. Not just doddering along. But from
the beginning and now she's gotten all the way out on the world
competing and different things and she never really gets anywhere.
But she improves her time and she's tremendous. She's very
inspiring. I think she must be pushing 70 now. ... .”

Participants indicated they still wanted to be challenged and contribute to their
community in some way. For one couple this was a regular pursuit as they were
writing up policies and plans for a local government, training local residents on how
to deal with emergencies such as cyclones, writing grant applications, and learning
how to write a proposal to change land zones and most of these pursuits were
unpaid.
In contrast two participants spoke about their preference to keep working. One
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person has a full-time job but the position does not use her skills and she felt that
her age worked against her when she applied for other jobs.
CP:

“It takes a bit of courage and I'm at the wrong age. I need to work
and I think I've hit the age ceiling because I have been trying to find
other work elsewhere and I'm just not getting it.”

This second participant is on the age pension but would prefer to be working.

DD:

“I'm not going to feel sorry for myself but I may have to accept that
retirement with this sort of volunteer work, which has to be
challenging, is probably the answer and I've just got to go by it and
go there. Never give up in terms of looking for something that might
come my way…”

And:
DD:

“So even ageism comes into it when you apply for work that you’ve
got all the skills. People…feel threatened. There’s a wealth of
knowledge that I have inside.”

We hear examples in business of exceptional people over 70 sitting on boards, of
media tycoons that are in their 80s but our superannuation system is not set-up for
people over 65 who wish to continue working. The following participant earns
income on an irregular basis and when his superannuation funds receives a
contribution, he receives a letter checking that at his age he is still working.
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J:

“I’m 74 and still paying into a super fund … I keep getting letters, are
you sure you’re still working? Yeah. And I guess if I ever get asked
that question, I’m sure I don’t want to stop.”

Like these participants I still enjoy working part-time, I like earning my own money,
I like the social contact with people I work with and most of the time I like the work
I do. Even though there is the perception that older people are unproductive, there
is enough evidence indicating that more people over 65 are working than in
previous years (ABS 6238.0 2017).
My choice has been to continue working but there are alternatives ways that older
people contribute to society and focusing on paid employment by myself and most
of society as the only measure ignores the contribution that older people make.
Again this has highlighted not only society’s but my own prejudice and it needs to
change, why we as a society undervalue unpaid work or contributions for others.
The importance of caring for relatives or grandchildren or a sick partner, and there
are a range of volunteer positions that older people fulfil. In this research I heard
from most of my participants about their volunteer work for the benefit of others
like LG’s contribution below. It would be good if people who do benefit from older
peoples’ volunteering were more vocal or that the societal benefits of older people
contributing to their local community were given a place in the media. In saying this
I also understand that part of volunteering for my participants is not about shouting
out to others look at me look how good I am compared to ‘you’ it’s about their
desire to give back something of value to others and is an underestimated ‘social
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resource’(Martinson 2006:318).
There were participants who wanted to keep working and two participants spoke
about retirement in the work-related sense of leaving paid employment. One
participant is of retiring age but would like to continue having some paid
employment and the other participant did not want to retire and was experiencing
discrimination due to her age in applying for jobs (see DD on page 48 and CP on
page 49 above).

Retirement can also be about relinquishing a person’s role from their long-term
hobby. A hobby where you have long term friendships and these friendships have
become more important:

J:

“I was certainly involved in (sport) umpiring until last year. I’ve only
just recently retired for the seventh time…No I don’t think I do. I miss
the people, cause again, I was involved in a whole heap of things.
Not just the umpiring itself. I wrote a sun safe policy for (sporting
group) because I’ve done a fair bit of work, health and safety stuff.
And I do miss the people. I don’t miss the training because it got
monotonous and boring.

The view that older people are meek and they don’t stand up for themselves does
not apply to this participant. She told me that there are benefits to not working for
paid employment or for not being involved in a sporting group where you are
expected to follow the rules and support the aims of the workplace or sporting
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space. It can be a time where you have less restrictions on what you say and do.

FW:

“But, it’s no more bad news to be getting older, because, you know,
you can… you get away with a lot more. You can say what you think.
… I mean, round here they think I’m a bit peculiar because I walk the
cat. But you know I really don’t care.

Although social isolation is an important concern for older people living on their
own two participants surprised me when they both told me that they were happy
they no longer had a partner to live with. They both expressed how much easier it is
to make plans for social outings and not worry about negotiating compromises. LG
explained that she volunteered and raised funds for a charity and was involved in a
number of social activities while her partner was working overseas. She was heavily
involved in one charity and not having her partner meant that she was free to
commit her time to her volunteer work and not have to explain her movements or
be at home at a set time to be with her partner. Her partner has since retired and
now lives with her in Darwin.

LG:

“It was easy because my husband was not there”.

For VH she was content to not have a partner who might restrict her sport or
singing or swimming activities. Her experience was more to do with her friends, she
believed that a partner would curtail her from being free to attend activities.

VH:

“I mean, a lot of the others that are married can’t do all the things
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that I do. I think it’s an advantage being single because you do what
you like, when you like. For one, they’ve got to do things with their
partners and their partner doesn’t necessarily want to do the things
that I like doing… Yeah. They’ve got to be home at a certain time,
things like that (laughs).”

On the other hand, VH was concerned that one of her friends still missed her
husband who had died a few years ago.

VH:

“And (name), my friend from the (music group), she's 10 years older
than I am, she'll be 88 this year, in November. Her husband was in (a
nursing home) for care and he died just last year. And, yeah, she's
now much... Even though he was in (a nursing home), she used to
have to visit him as often as possible. But now, yeah, she's freer.
Although she says she's lonely, whereas I never think of lone... Well, I
don't have time to get lonely. There's always something on. She said
she notices it sometimes. But she's had it much closer than I have.”

Leaving work and receiving the pension was viewed quite negatively by most of my
participants. People who receive the pension were not their focus but the amount
of money that a person receives on the pension is not considered enough to cover
basic expenses, especially if the pensioner needs to pay rent.

C:

“We’re aware that financially that we would probably be unlikely to
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be eligible for (an age) pension. And not only that but pension levels
are such that you really are living pretty tight to the wind. So that
wasn’t a space we wanted to be in.”
And:

DD:

“I’ve got also to accept that I am on the age pension … (and) I only
have a very small super thing now.”

And:
CP:

“It does because (the age pension) is probably too much to die and
too little to live.”

This negative view of the age pension is a common comment amongst people in my
age group. The current rate for a single person is approximately $400 per week
(Industry Super website) and with the high cost of rent in the NT makes living here
less attractive for older people with a small amount of money for food and other
expenses leftover. When I was selecting these extracts, I realised that that the two
people who wanted to keep working the most out of all the participants also
viewed the pension negatively and this could be part of their reason to keep
working, to save more money to support themselves as they grow old.

Physical changes
One of the participants acknowledged that she would benefit from living in a
retirement village because she would not have to do household maintenance.
Previously her son used to assist her to change light bulbs. Her concern now is that
her son has recently married and she thinks it would be unreasonable to ask him to
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visit to just change a light bulb. Small things can become challenging as we age but
so can the upkeep of a home or large block of land. The work required to maintain a
large rural block of land in the NT means additional maintenance and bigger
equipment to do work on larger areas than in the suburbs and with chores
becoming tiring or physically too demanding as RR explains,
RR:

“We actually had a 20-acre block down in Virginia. We finished up
selling that and moving here in 2002. Yeah. When I first came in from
(NT island) I bought a block out there. I had a bit of money saved up.
I bought that and built a little house on it. It's a bit rough. Then we
moved up here. (Darwin suburb). Too much to look after, 20 acres.”

RR’s move from a large block of land to a suburban house is also echoed in C & J’s
comment,

J:

“We were talking about it this morning, as we move through life, one
of the things that we have thought about is that we can't, we're not
able to manage the five acre block, then we may move back into
Darwin.”

C:

“Yeah and we've sort of pre-empted that in that we've bought a
townhouse in (Darwin suburb). So we can, if all hell broke loose and
we had to be in Darwin, we could move at the end of the lease cause
it's rented out. So, we're not in the position that we'd have to sell
that to get here. And that was a decision we made a long time ago
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too. We've always had- “
J:

“We've always had a backup.”

RR had made the move from the rural area into the suburbs and C & J were
planning to move if one of them needed access medical services on a regular basis.
Stairs were also a reason for participants to change their home and a practical
justification of their reason to move. The participant below is reluctant to move to a
house without stairs away from the friends he has in his street, because he feels
that by moving a couple of streets away would mean he would see his friends less
often.
NX:

“I’d just miss the... I’ve got - where I live at the present time, that’s
the other reason I don’t really want to move, because J, who swims
with me, lives across the road, as does P, lives across the road.
Another woman called N and then another lady called B lives there.

And:
NX:

So, there’s.... Well, the thing about it is, I’m even thinking of moving
house. Only because I have a townhouse in (Darwin suburb), and the
stairs, and I just realised that long-term stairs aren’t a good thing.
And there’s another place in (Darwin suburb) which is a bit smaller
but one level. And I’m thinking of moving there. I suppose that’s to
do with …(ageing).”

This reluctance to move is present in all these comments and I understand them as
I have had these mixed feelings as well. We live in an elevated house which means
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climbing 13 steps up to the house. To do anything outdoors I need to use the 13
steps to take rubbish to the bin, to carry groceries up to the kitchen, to get washing
off the line, or to go downstairs to get into the car. My husband has talked about
moving to an apartment that would be on one level, but it would mean moving and
I still don’t want to move away from this suburb. It will at some stage be necessary
and practical to move, but I don’t want to just yet. For now it doesn’t seem like my
reluctance is about ageing and accepting the inevitable associated physical changes
that come with ageing, it is more about the comfort of knowing and being
comfortable in the streets and my surroundings and it would mean moving away
from my neighbours. I have a very cursory relationship with most of them, but I
have lived near most of them for nearly 30 years. We have established a
relationship that doesn’t require regular social interaction but it does rely upon
each of us continuing to stay in this neighbourhood and to somehow care in a
similar way to me about where we live.

We may have parents that are ageing but being over 55 means learning how to
adapt to ageing and making changes to our lifestyle. The most common change that
the participants laughed about was their admission that a number of them took a
‘nana nap’. Participants spoke about going out to an activity in the morning and
returning home sometime around the middle of the day when they would have a
‘nana nap’ from anywhere between 10 minutes to half an hour or longer. It
provided a chance to restore their energy and because most of the participants
were retired, they had the opportunity to have a rest during the day.
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VH:

“This (interview time) is my granny nap time…. Yeah, mainly if I’ve
done fairly big physical stuff, like a couple of kilometre swim, I find
after I’ve had lunch I’m knocked about.”

Hearing aids I have mentioned above (see page 59 LG’s comment) but this
participant spoke of how having to wear hearing aids had necessitated her changing
from going to music concerts to preferring to watch ballet.
SU:

“Because if I don’t go for music and things, I go for ballet.”

Researcher:
“You can’t get good hearing out of your hearing aids?”
SU:

“No, I mean, you miss out such a lot. Because I don’t think it gets the
whole…”

Participants worked out ways to compensate for a physical loss, like MF who had
been involved in theatre stage management and had decided that after her stroke
she knew she couldn’t move fast enough to do a good job so she was happy to train
people and pass on her skills. Another participant BL was aware that she was
swimming too slowly and so she had stopped swimming on a regular basis, which
she admitted annoyed her, but it was beyond her control.

One participant mentioned that her daughter had decided that she was not able to
look after herself and her daughter had asked her to move interstate and live in
their house which has separate ground level accommodation. SU didn’t indicate
whether she had considered her daughter’s offer but her daughter’s concern with
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her using the local public transport meant that she wasn’t leaving Darwin.

SU:

“In fact, my daughter is married to a developer, so they have made a
house with a bathroom attached, but downstairs. And they have a
lift to go to the dining room area. So, it’s a three-level house, but she
said ‘Come and stay’. Because in (southern city), my daughter won’t
let me take the… Now she won’t let me take the (public transport). I
used to take the (public transport) and go all over, myself. She won’t
let me.”

There are times even when you want to empathise with a participant but you think
that possibly the family are doing the right thing. During our interview BL told me
about not being able to drive her car anymore and how her son had suggested that
she no longer drive the car. After we had finished our interview, she showed me the
car in her carport which had some damage to one side of the car.

BL:

“Oh, that’s right. (Name), my son, didn’t want me to get another car
because it was my fault, I had that accident. Nobody was hurt except
me and the car was alright. Yeah, I go the car now. I don’t drive it… I
don’t drive myself and the dog around. As usual and I had two dogs
and now I’ve got only one. That’s very sad. … I can’t believe, I’m
grieving. And it’s something to do with ageing isn’t it?”

Now BL is not able to drive she has had her independence reduced. I have heard
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this from my Mum when she tells me that if she didn’t have her driver’s licence, she
would be isolated. She has also told me that a male in her retirement village will not
go to the doctor after he has had a fall because the doctor is obliged to report him
to the licencing board and he does not want his licence taken away. Unfortunately,
I’m not sure if other road users would be happy if they were aware of this, but it
seemed my Mum was quite complicit and agreed with the male. There is a strong
connection between being able to be self-reliant and not asking other people for
transport (Gardezi 2006:9) it seems that a driver’s licence is the last symbol of a
person’s independence.

During this research I volunteered for 6 months once a week at COTA NT. One of
my jobs was to regularly update the activity calendar and as I was uploading a
health week program two of the topics caught my attention. We talk openly about
falls and the consequences and how to avoid them but I don’t think I have heard
anyone talking about either constipation or incontinence. Fortunately for me I
happened to be interviewing my first participant in the following week, who was a
wealth of knowledge. I mentioned these two topics during our conversation and
she explained why these topics are not talked about very often. She said that if they
had a guest speaker for instance on either topic, most people would sit and listen
for about 10 minutes and then move off to their preferred activity. She said it was
best for the guest speaker to stay behind after the talk and wait for a while,
because it was more likely that people would approach the speaker privately. Older
people do not want their friends to know if they are incontinent or if they have
constipation.
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AB:

“The incontinence one, because we've got men and women, the
women didn't want it because the men would know. It wasn't their
husbands or anything like that, people they played cards with and
they want to stay friends with. Yeah, well, (there) was a few who said
it last time. We've got incontinence. And they didn't know, we just
use the ‘poise’ things … And the pelvic floor exercises, you have to
learn how to do pelvic floor exercises. Didn't somebody tell you, you
know. And they said, ‘I've been like this for years. You know, I just
get the napkins. It only happens when I laugh or I really need to go to
the toilet and I can't make it.’ I thought, what a shame that they've
gone through all of this.”

And:
AB:

“They wouldn't... In a friendly group that's gone there for social
reasons, to play cards, they would not talk. But something like this,
their concentration span is 10 minutes. That's all they've got. ‘Are we
finished yet? Can we play cards?’ And that's it, it's better off to have
a handout. But you've got to have that initial person of authority to
stand in front of them and say, ‘This is me, this is an issue that affects
lots of people, we'd like you to listen for 5 minutes and if there's any
questions afterwards, I'll be sitting over here and having a cup of tea
and you can come and talk to me…”

And:
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“Yeah. Some of them... Well, I don't know about constipation or
anything because we never talk about it. We've got general... I
happened to mention it, this was about four years ago, (seniors
group response was) maybe we'll talk about it. Oh, my God, you
must be joking. Get back in your box! (Laughs) So, anyway,
whatever.”
I have to admit I have a double standard about appearance for myself and for
others in my age group. I don’t want to look older than my age but I would like to
look a little younger if it was possible and my bias flows through to wishing other
older women should care about their appearance as well. This does not mean the
latest clothing, or the latest makeup, or false eyelashes, or breast augmentation;
it’s more about caring how you look. I wear my glasses to read at work and when I
go out with friends, I wear them if I need to read something. CH was exasperated
that her Mum wouldn’t wear her glasses which meant her Mum wouldn’t be able to
read or send a text message, it meant that she had to call her Mum.
CH:

“My Mum can text, no she can email, but she won't text because you
have to wear glasses and that makes her look old.”

When MM mentioned she disliked how she looked on Skype, so she just called her
daughter I knew what she meant. I don’t like how I look on Skype, I think the angle
of the camera or the quality or something distorts how old we look, or perhaps it is
too close to reality?
MM:

“Yes. No, we make appointments. With, (name), that's the daughter
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in Brisbane. But we text every day, and just have conversations. And
on texts and send pictures and that. But we make an appointment,
say, "Maybe Saturday afternoon? We're not doing anything then
call."
Researcher:
“Yeah. It's a good idea. So, you don't use Skype, or anything like
that?”

MM:

“No, don't like me on Skype. (crosstalk) personal reasons.”

Researcher:
“There's something it does to your face. I feel very, offended.”

MM:

“Bad enough normally.”

My personal expectations are that other people should look after their health, their
diet, try to exercise, and reduce the visible signs of ageing such as grey hair. A
number of my friends no longer dye their hair and are happy having grey hair. It’s
possible this comes back to my dislike of the stereotypes of older people and how
we are lumped together as old when we have grey hair, which translates to being
older means unproductive or a lesser person but it also means I am ageist against
my own cohort.
This blog post was from a conversation I had with two work colleagues one
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morning.

Blog - Before work chat 27/11/2016 (see Appendix G)

There’s no one else at work yet and three of us head to the kitchen
to get a cup of tea or coffee. Three females, ages between 55 and 68.
I think we were talking about our process of leaving the house to
come to work and the 68 year old said she had to make sure she kept
her eyes to what she was doing because she has an older female
neighbour who lives on her own and as she goes to get in her car
if she makes eye contact with her neighbour then she would be
delayed. She then went on to say that her neighbour has long grey
hair and her appearance and clothes are awful and that she could be
taken for a witch. She then clarified that her neighbour was very
interesting to talk to and that she had travelled and done a number
of remarkable things. We agreed that with chatty neighbours you
have to make a dash for your car and leave…. I was thinking about
(our) conversation and what struck me about this was our unspoken
agreement or expectation that as we get older, we should make sure
we look after our appearance. That long unkempt grey hair was not
appropriate even for a neighbour. The three of us having this
conversation strive to fend off grey hair with various methods. We
have clean but not modern work clothes.

At home, as a neighbour I wear clothing that is comfortable and at
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times some items should have been put in the rag bin. But we expect
others to maintain a level of appearance even at home. My reason to
wear old clothes is because I’m comfortable, they’re not tight, the
material is often very soft due to wear, and a few holes is not
important. I know that if I saw one of my neighbour(s) in old clothes
afterwards I would think ‘gee she/he looked awful’, but I do the
same myself. So, is it the clothing, or the hair or the idea that we are
letting society/community/sisterhood down by not caring about our
appearance? (Does) it come from being sent to school and learning
to have clean hands, brushed hair, a uniform, being presentable to
others; (there is an expectation by society) if we go to another
person’s home, we expect a certain level of attire and cleanliness
from our guests (and ourselves). So, is it age, or being at home or
familiarity with our neighbours that allows us to care less about our
appearance?

Personally – I used to go to our local shops in a singlet and shorts and
sandals, but as my skin started (to) age, I changed to covering up
more and making sure I wore a polo t-shirt and long shorts and
sandals. (When) I get back home I’m back into my singlet and shorts
– the holey ones.

Going back to the work conversation the 68 year old brought up the
work dress standards and how certain young people wear ‘spaghetti
strap’ tops to work or ‘t-shirts with inappropriate logos/slogans’. This
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is one of the 68 year old’s pet hates that younger people are not
following the dress code laid out in the work handbook.

As I read this blog there are three things that come to my mind. Here are three
women who are working and productive and contradict my idea of the older person
stereotype. Then the second is that the grey-haired neighbour was an interesting
person so why can’t we as older women accept how she looked? The third is we are
ageist.

Future decisions
An interesting aspect to ageing that SU brought to my attention and which I have
since noticed in other older people is the tendency to not invest in the future, in the
material sense. One participant’s older parent does not want to paint their unit
“because I’m going to die soon” (CH) and the bed needs replacing and the same
sentiment is given. My Mum talks about not buying new clothes because she won’t
get the years of wear out of them. I also had a conversation recently with two work
colleagues who spoke of their photo albums which covered the years of their
teenage life through to having their own family and now includes their grandkids,
we spoke of how the photos will have no meaning for our grandkids without us
there to explain or tell a story about the people in the photos and the grandchild’s
connection to them. We each agreed that it’s probably a good idea to dispose of
the photo albums, but I can’t bring myself just yet to part with them and I don’t
know if the others have got rid of their albums. AB also had the same feeling about
storing old photos.
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SU had a similar feeling about the importance of family mementos or they could be
called family artefacts, when she told me about giving away furniture that she had
brought to Australia from her birth country.

SU:

“You know what I'm doing now? I had a beautiful (carving) of culture
of (overseas country) there. I gave it to my second daughter to take
to Melbourne, because she has a huge house, and plenty. And two
ebony chairs to match, so I gave them to her. She took them. Then
my third daughter who came last week, I gave her my chest. She
took it. So, I'm getting rid of things.”

Researcher:
“So, you've got more room to put things.”
SU:

“No, no. I'm not buying anything new. Only food. … Perishables. …
No, I have got rid of wanting to hold things.”

Looking forward to the future for most participants brought up their concerns with
dementia and the possibility of being placed in a retirement village or nursing
home. The two terms seemed to be used interchangeably, and denoted a place that
instilled boredom with constant staff shortages or activities that were not
stimulating. Descriptions that seemed to imply that life was went on outside these
places but not within them.

DD:

“I had four years with my mum where in the end she just couldn't
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read and didn't know the time, or the date, or anything. That drives
me a lot because I don't want to go on to a nursing home, I'd like to
think we've got euthanasia or something like that. Nursing homes
are disgusting places, even the better ones.
Researcher:
“There are some benefits, (aunt lives in an aged care facility) my
aunt's 90 plus, her family found that she was getting more doddery
at home on her own despite (her family) visiting her at least once a
day. She's actually picked up since she's got people to talk to during
the day.”

DD:

“It just makes all the difference.”

Researcher:
“That's in a nursing home, so there are advantages for some.”

This comment is from another participant who also had a negative opinion of
nursing homes.

RF:

“…my father was still in a home. And we lost my mother quite a few
years back. But he lasted until well over 98 before he went. But the
last few years weren't a lot of fun. And it's just, the thing about ...
you know, the places are always under-staffed. And it was a very
good home… But they just don't have time to find things for them to
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do. So, you know, they can either sit there all morning watching the
soapies on the TV, and you know there's just nothing there. You
really have to get out and move yourself out to do things, and Dad
wasn't that way inclined, so ...Yeah, losing mobility. And he, of
course he lost his hearing virtually almost, and of course
conversations ... he couldn't follow it. And he just gradually worse
and worse and worse. And senile dementia's coming in, settles in at
that stage. He didn't have Alzheimer's thankfully, but it was .... Yeah,
anyway not a pleasant prospect.”

For me both these comments are not only about nursing homes but the sadness of
losing the personality of their parents. There is also the sense of facing their own
future circumstances which could mean that they could end up in a nursing home
and in these extracts, there is a double sadness.

One participant indicated how nursing homes can be beneficial when she told me
about her husband getting Parkinson’s and one of the symptoms was that he kept
falling over. She was unable to lift him and had to get her son to come over and
help lift her husband. After 5 years of caring for him she moved her husband into a
nursing home and sold their home and bought a house closer to the nursing home
so she could visit him every day. After her husband died, she applied to move into a
residential retirement village.

SU:

“But they have also got this residential village, and I applied last
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month. Two months ago, I applied for one of those, and I was
offered it. They wanted ... What did they want? $650 or $560? I can't
remember. For a 3-bedroom place. I wanted a 3-bedroom place. …
It's nice. New. But no garden. I think that the garden is what keeps
me going. … Yeah. The one that I looked at had a bit of garden, which
was, I thought, enough for me. It's very difficult to get a 3-bedroom
one there. (Any) way, I applied for it, I was given it. Then, I got
another real estate agent to come and assess this house. She valued
it, she said, "Oh, it's a nice house. A nice garden and all that. But the
market is down, because the (inaudible) market is down, and I can't
see you getting more than $450." So, I promptly told them, "I can't
buy it at that price, because I was expecting at least $560."

Our conversation continued and we discussed how the cost of retirement villages
was not affordable for most people and how the conditions of purchase meant that
when SU dies her family would not receive the full value that she paid for the unit.

Perhaps one answer is to build a granny flat like CH who also lives in an elevated
house. She has built a granny flat which she and her husband currently don’t use
but it is there when they do need it. CH has two reasons for the granny flat as her
father lives in the city and is over 90. His age could mean that she will soon be
required care for him at home as he has had a number of falls recently. A further
reason for the granny flat relates to her husband who has an illness that will
eventually require a wheelchair.
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CH:

“We've built a granny flat downstairs, it is super wheelchair friendly,
it's super, it has a two, shower coming down this way, a shower
coming down that way. It has that, it has this, wheelchair access, all
sliding doors, it doesn't have handles, all the power points are up
there. My husband has Parkinson's.”

Nearing the end of life concerns
Another public view of older people is the economic burden caused by more older
people using the health system. This is contradicted in reports that older people
have been identified as an economic hope due to their buying power as a group
(Ory 2003:166) and not only their buying power but their value as a sizeable
electoral lobby (Biggs 2001:308) yet the way the term burden was used by
participants in their interviews was different. It focused on end of life situations
where the participant becomes a burden upon their carer or family or friends. The
most common fear was that they would get dementia which as yet has no cure or
process to alleviate the progressive symptoms. Most people had an example of
experiencing dementia with an older parent or partner or close friend. The
following participant described to me the situation with one of her relatives who
has Alzheimer’s disease:
FF:

“We'll go when we're ready and when we've been called, and that's
it. I just hope I go quickly, that's all, that I don't linger. I don't want
dementia. I don't want Alzheimer's. God help us. I think it's a terrible
disease.”
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Prior to talking about Alzheimer’s LG had spoken about signing a Living Will where
she indicated that if she is admitted to hospital and the medical staff need to
resuscitate her, she does not want to be resuscitated.
LG:

“I have signed that. I have given a copy to my doctor and kept a copy
at home and to the bank, and all that sort of thing. Because I really
don't want to be a burden on anybody, and I don't want to be in a
vegetative state, not being able to do anything. If I can't do things for
myself, that is the time to go. And that is why I was so happy when
they brought in the Natural... The euthanasia thing, voluntary
euthanasia…”

And:
LG:

“I do not want to, you know, be a burden on anybody. This is the
thing. The problem with dementia, if you have Alzheimer's, you don't
know it, you know? And you are happily... People have to do things
for you. It's really not fair. Yeah. That is why I like the voluntary
euthanasia. I hope they can bring it back.”

In my interviews any illness that was mentioned only occurred as a passing
comment and I did not attempt to enquire about the participants current health.
My reason was that illness was not part of my research plus I thought that I didn’t
know the participant well enough to ask such personal questions.
With this talk of dementia and the age of my participants it was likely that some of
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the interviews would lead to talking about death and funerals. From my own
experience I haven’t been to many funerals, but I expect this will increase with
time. My mum who is 85 told me that she has been to too many funerals and it is
too difficult to go to them anymore. The attraction of keeping up with old friends at
a funeral has also decreased. FF reiterated my mum’s comment.
FF:

“I’ve gone to so many funerals this year on a Monday or a
Wednesday, honestly I'm going to (stop) this. Yeah, there's quite a
few funerals this year. I guess we're all getting older, unfortunately,
and because you've been here so many years, you know lots of
people. That's what happens. … It makes you sad and brings you
down, but it makes you think of your own mortality.”

There is sadness in attending funerals for family and friends but not for everyone.
This participant’s approach to death for herself is quite different and seemed to
have a sense of humour. FW told me about how she is organizing and paying for her
own funeral in advance. She had looked online for environmentally friendly coffins
but found the coffins would add to soil pollution. Her next step was to go to a local
funeral parlour where she looked through the range of coffins and then made
enquiries with the sales person.

FW:

“Found out you can buy cardboard coffins on eBay. But they're not
really cardboard, you know. They're MDF. So, they're much more
toxic than cardboard would be, even if you bury them, or if you try to
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put them in the crematorium. So, I go through ... I love talking about
what I decided ... if I knew the time it was going to happen, roughly,
within about a fortnight, I'd book myself on a nice cruise. And after
we'd sailed, I'd have a word with the captain. After we'd sailed! And
I'll tell him, you know ... I want to be dropped off the back in a
shroud. Yes, shrouds. You know, they were usually old sails. Don't
suppose they'd have any on a modern liner, but never mind. Old
tablecloth will do. And the next choice was the sky burial. So, we'll go
into that bit of later. But unfortunately, it's not legal here. So, you
really stop, you see. You've got to engage the services of a funeral
director. Now, they're not awfully cheap, but then again, you know,
look at what they do. So, we go through various options, you see?”
“So, then I went out to have a chat, and I said, "Well, I don't need
new classic wood, I would just like plain plywood, or something.
Because I just want to be cremated, and I don't want a funeral. I
don't want a service, or anything. Notice in the paper a week after
I've gone. "Oh," he said, "yes we'll do all that." And it was really
funny, filling in the forms, because I'm the one organising it. I'm also
the body. (inaudible) He'd been adding it up, as we went along,
when we'd finished, he said, "That's going to be 4,840 dollars" "Oh,
that's not bad. I can pay you now if you like." "No, I couldn't. GST or
something might go up, you know, I'd hate you (to the sales person)
to be short changed."
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When FW said that she didn’t want her friends to know about her funeral I was
concerned that she was not considering how her friends would feel if they knew.
She lives in a self-contained unit surrounded by people her own age in a retirement
village.
Researcher:
And would you like if your friends had a get together afterwards, to
celebrate your life? Is that possible, or ...
FW:

“I don't know. It'd be (a week) (a)way in times. I've been with
Dragons Abreast for a number of years (crosstalk) and I really enjoy
that. And of course, now, we mainly meet up at funerals. But we also
try and organise to have a harbour cruise sometime in the dry
season. We'll all get together there and have a good chat, take some
flowers, toss them in the water. And, you know, get it all out and ...
Much better idea, so. If they'd like to organise themselves, that's
fine.”

This person eventually went on to leave me with a phrase that still, I’m reluctant to
say haunts me today, but it does.
FW:

“We all die alone”.

This idea comes back to me time and again. I have avoided thinking deeply about
what she said because it conjures up thoughts of how awful this is. I wondered if
her humour was a way to deflect how she has faced possible death in previous
years and rather than be serious, she has taken a light-hearted approach?
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When FW started to tell me about her alter ego I immediately imagined the
actor/comedian Barry Humphries as Dame Edna Everidge, and I started to smile,
but as FW continued in her alter ego accent and deep throated voice I realised she
is using this character for instructional purposes, as a way to bring humour into a
serious topic.

FW:

“You know, it's not all bad news, getting old. Because I've also
developed, I don't know where she came from, but I've got an alterego. Barry Humphries might have Dame Edna, I have (character’s
humorous female name). She talks with a (overseas location) accent,
and I don't know where that came from, because it's not in my
history at all. And she talks about the elephant in the room, and
things you don't normally mention in public. You know, like public
toilets ... No, I give short talks (crosstalk). And then, the last one I did
for them was The Conversation. You know, the conversation you've
got to have with your family, so they know what to do with you
when you stop breathing.
Now, I gave this one to (club name), and they said that they enjoyed
it, but it's interesting because they must have talked about it with
other people, because I've been approached since then. Because I
started that one off by saying that I invited all my family to go to an
upmarket restaurant, you know. "A celebratory lunch," I said. And
they said, "Ooh, Mum, what are we cele ..." "Well you'll have to
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come to find out." So, they did. (inaudible) And, so I've been
approached since then. Do you know, it was a good idea… “?
FW’s actions showed her concern for others like herself who are approaching the
end of their life and she is giving them an opportunity to process their own
thoughts and needs plus find a way to express to their families and friends what
they want when they are dying.

Like FW we can help inform others who are in a similar time of life through comedy
but how do we limit and change the negative stereotypes of ageing. Chapter 3
shows the range of programs to aimed at improving the health of older people, or
reduce the effects of ageing but not how older people benefit society.

Ageism is portrayed as an us and them dichotomy, the young versus the old, but
ageism can also be perpetuated by people who are chronologically old. We all will
get old. Denying we are old, like some of the participants and myself, is ageism,
disliking our physical changes, dyeing our hair, not speaking out when jokes or
memes are disparaging about older people are all ageist, yet we are all complicit. As
an older person discriminating against another older person, I and others need to
be more conscious of the bias’ we continue to espouse and to stop to consider how
we perpetuate some of these negative stereotypes. Often I hear how baby
boomers are different from our grandparents and not the same as previous
generations of older people because we live now, but this is another form of ageism
(Jonson 2012:21) the same us and them dichotomy. How can positive notions of
older people be put forward if we as older people are part of the problem? If we
don’t contest ageist ideas and beliefs then ageism will continue (Palmore
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2015:874).

Palmore has listed four ways that older people respond to ageism. An older person
can accept that the applied stereotypes are true of themselves even if an older
person doesn’t believe it applies to others. There is denial which is manifested
through attempts to look younger such as cosmetic surgery or hair dyeing or
dismissing or believing you personally are not like your cohort. Palmore notion of
avoidance is a concern as he indicates older people retreat from society to evade
contact with others and the negative comments they anticipate they will have to
deal with. Lastly and hopefully reform is the way to work towards changing ageism
by highlighting or stopping others from circulating cartoons and memes of older
people in their sleeping attire up to group efforts to reduce ageism or any however
small effort towards change (Palmore in Sijuwade 2009:1-2).

Some suggestions to change or remove ageist beliefs follow. People who are not
old could be associated through media advertising with a set of key positive words
or phrases, or skills or images that portray older people as valuable members of
society but not in economic or health terms. This would move the focus away from
the notions of older people being a burden on society and the belief in our culture
that if a person is considered old then they are a lesser person.

There is a suggestion from Iversen to change the dialogue around describing older
people but I’m not sure I have ever heard a word or words that could replace ‘old’,
or ‘elderly’ or ‘older person’ and which are not linked with ‘out of date’ (Iversen
2009:8) and currently I haven’t heard about any alternative words or being
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discussed. Here is a challenge for reform.

We all will get old and making old age a positive time of life to aspire to could be a
way of reducing ageism. If we aspire to food on the table and security in our homes
we could in addition encourage the benefits of growing old as a time to enjoy
friends and family. Participants all mentioned the importance of family and or
friends in their lives and the hardship the loss of a friend would mean to them.
Despite friends or family reducing due to death older people recover their loss by
bringing in new friendships or accepting friendships with people that weren’t
previously as close (Jerrome 1999:664 & 670-671) reinforcing that close social
relationships matter. Another approach could be to highlight that most younger
people have a grandparent or an older relative in their family so any ageist views
they may hold means they are applying negative values to the people they care for.

Chapter 5 on generativity I think has a key message that could be used to reduce
ageism by highlighting how older people want and even unconsciously want to
contribute to society in some meaningful way before their life ends. A contribution
that varies depending upon each person and could be in the form of a legacy such
as passing on family traditions through to creating an artwork for society. There are
other options to promote positive aspects of older people’s lives such as the lived
experience of an older person, how they have managed to adapt to unexpected
situations, how they coped, and what were their strategies (Wild 2013:139),
although this can be seen as positive ageism denoting older people as the only
holders of wisdom (Iversen 2009:14) and can become an us and them opposition.
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There was an interesting comment from Iversen that noted the young and old
together are in a subordinate position to the people in power (Iversen 2009:4) and
they could benefit by banding together as a group to make change for both groups.

Another opportunity to dispel ageism is a two way ‘mentor’ system where young
and older people share experiences. Each of the participants have encountered
negative situations or challenges but they have lived on past them. The strategies
they used could be skills to assist a younger person with a problematic situation or
within an older person’s friends there can be someone that could assist a young
person. This could also work in reverse with a younger person’s range of friends
there could be ideas and experiences that benefit older people – an exchange of
ideas that contribute to a ‘community of capital’ (Wild 2013:140). This sense of
community is expressed by NX and BL when sharing meals and visiting each other.
Making sure the other person is ok, and NX not wanting to move a couple of streets
away because he would miss his friends.

I walk regularly with my dog and often on these walks I speak to younger families in
my neighbourhood and we talk about common issues or what their young children
are doing, we are all part of a community that relies on each other to care about
our neighbours and our local surroundings. Together younger, and older people are
a valuable resource (Wild 2013:140-141). Not only younger and older people but all
people in a community would benefit from considering the important role we all
have and we should be removing the age groups and talking about all people.
The above comments by participants show how diverse a cohort they are. The
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efforts of the media to contain and deliver a homogenous image fail to allow for the
reality experienced by older people as they go about their lives. Even though the
participants in this study are positive about their own growing old there are
glimpses of dislike about being named as old and being associated with the
sedentary unproductive image of old age. Exercise and good health are not the only
indicators of a good life. Illness and physical limitations can be compensated for and
life can still be productive and enjoyable but it may not be in a form or manner that
others expect. There are decisions in the future such as frailty and death that all
older people will face and each person’s decision will reflect the same diversity.
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CHAPTER 3: IN THE LITERATURE – CONCEPTS OF OLD AGE
Ageism
This study highlighted how the participants I met did not match current negative
images and ideas of older people. They were not sedentary, each of them had some
form of regular social contact. Some participants had medical conditions but they
preferred to speak of their younger selves and even though we hear of the
economic burden on our health services due to the higher numbers of older people,
most of these older people do not want to stay in hospital for any length of time
and prefer to stay at home. These participants continue to contribute to Darwin by
volunteering, and by helping and being with family, friends and others to share in
their affection for Darwin.
The following selection of literature will contest how older people are perceived by
society. I have chosen to highlight the range of models or programs that have arisen
to curb normal ageing and are predominantly aimed at reducing declining physical
and health aspects of ageing but do not consider how older people recognize,
accept, compensate and adapt to growing old.
In many ways older people are viewed as having little agency with diminished
faculties (Givskov 2018:285) and little joy in their lives (Nelson 2016:194-5). This
may be the case for some older people but in general this is not true. If a person is
in a wheelchair or hospital bed it does not mean that they are unable to think
through a decision or have fun. A person’s years of experience and life skills are
overlooked due to the perception by non-older people that age reduces a person’s
abilities. Not all people over 65 retire from paid employment (ABS 2017 6238.0) nor
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do people who reach 65 suddenly lose interest in the world and prepare to die. The
sedentary aspect of older people that is perpetuated adds to society’s view that
older people are unproductive meaning that they don’t contribute to the economy
yet they still draw on health services, and require rebates on their electricity, land
rates and transport costs. I heard examples from participants of their paid and
unpaid work once they retired, of looking after grandchildren while parents were at
work, of looking after elderly parents, and others which did not align with the
sedentary image.
In addition, older people are lumped together and viewed as one homogenous
group when the reality is quite the opposite, like the rest of the population older
people are diverse (Rees Jones 2010:1513, Svihula 2009:690-2). Palmore provides
an example of this diversity through the study of older people’s voting patterns
with the results demonstrating they voted for a variety of political parties and the
parties and percentages were similar to younger people’s voting patterns (Palmore
1999:37). Each older person did not unwittingly grow grey hair and lose their sense
of self and merge into a symbolic singular older person.
It’s not surprising then that older people do not want to be considered old if they
are viewed as one particular type of person because they are ageing. Butler is
accepted as the first person to use the term ageism, with the generally accepted
meaning being discrimination against people on the basis of their age (Malta
2016:232). Ageism can also be interpreted as discrimination against teenagers,
toddlers or other age groups, but the general use of ageism is connected to older
people, although the definitive age of turning old is not agreed upon possibly due to
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people not wanting to grow old or become old (Palmore 1999:48). By not wanting
to be considered old or ineffectual or less attractive, or unable to adapt or accept
change there has emerged recent age groupings to distinguish and discriminate
between the “old-old” and those that believe they belong to a “young-old” age
group (Wykle 2004:61). Such as D & J who are retired who had avoided joining
exercise classes run by COTA NT because they considered the classes suitable only
for old people (refer page 39).
There is also a notion that older people should accept or have lower expectations,
such as preparing themselves to rely upon others and to take public transport and
preferably not drive, because they have reached a chronological age limit of use.
Society’s expectation of people retiring from paid employment is that their work
ethic should morph into keeping busy to prove they are worthy of being a part of
society as they no longer pay taxes.
In various forms of media, the majority of images we see are of young people,
active, attractive, and achieving their goals. In contrast the images of older people
are depicted as sedentary, subject to modern day scams, waiting to go on a yearly
boat cruise or ailing, and perpetuate how older people experience ageing (Givskov
2018:282) although during the period of this research this has begun to change.
A review of media in England produced three dominant portrayals of older people,
poor eyesight, poor memory and reduced sexual activity, all of which all fit with the
cartoons or jokes I read such as the cartoon and meme on pages 61 & 62. Ageing
cannot be stopped (Cruikshank 2013 119-23) and most people will get old.
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Older people do not want to be considered as belonging to an unattractive
undervalued group of people. This dislike of being old can manifest in the refusal to
use a walking stick or reading glasses, or a wheelchair or in giving up high-heeled
shoes, like participant LG who refused to wear her hearing aids but still wanted to
wear her high heels.
LG:

(Laughs) It is only when everybody started telling me, "You shouldn't
dress in high heels." I said, "Why?" "It's not good for you." I said, "I
have been wearing heels since I was about 17."

Older people deal with a number of changes but noticeably it is the physical
changes which signify to others they are old (Givskov 2018:282). There is a
difference in society’s attitude towards men and women as they age. Grey haired
men can be seen as distinguished or experienced or in the higher number of movies
portraying older men as having much younger partners, signifying to viewers they
are old but they have vigour. The contradiction for women is that wrinkles, ‘crepe’
like skin, and grey hair denote an old woman and encourages a range of negative
terms to be used such as ‘old bag’ or ‘doddery’. Older women are expected by
society and fellow older women to hide the signs of ageing such as the blog of older
women talking about a dishevelled female neighbour (refer page 83).

Advertising for all ages promotes many age retarding remedies to both sexes to
rectify the loss of physical beauty, in particular medical and chemical treatments
that will help minimize ageing. Yet these remedies only minimize or assist in
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deluding a person that they are not growing old. In turn these remedies also
reinforce to younger people that ageing is not something to look forward to, it’s
something a younger person should avoid. It’s ironic that older people wanting to
meet society’s expectations through trying to achieve a youthful appearance are
perpetuating their own group’s ageism (Chonody 2016:113).
One female participant expressed how she didn’t use Skype to contact her relatives
because of how she looked.

MM:

“No, don't like me on Skype. (crosstalk) personal reasons.”

A study of children’s literature showed that women were more likely to be
portrayed as having reduced power, little agency and a range of reduced abilities
(Nelson 2016:194-5). This becomes a double negative for older women, she is both
old and a lesser person than a male who is old.
Discrimination against older people by the media or people younger than
themselves is not the only way ageism occurs. Often the choice of moving into a
nursing home is made by family or friends and intentionally or unintentionally
removes the decision making process away from the older person (Cook 2015:1589)
which can be interpreted as ageist by the older person if they felt that there were
better options. A move to a nursing home represents a form of loss through leaving
their neighbourhood and family home and moving into shared accommodation,
with less personal space, different food, and new people who reflect the group that
the older person has possibly avoided being associated with. There is the physical
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loss often associated with the decision to move to a nursing home due to the
decline in older people’s physical ability and health which can be construed as a
failure and reinforces to society that the person failed in their responsibility to look
after themselves leading to further ageism (Cruikshank 2013: 18-23).
Ageism and the association of loss was apparent when one participant spoke of no
longer being able to drive her car.
BL:

“Oh, that's right. (Name), my son, didn't want me to get another car
because it was my fault I had that accident. Nobody was hurt except
me and the car was all right.”

The loss of a driver’s licence due to age limits or illness lead to an older person’s
reduced independence (Arthur 2016:26). The consequences become learning to
rely upon others, rearranging a daily routine to fit in with others, and being aware
or accepting that you fit into a specific age category. Culturally we support people
to be independent because asking others for help is a sign of failing.
Ageism can be at times either an advantage or disadvantage. Older people
experience discrimination when they are forced to retire by a set age even if they
aspire to work longer or through age limits on life insurance policies or
superannuation with age limits often between 65 and 70, (refer to J’s comment on
page 70). Then there can be pressure from younger family members to sell or
release money tied up in the family home then the older person will face a dilemma
of where to live if they agree and if they don’t agree to sell, they may lose contact
with their family or simply experience further discrimination from their family.
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On the other hand, positive ageism can benefit older people with a reduction in
land rates or rebates on utility bills, refer to AB’s comment on page 40 regarding
her electricity rebate. Ageism portrays older people as kind and gentle and more
approachable than a younger person and older people can benefit from the
provision of more health services than younger people. Then there is a two-way
discrimination with older people who do not accept that they are getting old
(Palmore 1999:5-14) but discriminate against their cohort.
The ageing process is associated with progressive decline leading to mortality
(O’Rourke 2013:54) illness and an increased reliance upon health services and
hospitals. Various governments have described or attributed the notion that older
people are a burden on the country’s financial and health budgets, and that as
more older people leave the workforce this will cause stress on the labour market
and there will be an increase in their usage of health services (Biggs 2001: 306,
Dillaway 2009:709-713). With the growing number of older people than in previous
years and the associated increase in demand that will overload medical services,
more funds will be required to assist health services to cope. The additional impact
of increasing numbers of older people retiring then reduces the number of available
people in the labour market to service the growing number of older people. Add to
this older people will continue to be a burden because they are not generally
considered as having a future based on being financially unproductive or that in the
future, they have no need of an education or to learn anything that will contribute
to society and by living longer older people will not benefit society (Biggs
2001:307).
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Various models have been developed to reduce this economic burden upon society
and act to encourage older people to stay at home for as long as possible which is
preferable for most older people. But the main aim of these models mentioned
below, is to reduce the cost of supplying aged care facilities and health services for
older people and to make the older person responsible for their health. The
following models although aiming to improve the health of older people and their
longevity have indirectly added to ageist views by highlighting what needs to be
fixed.

Successful ageing model
A turn-around from these ageist views occurred when older people were later
identified as an economic hope due to their buying power as a group (Ory
2003:166) and not only their buying power but their value as an electoral lobby
were noticed (Biggs 2001:308) although publicly this has not forcefully eventuated
(Palmore 1999:37). In response to the possible economic benefits that older people
could provide (Wykle 2004:59) models were designed to engage and demonstrate
support for older people. The emergence behind these ‘ageing’ models can be
traced back to the improvement in health outcomes of older people through
medical interventions and an increase in the number of older people who were
living longer (Dillaway 2009:709). Some of the more well-known models are
‘productive aging’, ‘resourceful aging’, ‘independent aging’, ‘healthy aging’, ‘active
aging’, ‘aging well’, ‘positive aging’, and the oxymoron ‘normal aging’. These models
all attempt to minimize age associated losses or debilities (Dillaway 2009:703) with
the further aim of reducing the burden upon society and government budgets. A
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longer life span was also useful for governments to justify raising the retirement
age and to encourage more older people to work past the traditional retirement
age (Dillaway 2009:712) in either paid full-time, part-time or volunteer positions.
Again, there is an inherent dilemma here as raising the age limit also means that
positions for younger people to enter the workforce are delayed. It also feeds into
ageism by older people being seen as taking younger people’s jobs. The image of
the dependent older person or as a burden upon the economy doesn’t hold when
older people are one of the main groups employed as volunteers carrying out a
range of support services for other older people (Hanlon 2014:133), and as a result
reduces the need for paid labour to support older people. Participants C & J are
writing up policies for their community to make it a safer place.
C:

“… So, when it comes to things like the Shire plans and your reports,
and any other sort of grant applications, both J and I have ended up
being, doing some of it voluntarily but some of it is paid work. So, the
last one we did was just the rewrite of their Shire plan for next year
so it keeps us interested in what's happening in the community.”

There are a range of models that are used to promote particular lifestyle objectives
yet despite their differences there is a single underlying theme of reducing the
economic burden of older people upon society. These models also highlight the
ageing attributes that organizations believe can be changed or improved. The
prominence of keeping fit or staying healthy in these models is a judgement or
ageist attitude towards a group of people who have contributed in some form to
society before they became unnecessary. The provision of these models highlights
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the differences between young and old people and further assists ageist views. The
literature that surrounds these old age-related models ranges from reinforcement
to criticism of ageist views to new variations or modifications of existing models.
Successful ageing is recognized as the first model that ascribed the responsibilities
of ageing upon each older person so that they remained independent and to live at
home for as long as possible (Lamb 2014:47), to be responsible for their physical
and mental health and to be a productive member of society. The successful ageing
model became the standard to attain for all older people through its aims of each
person meeting the changes that occur as they grow old and promoting ageing well
(Dillaway 2009:704). The main focus of this model was to promote a lifestyle that
would result in a “low probability of disease and disease-related disability, high
cognitive and physical functional capacity, and active engagement with life”. The
authors reinforced that all three factors were important and that active
engagement would also encourage being productive (Rowe & Kahn 1997: 433). To
be productive the first two factors were necessary, plus their level of education
which would assist in predicting if a person would continue being employed for a
lengthy period and assist in carrying the values and ethics instilled by their
schooling. If a person also had a sense of their self-worth which is often associated
with mastery and control, a further increase in productivity (Rowe & Kahn
1997:438) would result. There was a caution that a person’s earlier habits and
lifestyle would affect their ageing and to minimize earlier lifestyle decisions each
person should put in an effort or they would fail (Dillaway 2009:706). The preferred
image was of a busy and active older person involved in productive employment
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but not necessarily paid employment who would be likely to reach a good age
(Lamb 2014:47) but this has not permeated into the media.
There are various opinions as to what constitutes successful ageing. The term
successful has also been aligned with financial success and places the responsibility
on each older person to save and have a sum of money that will support and ensure
their independence through to old age (Bartlo 2016:19). In a shift of emphasis Shulz
and Heckhausen “offer a life span program” where the emphasis is on how a person
develops and maintains independence and the result at the end of their life will be
good physical functioning. A further modification by Ryff from Reker’s work on
predictors of successful aging, focuses on “developmental, clinical, and mental
health” which aims to lead a person to accept their life and themselves for who
they are, to have good relationships with others, to have good control over their life
outside their home, to ensure that their life has a purpose and they have grown as a
person. Another way to measure successful ageing has been described by Baltes &
Baltes which would be through the achievement of a person’s own set of goals,
with as few as possible losses and that their focus is on the gains that they have
made (Reker 2002:43). A study by Palmore spread over 21 years found that people
over the age of 75 considered success to be the acceptance of some disability and a
general happiness (Reker 2002:45). Other studies have shown that having a
purpose in life and being adaptive is a measure of success (Reker 2002:46-7).
Because of these variations on what constitutes successful ageing there is no
agreed single explanation (Bowling 2006:608).
To improve the outcomes of successful ageing and in line with more people living
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longer an additional age group was introduced. The third age was previously all
people over 65 but now there is the addition of the newer fourth age for people
over 75. The fourth age being those that were unlikely to achieve any measure of
success (Lamb 2014:48).
A criticism of successful ageing is that most older people will be unable to attain the
ideal and perhaps only a few will achieve it (Wykle 2004:56). Even Rowe and Kahn
as the first authors of successful ageing, admitted that not all people would
continually meet the criteria of successful ageing every single day and there would
be mishaps at some point and that resilience would be the key (Rowe & Kahn
1997:439). The natural ageing process was not factored in, or that the ageing
process is predominantly out of a person’s control, and that as a cohort older
people are not a homogenous group (Ory 2003:165). What each person considers
as a successful old age will vary (Dillaway 2009:707-8). For those that see older
people not meeting the successful ageing standard or by older people choosing to
ignore the model then they could be seen as failures and because they are
responsible for their ageing, they become a burden upon society (Lamb 2014:47). In
addition, the models do not allow for the preferences of men and women for
example a study revealed that women prefer some solitary activities such as
reading, or watching television or gardening or housework and for them this can
lead to positive mental health whereas for men solitary activity is linked depression
(Menec 2003:S75).
Even amongst these variations there is no mention of the effect of normal everyday
activities upon successful ageing. Participants mentioned their enjoyment of
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meeting friends to have a chat over coffee, a regular phone call, meeting after sport
or games, or household chores, refer VH’s comments on page 37.
There is no consideration of how older people make adjustments for any losses and
how even with losses older people can still be content with their life (Menec
2003:S80). This model and the variations that followed ignore the important
realities of ageing, which is the likelihood that at some stage an older person will
have ill-health, that they will have physical and mental changes and that they will
die. Successful ageing does not prepare older people for the actualities of ageing
(Lamb 2014:43 &52).
Throughout this model ageing is predominantly portrayed as a medical issue, which
gives the impression that ageing is a disease and not a process of life. Other aspects
of ageing such as a person’s contribution to society, and as knowledge holders of
history are overlooked. When ageing is perceived as a disease, then the general
public see ageing as an undesirable situation, something faulty, something to resist.
Successful ageing moves the onus of ageing onto individuals to reduce the cost to
governments and has shifted the cost of supporting an ageing family member onto
their own family. The shift has benefited governments for the short term but more
people are living longer and this has not been taken into account (Estes 2001:57).
The result of this responsibility shift impacts on an older person’s choices or
decisions about their own health care. If they are not provided with appropriate
medicine or if they have an illness and despite good treatment they have a poor
outcome, the fault will not be placed on the medical system or ineffectual medicine
but upon the older person who failed to look after their health (Estes 2001:58).
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Other ageing models
Other models followed as the discourse around successful ageing became
challenged by academics, health professionals, aged services and competing
government agendas. Active ageing became an alternative to successful ageing, and
its aims were for a more universal approach with a life course focus which extended
to include well-being. Active ageing became more widely used in Europe compared
to successful ageing which is used in America. The main difference of active ageing
to successful ageing is the requirement for society and the individual to have
responsibility for being physically active. This model covers participation in a
person’s community, in civic affairs, to be productive and it values the knowledge
and experience of older people. This description of active ageing is not the only
definition and shares with successful ageing a variety of definitions (Aird 2015:1,
Foster 2015:83). The WHO’s definition of active ageing denotes “participation,
health and security” (Aird 2015:2) and has included in its definition for older people
to be able to decide how they live and to not be pressured into accepting the
standards of others (Foster 2015:85).
The inference of being a productive member of society in Europe means paid
employment (Aird 2015:1, Gergen 2002:4) and unpaid work such as volunteering or
being a carer for a family member is overlooked. The implication of active ageing is
that by being active an older person will keep good health, but it has been
suggested that active ageing as a model is more suitable for older people with poor
health to be used in conjunction with other measures such as nutrition, or for
changing everyday routines (Foster 2015:87). Active ageing neglects to indicate that
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it requires people to have adequate finances (Foster 2015:88); good health; access
to transport if they don’t drive; a local community which is motivated to include
older people, or to be in a location where paid work is available. Being active at its
most common everyday level requires open spaces and if the community has few
green spaces or the neighbourhood is not safe for exercise (Aird 2015:1) or the area
is congested with traffic (Aird 2015:3) then activity is compromised. Even with open
spaces being active is difficult for an older person with mobility restrictions or a
long-term illness and the result can be personal disappointment at not meeting the
active criteria (Aird 2015:2).
Often active ageing is joined with or associated with another model, healthy ageing
which is promoted as a way to prolong older people’s lives through looking after
their health, being active, having social contacts, improving mental health, being
independent, enhancing their quality of life and being able to make changes to their
life (Cardona 2008:475). The aims of healthy ageing are around making the most of
a person’s lived experience and providing opportunities to make further
improvements while still ensuring that their health and other aspects of their life
share the benefits of being healthy. This is another model that supports adaptation,
independence, and high functioning but in contrast to successful ageing
acknowledges the likelihood of debility as people age. Healthy ageing like successful
ageing also has a variety of meanings across disciplines (Peel 2004:115-7)
In Western society the public image that we conjure up when talking about health
is of a young mobile active independent adult. The public image of older people is
often of a person with grey hair, wrinkly skin and sitting on a couch or lounge chair.
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The comparison of both of these images underlines an older person’s physical
decline. These images play a role in how society views older people. There is a
further complication within this age group when an older person that is healthy is
contrasted to a frail, disabled and ill older person. The ill older person can be
suspected of earlier poor lifestyle choices as their health is their responsibility
(Cardona 2008:475, O’Rourke 2013:55). Once the public chooses this stance the ill
older person has difficulty in challenging this bias and in correcting the public’s
opinion (O’Rourke 2013:55).
One result of this view of a healthy older person led to an unexpected partnership
with the anti-ageing sector, and the inclusion of promotional material with such
terms as ‘successful’, ‘healthy’ and ‘productive’ being just a few to attract older
clients. Older people have moved towards services that can reduce the ageing
process and to the medicalization of ageing. There is a range of surgery to change a
person’s physical shape, many herbal treatments to reduce the effects of ageing
plus diet and exercise practices to move the ageing clock backwards (Cardona
2008:478). Pharmaceutical companies have promoted the lengthening of old age,
but there are a number of ineffectual medicines (Estes 2001:58). Counter to the
earlier ageist portrayal these products have images of attractive and active older
people to induce the purchaser that their chemical will bring about changes similar
to the images they advertise (Ory 2003:166).
Another model emerged called positive ageing with aims to deliver a range of
choices from which older people can select to assist them as they age instead of a
standard to attain or resources for a more youthful appearance. Positive ageing
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encourages older people to continue their personal development in any area that
they choose (Gergen 2002:20) and part of their personal development is the
acceptance of ageing. A further requisite is the awareness that you can assist others
in particular younger generations through mentoring or social contact. This
generativity can be beneficial for both parties and for society (McAdams
1992:1003). Similar to the other models improving physical health is considered an
important factor that works to ensure older people can pursue personal
development and enjoy younger people’s company (Gergen 2002:3) through
contributing to society positive ageing promotes the view that older people will
adapt to ageing better and have a more optimistic outlook on life (Davey 2006:22).
The Gergens created a version of positive ageing highlighting four aspects, the
importance of family and friends and the support they can bring; working at gaining
the best performance that is possible for each older person’s physical and mental
health; aligned with this is mental health and well-being, happiness and optimism;
and the last point encourages active engagement with others who are like the older
person to provide fun and life affirming situations (Gergen 2002:9-10).
In New Zealand the government delivered a Positive Ageing Strategy between
2002-2005. Their approach was to encourage respect for and to value older people,
and to acknowledge older people’s support and involvement with society. In
addition, older people were encouraged to remain independent and take
responsibility for themselves. A promising inclusion was the acknowledgement of
the diversity amongst older people (Davey 2006:22).
In a repeat of the above models once again the onus is upon the older person to
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look after their health and ease the economic burden upon society and as shown
above so often the view of ageing is through a narrow lens which avoids the
realities of getting older such as illness and mortality. For a range of older people
there needs to be more support structures to assist older people to achieve positive
ageing (Davey 2006:24-5). Most of these models also ignore ill-health and how a
negative situation can provide a welcome chance to make some changes to their
life, to focus on the good things and reflect on their past (Gergen 2002:15).
A search for a deeper meaning in an older person’s life has been mainly ignored by
the above models. This was considered by Moody (Wykle 2005:55-66) when he
recognized that there were two versions of the successful ageing model developed
by Rowe & Kahn. The first version put forward was about staying young and healthy
for as long as possible whereas the second version encourages compensating for
any losses and to become adaptive. This second version was directed at providing a
space for older people to grow spiritually and has become known as conscious
ageing. It is about searching for a deeper meaning to a person’s life and knowing
that all the protective layers we develop through life to project the person we want
others to see are not needed when we face our own debility or mortality (Wykle
2004:61-2). For older people that follow their intrinsic goals, the most common
need is to continue contact with close friends, perhaps discover new friends or reestablish previous existing friendships (Tornstam 1997:150). Ensuring there was
regular contact with friends, neighbours and family was prominent in the
participant interviews and the following comment came after I asked the
participant if he had thought about moving interstate.
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NX:

“Often I’ve sat up on my balcony (looking at) the park and (Name)
walking down below me and she says to me, come down for a gin
and tonic. Or something like that. And if you make something or
other and there’s some leftovers, you know, I just go and give it to
her or something like that. And she’ll give me things. I mean, it’s not
like it’s... It’s just that connection into the community is very strong,
and that’s what I’d miss.”

Another part of an older person’s development not mentioned in the above models
is achieved by setting aside time for personal solitude and to work towards a
“higher state of maturity” (Tornstam 1997: 153). This later stage of personal
development has been called gerotranscendence where an older person goes
beyond the limitations and restrictions that they have met in their life. Whereas the
above models ask older people to carry their working life selves into old age to
facilitate self-reliance and to remain at home for as long as possible, Tornstam
believes people don’t carry their past selves from middle age into old age because
being older allows a person to look at life and others differently (Jewell 2014:112).

Emotionally rewarding experiences
Participants’ interviews demonstrated that friends and family were important to
them but the above ageing models are based on the debilities of older people and
are seen as needing to be fixed, plus they ignore the possibility that ageing could be
a time to focus on gaining more enjoyment or contentment from life (Palmore
1999:53).
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The closer a person is to the end of their life the more likely they are to concentrate
on more emotionally rewarding experiences. An older person’s focus can change to
reducing the things in their life that they don’t enjoy or are a waste of their time.
Often this is manifested by spending more time with people they like and being
rewarded by enjoying their company. As people age, they are likely to reduce the
range of people they have social contact with to preferring long term friends and
family. The size of the group can vary and can include those people that an older
person feels they could rely upon if they needed support. In turn the people
receiving this attention are rewarded by feeling needed. Searching for rewarding
experiences as you age can mean overlooking some negative aspects of people and
concentrating on the positive aspects of each person, which in turn provides a
positive encounter and intrinsic reward. This behaviour can lead to a social network
where a person feels validated and loved (Carstensen 1999:165-174).
Not all social interaction relies upon family or long-time friends, there can be the
incidental chats with neighbours, or people in the street, and making new friends.
The death of good friends and family members highlights the changing nature of an
older person’s social contacts which are not static. Neighbours of any age that were
once at the edge of a person’s social contacts can become incorporated into an
older person’s social group (Jerrome 1999: 666-72) and add to their emotionally
close relationships but it does require a genuine interest in the life of the other
person (Lang 2013:530-6).
Compared to previous generations of older people, the current older generation
are more likely to be healthier and independent and they want to stay at home for
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as long as possible (Iecovich 2015:21). A home can provide emotionally satisfying
experiences and memories. People who have lived in a place for a length of time
identify with the place, and community members identify the person with their
place or home, or the location. Home is where a person feels they belong and the
area is reassuring and comfortable. The history of the community and its people,
the changes noticed, the changes that are planned, the ability to pass on this
information to others in the community all add to a sense of belonging (Keating
2011:329). An older person anticipates and is reassured that their neighbours and
people that provide services locally will behave in a predictable way, plus through
the older person’s interactions with others they confirm that they are recognized as
part of the community. Longterm residence can be beneficial in that other
neighbours know the older person and they benefit from the respect this can give
them. The length of residence allows the older person the ability to comment on
attitudes or behaviours that previously would not have been accepted. The
contribution by each member of the community leads to each member being
valued and adds to a sense of social cohesion (Stewart 2014:757-60).
Social connections as people grow older are often tied to the place where they live
and the surrounding community. People need to feel they belong and to make
connections to a place to feel secure and comfortable. A place can be a location on
a map; it can have features that no other place has; it can be a physical building or
piece of land; a special area that is part of a wider community; a place that
continually changes and requires revision in the mind of the ‘owner’ and it can also
be the meaning of place to a particular culture. Each of us recalls and relives our
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experiences through a place. The good and the bad of a place helps form our
identity, how we perceive ourselves and the relationships we make (Taylor 2001:69). Older people tell stories, or keep photo albums of earlier days with the hope
that younger people will absorb some of their love of their home. In various forms
the importance of place or home is passed on through their familiarity with the
location, the buildings, the people that have come and gone, and through their
interpretations of their experiences (Taylor 2001:7-16).
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CHAPTER 4: ETHNOGRAPHIC RESEARCH
The data in the “Now You See Us” report (Zeng 2015:1-39) reinforced what I had
noticed locally that more older people were deciding to stay in Darwin when they
retired rather than return home to their families interstate.
Part of my interests in undertaking this research was to hear other people’s stories
of their experience of Darwin as a place to live and grow old in, I wanted to know
their reasonings for staying or leaving and I wanted to know what was important to
them to keep them in Darwin. I also now realise I wanted confirmation that other
older people had similar thoughts and doubts like me about staying. It was
important to me that I could speak to people face to face and hear their thoughts,
their stories and to be able to listen to what they were saying and this led me to
choosing ethnography.
Ethnography provided me with a methodology to learn about Darwin, its people
over 55 and reveal aspects that I had not considered when I began this research. I
learnt from the participants that many of them had doubts like me that they would
stay forever in Darwin, and also like me the need to move would involve ageing
relatives. I learned that I was wrong about why most people stay in Darwin and it
was not always about family, that friends and long-term relationships were an
important reason to stay. I also hadn’t considered that the proximity to outdoors
and restricting further development of Darwin was important to participants and
when I considered this, I felt the same way.
Ethnography provided a way for the me as the researcher to include my
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experiences with those of the participants as well as compare all the participants’
experiences to help my understanding of growing old to evolve. This process of
reviewing and contrasting participant’s experiences is aimed at finding and
demonstrating any similarities, any inconsistencies and also at uncovering my and
other people’s motives or reasons for certain practices and behaviours we see and
experience every day. This cycle of continual reflection attempts to reveal to the
researcher the mundane and local experiences of the participants and of the
researcher as a member of the cohort. Through this reflection process another
aspect for undertaking this research emerged as I realised, I wanted to dispel some
of the stereotypes that surround older people and to provide some insight into how
older people live their life.
The inclusion of excerpts from the researcher’s blog, field notes, interview
recordings, accidental conversations with people ‘on the street’ during the research
and a collection of various media during the research period are used to provide
context and other opinions on growing old.
The casual interview style used in this research enabled me to ask in a natural or
less formal way for participant’s stories and was used as a way of creating an
atmosphere that was more comfortable than an interview. This style of
interviewing was similar to a talk with a familiar person in an everyday setting with
the aim of allowing the participant to tell me their stories from their perspective.
The aim of limiting the number of questions is provide the participant with the
opportunity to decide the direction of the interview and they can decide what they
want to tell me about growing old. If I had a number of questions to ask the
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participant then the type of questions could relate more to what I as a researcher
wanted to know and less about what the participant would like to tell me. Each
interview was recorded and transcribed and the content of participant excerpts in
this thesis has not been altered with the exception of changes to spelling for clarity
and the removal of identifying locations or names.
Undertaking ethnography as a research methodology and method requires the
researcher to acknowledge that the words or comments which have been have
selected and composition of this thesis are from the researcher’s perspective and is
their interpretation of the research topic. The researcher’s presence in each
interview had an influence on the behaviour of the participants and upon the
stories they selected to tell in their interview. Correspondingly the participants
interviewed affected the researcher’s behaviour and perception of the experiences
that were heard. I have attempted to represent many of the divergent views that I
heard in my interviews along with those similar to my own with the aim of
providing the reader data they recognize.
The participants I interviewed are a small but worthwhile sample and I recognize
that this group of participants are not a complete representation of all people over
55 living in Darwin. I have attempted to include all the contradictions that I heard to
provide a fuller picture plus the mishaps that occurred during my research. My
participants were from the middle classes, who for the most part moved to Darwin
in the 1970s from southern states of Australia. Demographically this group
predominates among Darwin’s older residents.
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Ethnography: An Overview of Methods
Ethnography is an exploration of a social topic with a cycle of constant reflection
from the initial reason for proposing the topic to the data collection and through to
the data analysis and writing up phases. It attempts to recognize the lived
experience of each participant as unique and through detailed descriptions of their
stories lead to some understanding with insightful data. My decision in selecting
ethnography was based on gaining a better understanding of how other people
experience their growing old in Darwin. At the same time ethnography affords me
as the researcher the opportunity as a member of this cohort to add my own
experiences and conceivably alter my existing views on the topic (van Maanen
1988:136, Madden 2010:17). This preference for shared membership is beneficial in
establishing a preliminary basis of trust with each participant. This dual role for the
researcher of observer and participant is managed by being aware of the
researcher’s level of engagement during the interview and can be monitored
through field notes, transcripts of the recordings with the participants and the
advice of research supervisors.
Continual review of the recorded material builds an in-depth knowledge of the data
with the benefit of situating the researcher within the cohort by considering
participant’s stories in relation to their own. During analysis the participants stories
are placed alongside the researcher’s stories to comprehend the purpose of
behaviours we see and experience around us which are often obscured because of
this shared membership. This juxtaposition of experiences then guides the
researcher to consider the data that emerged through their research, what they
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didn’t expect to find through to whether if any of the researcher’s views have
altered.
The range of lived experiences collected from participants will not always result in a
concise singular theory. Often ethnography produces an essence or insight into the
research topic with multiple analytical concepts reflecting the diversity of the
participants lives.

Narrative Analysis
Narrative analysis examines the whole interview to understand what the
participant was trying to say through the stories that were told, the order they were
told in, and the intention of less connected stories (McAdams 2001:101-2). A
collection of a participant’s stories provides a range of views including stories that
contradict, don’t fit or challenge general perceptions of the topic. The assistance of
field notes provides further background to the stories by recording at the time how
the researcher felt before during and after the interview. Preferably the researcher
is from the same cohort as it provides a shared understanding of the topic or an
understanding from hearing similar stories from other people (Jones 2003:60).
During the analysis of participants’ stories, the self-reflexive cycle of ethnography
leads the researcher to frequently revise their perspective particularly after
listening to each participant. The researcher compares and contrasts each story
with previous stories alongside their own experience with the aim of adding to the
researcher’s understanding of the topic and as this cycle continues the researcher’s
understanding may alter (Hollway 2000:65).
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Stories are the ways we make our world meaningful, they are an expression of our
version of how we experienced an event and by sharing the story with another
person it becomes real and through this sharing the researcher has a sense of the
participant (Cortazzi 2011:384). Only a few set questions are asked and this allows
the participant to determine the course of the interview, with their chosen stories
rather than the direction of the interview being led by the researcher.
The researcher and the participant create a relationship during the interview, one
that responds to the other person’s comments, body language or particular use of
words, and can result in an attempt to impress each other, or reinforce a local
belief, or it can be a way of saying I agree with you, I am like you. Interviews are cocreated and neither the participant or the researcher is unaffected (Cortazzi
2011:397).
As the researcher progresses through subsequent interviews the way questions are
asked or the words that are used or the direction of the conversation can alter due
to data from the previous interviews. Added to this each participant brings with
them their feelings and understandings at that particular time (Holloway 2011:972)
which will influence how they respond and which stories they choose to tell.
The purpose of starting the interview with a few open-ended questions is to reduce
the control of the researcher upon the participant allowing room for participants to
express themselves in their own way, by following their own train of thought and
through the stories they choose to tell. The aim is for the participant to be
comfortable telling their stories with minimal interruptions enabling them to
include details that are important to the participant and important for the
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researcher to hear (Jones 2003:61-4). Genuine responses from the researcher
during each interview will also assist the participant to tell their stories (Holloway
2000:49). Not all stories will be relevant but stories that are contrary to other
participant’s stories should be included in the research to allow for a deeper
meaning and for the researcher to evaluate against their own perspective
(Baumeister 1996:322).
The caution in narrative analysis is that although the stories are co-constructed the
choice of which stories are selected for the research and how the researcher
combines the stories in relation to the topic are from the researcher’s perspective
(Jones 2003:61). Ideally the selection of a story should represent what the expected
readership have experienced or the readership can see that the story is genuine but
the facts do not have to be verified and the researcher allows the participants’
voices to be heard (Cortazzi 2011:395).
Most stories have a multitude of purposes and are often not singular in their
meaning or understanding. Stories are structured around cultural norms such as the
way we tell a story with a beginning, middle and ending which can vary to other
cultures (Holloway 2000:30). Stories are used to distinguish a person from everyone
else in some form mainly to show that each of us are different. A life story is what
we want others to know about us, a projection of our self, but it may have only a
small amount of relevance to who the person believes they are. These types of
stories can be about the person’s life and who the person wants to be known or
seen as, or for the listener to know the type of person they were when they were
younger (McAdams 2001:101-2).
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Stories are a way of pulling together a series of inconsistencies or glossing over
unwanted events so that it reflects our culture’s values and norms and make our
life seem rational. McAdams writes that there are at least one of the following four
aspects included when we tell stories; purpose; value and justification; efficacy and
self-worth (Baumeister 1996:322).
Purpose is demonstrated by linking a previous occasion to a recent or following
occasion(s) so there is a sense of continuity of action over time by the story-teller. If
the story leads to a goal, or an achievement, then there was purpose. A story that
results in happiness or satisfaction such as an escape from a negative situation or
being rescued is a further example of purpose. McAdam found that people who had
high levels of generativity often told stories about bad luck that turned into a silver
lining or had a good outcome. Value and justification are the moral decisions a
person makes and demonstrates their sense of right and wrong to the listener,
usually to show that the storyteller’s intentions were for the good. Bringing up
children as good citizens, doing community work or protesting for better conditions
for a disadvantage group are examples of this. Efficacy is more intrinsic because the
storyteller wants to believe they can make a difference in matters that are external
to them, such as voting to change a government or protesting to stop an urban
development. Similar to efficacy, self-worth is intrinsic. A person wants to believe
they have abilities or qualities that no one else has and to believe that in some way
they are more capable or more talented than other people. They can tell
themselves that they are a worthy member of a community through their efforts to
help neighbours, or how their life is good or better compared to others. A bad story
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or two is allowable but we are not meant by cultural norms to have a life of bad
things only (Baumeister 1996:322-3).
A further aspect to recording and interpreting story-telling is when older people
begin to be aware they are approaching the end of their life, often their life stories
are delivered in a positive frame with the aim of passing on a legacy through the
story’s meaning. The general themes in these stories focus on the good parts of
their life and have positive endings. A number of stories with a good ending means
that preceding negative stories have to tie in. Past wrongs and bad deeds are reconstructed to fit. The repeated telling of these stories improves the delivery and
they stand out as the language is clear, the person is reliving the moment and a
major or life-long problem for the storyteller is resolved, which McAdams calls a
self-defining memory story (McAdams 2001:106)

Accidental ethnography
Additional data in the form of accidental ethnography is collected in an online blog
recording unpredictable conversations (see Appendix G). The purpose of accidental
dialogue is to record the unexpected connection between people and often
strangers. Where the dialogue is not constructed and its frankness provides an
unexpected insight which leads to adjusting the listener’s view(s) or leads to new
ways of thinking. As Poulos has indicated “(T)his is talk that reaches beyond mere
information transmissions, or instruction, or command, or even exchange. It is talk
that carries us to new places, talk that constitutes change, and talk that creates and
transforms realities” (Poulos 2008:119).
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Thick description and messy texts
Ethnography acknowledges that each of us are different and it follows that how we
think and live is different even if participants have similar experiences (van Maanen
1988:136). Denzin and Finlay argue that grouping experiences together for
qualitative research has no value as there is no singular reality and there is no
possibility of consistent data. They both argue that the evidence we collect in a
study is not neutral that we all have our own opinions and we select and discard
according to these opinions wittingly or not. Their preference is for rich or thick
description (Denzin 2014:13, Finlay 2006:322).
The use of more than one source of material is described by Geertz as ‘thick
description’ or a range of viewpoints rather than the classic form of ethnography
that described the topic or subjects from the researcher’s lens only. Geertz
describes thick description as a revelation of the finer details and layers of meaning
that are relevant to each person (Erickson 2008:162). During the course of a
person’s life our stories are built upon, modified, or adjusted to suit a particular
situation, creating layers which are continually changing and contributing to their
personal epistemology (Marcus 1999:14-15).
The participants’ data will produce what Marcus calls a ‘messy text’ or data which
are difficult to explain or describe because they don’t fit neatly within the research
topic or includes data which highlights the flaws of both the participants and the
researcher (Bochner 2000:267, Brewer 2005:102-3). Marcus writes that the
rationale for analysing and including diverse viewpoints is aimed at giving a voice to
all the participants and to the researcher (Geuijen 1995:16). If we acknowledge
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that we are enculturated by our society then messy texts are a glimpse of others
lived experience which may influence our understanding of what we observe and
opens the way for a more in depth and personal account. The three different data
sources noted above collected from the participants and researcher provide an
unexpected or contrasting viewpoints as well as the contrast between each
participant’s differing experiences.
A central feature of messy texts is “self-critical reflexivity” where the people and
sources involved in the research are counterposed for their views and positions that
they hold or whose interests are being served or implicated, or the purpose of
those interests (Geuijen 1995:9). These viewpoints can be broadly grouped
together to provide analytical concepts which are likely to emerge during the
analysis phase.
A definitive theory is not always an outcome from the analytical concepts, as
ethnography acknowledges that due to the diverse experiences of each participant
often the research will provide an inconclusive overview with more questions to be
answered (Geuijen 1995:8).

Auto-ethnography
Autoethnography is written from the perspective of the researcher during the
research process. Butz describes five styles of autoethnography and the style that
was selected for this research is ‘reflexive or narrative ethnography’ which focuses
on the researcher’s and participant’s story in respect of the specified topic. The
researcher includes their feelings and innermost responses to the topic and at
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times this can be very intimate with the caution that the researcher ensures the
material is relevant and perceptive. The researcher considers where they stand on
the topic in comparison to others and to the participants. A requirement to reveal
yourself instead of the lens being focused only on the participants provides space
for the lens to draw back to encompass the world of the researcher as well as the
participant. This can result in seeing the researcher as a person who is also
negotiating their way through the topic and not as a stereotype of the topic. The
reflexive cycle during all phases of the research increases the researcher’s
understanding of the topic and in turn they become a holder of knowledge (Butz
2009:1666-7).
Hayano adds that auto-ethnography requires some previous exposure to the group
being researched, and to their language and culture. Ideally the researcher should
have the ability to be tolerated as a member of the group and to identify
themselves as part of the group (Hayano 1979:101). The autoethnographer requires
a clear idea of their own position on the topic or how they are situated on the topic
because as the research is evolving, they will continue to live their life while being
influenced and altered by their research in some way (Muncey 2014:55). The
participant’s personal views and experiences are recorded and along with the
participant’s stories the aim is to alter stereotypes or change fixed perceptions.
Autoethnography’s objective is to evoke situations in everyday life so that not only
the researcher but the audience that reads the research can evaluate and
appreciate the stories compared to their own experiences. Bochner calls for
research that describes the ordinary everyday lives of people, their feelings and
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evidence of what they experience. He stresses the importance of narratives that are
plausible and that the study should show respect for the participants as well as
reaching the reader at an emotional level and draw them into the study and reveal
the worlds of others (Bochner 2000:270) and when carried out well will challenge
the idea or existence of a coherent single layered person (Reed-Danahay 2004:35).

Methods in Practice
a) Collected media
During the period December 2016 to February 2018 nearly 100 pieces of media
were collected related to ageing. The main item was the National Seniors
newsletters which were emailed to me approximately each fortnight with a one or
two sentence summary of each key issue and links below each summary for further
information. The collection includes COTA Australia magazines, National Seniors
magazine called 50s Something, COTA NT media releases, two interstate
newspapers specifically for older people, cuttings from my local newspaper the NT
News, NT Government media releases, The Conversation, items I looked into such
as the Index of Wellbeing for Older Australians, an ABC news item on euthanasia,
and others. These media were collected to add context for my research topic (refer
Appendix E).

b) Blog – accidental ethnography
While I was writing my proposal and obtaining ethics approval I started a blog (see
Appendix G) for my personal thoughts about my research and to write down
conversations that were pertinent to growing old in Darwin, known as accidental
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ethnography (Poulos 2008:133). The blog was limited to my three supervisors
having the only access to read my posts. Any identifying material from these
unplanned conversations were removed or altered. The following two excerpts
from my blog are an example of my thoughts after listening to a story on the radio
while I was driving and the other is an example of accidental ethnography.

Radio story 18/05/2017

I had a 5 minute drive to a Christmas lunch for seniors and I partially heard a
story by a young person – my guess late teens on his grandmother’s funeral.
In some detail he describes the old people. Disgusting teeth, wrinkly skin
and predominantly he repeated a number of times how old people smell –
in a bad sense. The story also told of how old people kept coming up to him
and talking about his grandmother to him. Unfortunately, I had to stop and
get to the lunch. But this story particularly irritated me. I’ve heard this
before about old people smelling – I think Holden Caulfield in the
book Catcher in the Rye talks about the smell of an old person. In my
memory from childhood to now I have few instances of old people smelling
in an offensive way. I know my Dad reused/ wore his clothes again and if he
forgot to put them in the washing machine they could smell – not of body
odour but his smell.

It seems to me that it is a way of separating us and them, the oldies and the
youngies. Like racism by choosing skin colour as an indicator of a lesser
person. In Darwin people often smell of sweat and you get used to it.
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I think I was irritated because the story was so negative about the
appearance of older people, there was no generosity towards the people
coming to talk to him about his grandmother. Aging causes our bodies to
change and there is very little that you can do to stop it. There is plastic
surgery, diet, exercise etc but these are only delaying the inevitable changes
that will occur. I’d like to think the male in the story has better experiences
in the future with older people.

Seniors Christmas lunch extra (story) 03/12/2016

My 69 year-old male neighbour told me (today) he thinks 70 is old and yet
he doesn’t consider himself to be old. He doesn’t feel old in his mind despite
the physical ageing signs.

He has a standard joke that he tells quite regularly (and I heard it again at
this lunch). I’ve heard it about 3 times now. It’s about a middle-aged person
going to the doctors and wanting to get healthy and fitter. The doctor says
to him that this is possible but does he realise that the years he will add on
are at the end of his life. He will spend more time being a very old person
and is it worth it? My neighbour loves the realization on people’s faces
when he tells the joke. My husband has taken to telling it as well. I’m not
sure the medical fraternity would be too happy with this mind set.
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c) Conversational Ethnography
i) Flyer and poster
After receiving ethics approval for my research, the next step was to recruit
participants to interview. I designed a plain flyer providing information on my role
as research student, the research project title, the criteria to be eligible and my
contact email address, which was functional but colourless and after a review by
one of my supervisors they suggested that I should include more colour and add
interesting and catchy photos on the flyer to draw attention. I then searched the
internet and found numerous photos of the standard grey-haired grandmother and
grandfather sitting in a loungeroom, smiling with two grandchildren, these photos
seemed so homogenized, staged and stilted, and were perhaps like my first attempt
at a flyer. I kept looking and eventually found some colourful photos that were
more interesting and quirkier. I selected an older lady doing a gymnastic lift on the
parallel bars; an older man kissing an older woman who has a look of shock on her
face; an older lady wearing what looks like to be a brown and cream caterpillar
costume or it could be a cocoon; a mature couple on a motorbike who are not slim
and lastly two photos, one where the older male has a face tattoo and the other
photo is of an older female showing her numerous body tattoos. To support the
intention of my flyer I included a line sketch of people sitting and talking. After
these changes my flyer was a lot better in its new format and I was a happy that it
could provoke people’s interest (refer Appendix D).
ii) Recruiting participants
Prior to finding participants and during the participant interview period I was
volunteering one day a week at Council of the Ageing NT (COTA) as a receptionist.
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Part of my motivation to volunteer was to be exposed to and hear about some of
the everyday concerns of older people in Darwin as a way of familiarising myself; to
see older people engaged in COTA activities, and if COTA members saw my face
regularly perhaps they might be interested to be involved in my research. I had
been at COTA for approximately three months when I asked if I could have a couple
of minutes at the end of an exercise class to mention my research. I gave a very
brief overview of myself and my research and indicated that I would leave a flyer on
the noticeboard and if anyone was interested in being interviewed, they could put
their name and contact email or phone number on the spaces provided in the flyer.
When the class had dispersed seven people put their names and contact details on
the flyer.
In addition to the COTA members I looked online at clubs and groups in the Darwin
region and I recorded their email addresses, or phone numbers or mailing
addresses (refer Appendix C). Through my emails National Seniors, and U3A,
included my flyer in their newsletter which generated 7 more participants. Through
further emails I received 3 replies and one person was willing to be interviewed.
U3A gave me a 5 minute time slot to talk to their members before a Greenfields
representative who was to deliver their talk on the benefits of purchasing a
retirement unit in their new village at Palmerston. After two interviews with
participants I was given the name and contact details of another person they knew
who was willing to be interviewed. One person who was referred to me after an
interview went on holidays and on their return, they were no longer interested in
being interviewed.
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iii) Participants and prior to interviews
Prior to each interview I had spoken to or emailed each participant and so I was less
anxious about turning up to an interview to meet an unknown person. I had an
optimistic idea that each person would be keen to tell me about themselves and I
wasn’t disappointed with each of the participants sharing their experiences and
stories with me.
In this research I understand that a fuller picture could be achieved if I included
participant’s ethnicity or country of birth but I am aware that the size of Darwin
means that it is likely that someone reading this thesis may be able to work out
who a person or people are. The comments for this research were offered under
the understanding that there would be anonymity and so I will provide general
demographic information where possible.
I carried out 16 interviews, three of which were couples. There were 6 males and 13
females. Of the 16 interviews 10 had family in Darwin and the NT, and 6 had no
family in Darwin or the NT. Place of birth was not a question that I asked the
participants but from their stories I estimated that 5 males and 6 females were born
in Australia. One male and 7 females were born overseas. Of the participants that
were born overseas 3 females first language was not English. The overseas
participants that I interviewed were from Asia, the UK and South Africa.
Most of the interviews were during the day either mid-morning or mid-afternoon
and one interview was in the evening.
After sending out emails, putting up flyers and ringing back people who had
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indicated they would like to be interviewed I had 17 participants. Later during this
interview stage, I thought the participants were not representative of the people
that live in Darwin. Darwin has a large proportion of Indigenous people but I was
not aware of any of my participants having Indigenous heritage. The member for
Karama is an Indigenous person so I spoke to her personal assistant and asked if
they could suggest Indigenous people who might be interested in being interviewed
for my research. I left my research flyer with them. About two days later I received
a phone message from Ngaree Ah Kit MLA and she said she would try to encourage
people she knew to have an interview but unfortunately no participants came
forward. At the same time one of my supervisors suggested a person who had
Indigenous relatives and I emailed him but I didn’t receive a reply.
Each of the participants chose the time and place to hold their interview. 10
participants chose their home, 3 were held at the COTA office in Darwin in their
meeting rooms, 2 interviews were held in the Mangrove Room at the Northern
Institute at CDU, one was at an outdoor café in the city, and one was at my place, as
the participant lived nearby. In participants homes I sat either in their lounge
rooms, or outdoors on their verandah. Three of the lounge rooms were airconditioned and except for one day which was a windy dry season day, the
remainder had fans on. One home was in a retirement village and three homes
were in a group of units. The other homes were the usual Darwin style homes that
you would expect to see on a suburban block of land with an established tropical
garden.
For most of the interviews I attempted to record the verbal formalities of signing
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the PLS and consent documents prior to each interview. The recordings have all the
interruptions and background sounds that occurred during the interviews. For
instance, one interview that was held at the COTA offices in Darwin, I remember
because of the refurbishment work that was being done during the interview had
rain pouring down outside and at one stage a person entered the room so that the
COTA office phone system could be re-booted. In another interview a neighbour
dropped in for a chat and then realized that the participant and I were doing an
interview and proceeded to inform me how good the participant was for improving
the shared garden in the unit complex. During another interview which was being
recorded out on their backyard verandah we could hear this name being called out
which was not the participant’s and the interview had to stop while the participant
assisted the person. In another interview the participant’s husband was downstairs
sanding timber and the noise would cause us to pause. There was one interview
where I was quite concerned about my safety because of the participant’s nasty
growling dog and I was relieved when the participant removed the dog to another
part of the house. One of the houses I went to had a small sign on the door saying
the person had a hearing aid and the house was setup with a bell and flashing light
to alert them of visitors. I pressed the button and a light activated, I waited but
there was no response. I pressed the button several times and still no one
answered the door, so I peered through the windows and decided to have another
go at pressing the button and then to my relief the participant opened the door. In
other interviews there were wind chimes and neighbours backing their car out of
their driveway and kids yelling, there were phone calls, waitresses asking about
coffee orders, bird calls, all the daily background sounds of life are on my interview
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recordings.
An interview that didn’t eventuate occurred because of a mix up with the
participant’s address. The address had a large house at the front and three units at
the back. The address I wrote down did not indicate a unit number. I walked up the
steps to the house and two large dogs began barking, I knocked on the door, waited
and knocked again. I anticipated that the barking dogs would attract someone’s
attention but there was no sign of anyone at home. I rang the mobile number for
the participant but there was no answer, so I left. The next day I did a talk at U3A
to encourage more participants and after my talk a person came up to me and told
me they were the person I was meant to interview yesterday. This person was
upset and told me how they had particularly waited in all day and then I didn’t turn
up for their interview. I explained what had happened and showed the person my
phone and how I had tried to contact them, but the person was still not convinced.
This was upsetting for both of us. The person explained that they lived in one of the
units at the back. I should have walked past the units but I couldn’t change what
had happened.
Earlier on in the interview stage approximately at the fifth interview I met with one
participant and we sat down in the pre-organized place. I handed the person the
PLS and Consent form and turned to start preparing my phone and the iPad to
record the interview, the person stopped signing the forms and informed me that
they did not want to be recorded and that I had not included this information on
my flyer. I accepted the person’s decision and apologized. As a result of this I
updated my flyer to include that the interview would be recorded and when I made
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arrangements with later participants, I highlighted that the interview would be
recorded.
Participants wore comfortable clothing to the interviews, clothing that they would
wear to go grocery shopping, such as a loose t-shirt and shorts with thongs or
sandals. I wore my standard Darwin attire of a polo shirt and knee length shorts
with particularly sensible sandals. I have noticed that this seems to be an
acceptable and accepted way of being neat and tidy in Darwin for my age group. It
was either during or after the participant interviews that I noticed as I sat in a
doctor’s or dentist’s waiting rooms that other Darwin locals would arrive for their
appointments and I would be aware of their similar clothing choices to what I was
wearing.
At each interview I carried with me the informed consent forms and plain language
statements for signing, a lined notebook, an iPad with a USB cord in case I needed
to re-charge the iPad and spare pens, all in a local supermarket’s $2 shopping bag.
The $2 shopping bag and my Darwin relaxed style of clothing I hoped would seem
less academic and pretentious and therefore create a more relaxed beginning to
each interview.
iv) Conversations
For the first few interviews I used the iPad to record the participants with my
mobile phone as a backup recording but I soon found that the mobile phone app
was easier to use, the file size was smaller and more convenient to cut and paste to
my personal computer. I swapped to using the mobile phone app and then the iPad
became the backup recording, if needed.
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The length of interviews varied from 30 minutes to more than 2 hours. For the
longest interview I stopped the recording after 2 hours and continued talking to the
participant as I had enough data for my research.
Often the initial conversation between myself and the participant(s) would be
about signing the PLS and consent forms and making sure they understood that any
data that could identify them would be removed. The people that had been
suggested by other participants often spoke about their friend before we began the
interview. For other people I would add that the conversation would be similar to
an informal conversation with one general question at the beginning. As the
participants began signing both forms, I would aim to start both recordings so I
could ask the first question to begin our conversation without interruptions.
My first question to the participants was always – How did you come to Darwin or
what brought you to Darwin? And the second question which would be asked at an
appropriate time during the interview was – Have you considered leaving Darwin?
Researcher:
“…I was going to say, anything that's in here that identifies you, as in
your name or people's names, that all gets taken out. I'll be sending
you a copy of our talk, and you can say, "No, I don't want that to go
in." All those things. There's nothing in there that you don't want
going in, basically, is what I'm saying.”

SU:

“I get my glasses.”
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Researcher:
“Sure.”

SU:

“Okay.”

Researcher:
“This is like an informal conversation.”

SU:

“Yes, okay.”

Researcher:
“I ask you how you came to live in Darwin. … What brought you to
Darwin?”

Often the participant would talk for a while about their first time in Darwin or the
circumstances that brought them to Darwin. I would ask other questions that suited
the particular conversation but the two questions mentioned above were
consistent in each interview. During two or three of the earlier interviews I was
worried that a short interview would not provide me with enough data and I would
try to ask a question in a different way which meant my mind would be searching
for the next question rather than listening to the participant. As I listened to the
initial recordings, I noticed other elements to the conversation that I had missed
and I realised that I should allow the conversation to flow and try not to change the
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direction of the conversation. Then there were a couple of participants who were
very good at digressing with interesting anecdotes and while I would have liked to
have known more, I tried to manoeuvre them back onto the topic. In one interview
after I asked about whether the couple had considered moving interstate, I sensed
that this was a current talking point, but not about moving interstate but about
moving to a more manageable size home or retirement village. In this particular
recording one person puts forward their reasons for staying and the other person
suggests that they should keep their options open about moving. After they each
had calmly expressed their view, I moved the conversation on to another topic.
Finishing the interview usually happened when I thought the person had run out of
conversation and I would thank the participant for giving me the interview. Some
participants had more to say and we would continue on with the interview. After
thanking each participant, I would inform them that I would be emailing them a
copy of the transcript for them to review, to give me feedback, to correct the
transcript, or to add any additional comments.
Field Notes
Once I got home, I removed the recordings from my iPad and from my mobile
phone onto my personal computer after each interview. I then typed up field notes
of my thoughts about each interview and included 5 questions from a grounded
theory text to help focus my thoughts.
Question 1 – How is this person like me?
Question 2 – How is this person not like me?
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Question 3 – How are these similarities and differences being played out in our
interaction?
Question 4 – How is this interaction affecting the course of the research?
Question 5 – How is it illuminating or obscuring the research problem?
The 5 questions are aimed at exposing any power differentials between the
researcher and participant relationship, to provide insights or provoke a more
honest reflection of the interview (Birks 2012:57).
Power differentials;
1 - How is the person like me? Female, similar views on mining in the NT;
concern about what tourists see when they visit Darwin – the implication of
the Indigenous people sleeping in the parks and street.
2 - How is the person not like me? Single, no family in Darwin, no children,
(illness), allows her cat to live indoors, very independent from a young age.
3 - How are these similarities and difference being played out in the
interaction? Again, another interview where I am so surprised with the
number of adventures, and wide range of experiences this person has had.
(name) I think enjoyed relating some of her experiences and I enjoyed
listening, but I have to keep my mind on the topic of my research and bring
the person back on track, when I would really like to hear more of certain
stories or ask more questions. On the other hand, that would be intrusive on
a first meeting and I realize that she has been generous with what I have
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been told. One story about (name’s) visit to the local funeral parlour and her
plans for her own funeral led me to comment that I thought it sounded a
‘lonely’ way to die. She replied that we all die alone. I hope this was not
offensive or too personal; when I’m writing these notes and I think back I
think it was a comment I should have kept to myself.
4 - How is that interaction affecting the course of the research? Again, I was
fortunate to interview someone who was articulate and had a range of
experiences and said it ‘is the lifestyle’ that keeps her in Darwin.
5 - How is it illuminating or obscuring the research problem? I think I have
another independent and assertive female to add to the other recordings
and it will provide a lopsided view of Darwin people.
Transcribing
I began transcribing the first interview by playing the recording and then pausing
and typing what I had heard. Then I would check what I had typed and replay the
same section. It took me approximately 6 hours to type 30 recorded minutes. I
don’t touch type, so my typing speed is slow. What I found the hardest was to get
particular words right such as place names or colloquialisms or family terms. I
would turn the volume up on the recording and replay and replay the same section.
I worked out that if I was to transcribe all my interviews it could take me months. I
contacted the Northern Institute to see if they could recommend people who
would transcribe my interviews. They did not have anyone to recommend but they
sent out an email to other research students and staff asking if anyone had used a
transcribing service. I had 3 replies. I emailed each of the 3 companies and then had
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to choose between price and depth of transcribing. There is a ‘draft’ quality that
only transcribes the recording into interviewer and speaker, then there is the next
level which adds for example punctuation marks and notations to indicate a silence
or laughing. The highest level is for legal transcripts. The cost of transcribing is a
dollar value per recorded minute. My budget covered the ‘draft’ service.
The company I chose used the app ‘dropbox’ for the receipt and delivery of
transcripts. I would upload the recording after my interview and after
approximately 10 to 14 days I would receive a transcript emailed to me. I would
then download the document to my computer and then delete the transcript from
my email.
Email or mail to participants
I emailed out to each of the 17 participants a copy of their transcript. Three of the
participants amended their transcript by correcting words and inserting more
words to improve the meaning. One person wrote me an email an added two
paragraphs that they wanted to be included. One person was unwell and
apologized for not reading the transcript. Then one participant after reading their
transcript decided they wanted to withdraw from the research, which was
disappointing for me as the person had some pertinent views on growing old.
Analysing
The part that I had so looked forward to, analysing my data had arrived, I was going
to achieve one of my motivations to do research, to analyse ethnographic data. I
approached my data using grounded theory, a method that marks what each of us
believes to be true, and how we learn about the world we live in within an historical
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context.
Each interview was read a number of times so the data became familiar. My
supervisor gave me instructions and practice on how to carry out the initial coding.
This analysing begins with printing the transcript of the interview with a large righthand margin which allows space for the researcher to write in. Using a pencil, I
would read a sentence and mark sections that were making a comment, or the use
of a word that had particular meaning in the context of the interview or in the
context of what the person was saying. In the right-hand margin to correspond with
the section or word I had marked I would write in my own words a label for the
word or section. This process continued throughout the transcript. Once the coding
had been completed the next process was to group or categorize the labels and
then a review of the categories could mean that the number of categories could be
combined or reduced under one label or the category could be broadened to
include more labels. Then on to the next participant’s transcript which is processed
in the same manner with labels and then categories are created. The next step is to
begin a comparison of the categories between each participant’s interview and it’s
possible that there are similar categories in each transcript and perhaps there are
new or different categories. Comparing categories and altering or reducing
categories continues for all the transcripts until there are no new categories, or the
research has reached saturation. I persevered with this process but I found that it
didn’t fit with my thoughts about the uniqueness of the collected data. For me it
seemed that grounded theory took the person out of the data and then combined
all the data into categories which became merged into ideas, or perhaps a cohort
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view rather than an individual experience.
One of my supervisors suggested a different method where the personal qualities
of selected pieces of data could be kept separate. The beginning was similar to
initial coding in grounded theory by printing the transcripts with normal margins,
then I read the transcript and selected sentences or paragraphs which expressed a
view on my research topic or was just interesting. I would then cut the section from
the transcript and glue it onto a palm card, 8.5cm x 15.5cm. Each piece that was cut
out included two letters underneath that identified the person to me. By the end of
this process I had over 370 cards. The cards could have from one sentence up to
two or three paragraphs.
An example of a card.

I read through the cards a number of times. I began to know what the card would
say by reading the first sentence or first few words and most times I didn’t need the
two identifying letters to remind me who had said those words. Each time I went
through the cards I would group and re-group them into topics or themes that
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interested me. Sometimes when I put together a group of cards another idea would
come into my mind, sometimes a good idea and sometimes not. This juggling of
topics or ideas from my interviews and palm cards became part of my daily life. I
could be walking my dogs and have no thoughts about my research and then an
idea would come into my mind, even when I’m talking to other people or at work
about things that are not related to my research, another idea could pop into my
mind suggested by the cards.

Shoe box with all 370 plus cards

Analytical concepts
The topics or themes or ideas that I observed from the cards are also known as
analytical concepts. The most noticeable were a result of the two questions posed
to each participant. The first question I asked each participant about what first
brought them to Darwin, resulted in a range of stories about the motivation or
reason to arrive in Darwin and then what they saw or experienced, which became
the analytical concept ‘first impressions’. My second question asked participants
about whether the they had considered moving interstate resulted in a range of
answers from definitely no, perhaps in the future, to I would like to move but there
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are reasons I can’t move, which became the analytical concept ‘to move or to not
move’. Additional analytical concepts emerged and formed as I began writing the
thesis. Further analytical concepts are in Chapter 2 and cover the social, cultural,
and economic situations I noted from analysing the cards.

Generativity
Over the period while I was interviewing participants, I noticed general ideas were
coming to my mind about the participants comments and later when I was
analysing and sifting through palm cards this particular analytical concept was still
strong. Even though each person had a unique story about how they came to
Darwin, why they stayed and how they lived their lives now, there was an aspect of
their growing old that I had not considered before in my own growing old. I noticed
in participant’s interviews their comments about caring for others which was not
limited to direct family members but it could be towards their neighbours, or
towards their local community. I was also aware that their giving back to others was
rewarding. Often participants would talk of spending time with friends, sharing left
overs or just having a chat, one of the underlying purposes was to make sure the
other person was ok. The act of caring or looking out for each other provided
mutual enjoyment and intrinsic reward. At other times there were examples of
assistance to their wider community through organizing social and educative
occasions for people in their own age group or for example in learning to lodge
paperwork that could help save a local Darwin ecology which was their gift to
Darwin society.
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CHAPTER 5: GENERATIVITY or Giving back to your community so the
gift can keep giving
Each participant gave me the gift of their time and their stories. Stories that I
continue to consider and receive enjoyment from. I learnt more about the earlier
days of Darwin from participants and as I look back over this research a prominent
feature for most participants was their story about when they first visited Darwin
that stays with them now and is used as a way of explaining why they stay now.
How can I forget the delight expressed by most participants in relating their stories
about their first time in Darwin? These moments were of connections with other
people such as the ‘waterhole’ story by D&J or playing cricket after work using a
scrunched-up newspaper as a ball by SU. Another repeated element for some
participants involved how they met their future partner just as I did and like me has
resulted in them living in Darwin. Then there were the participants that wanted
something different to their current life such as the ten-pound pom story by FW or
how the freezing weather made AB leave her home and move to Australia or like SU
she and her husband choose to move to Australia to provide a better life for their
son.
There was also the reward that participants voiced from having friends and family
living close by. Before beginning this research, I expected to hear repeatedly how
having family living in Darwin was the main reason for them to stay. I didn’t expect
that friends living here would be a large reason for participants to stay and grow old
in Darwin. Friends seemed to provide the support for each of them that would be
expected from family members. Family was important to participants but for those
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people without family their friendships were of the highest importance. The
concern and care for their friends was revealing.
Listening to the participants I learnt that staying in Darwin was not assured even
though the reasons they gave to not move encompassed being near friends and
family. The decision to leave could occur if they personally became ill and needed
family support, or if an elderly parent or family member living interstate needed
assistance. A number of participants had moved interstate and like myself
eventually returned to Darwin. Then there was the dilemma of following children or
friends who moved interstate but at a later stage their family or friends may not
stay and this could mean moving again.
A big obstacle about Darwin which I expected to hear was the dislike of the humid
and hot weather. A couple of participants expressed their dislike but mainly
participants spoke about ways to adapt to the high temperatures such as visiting
air-conditioned shopping centres during the hotter parts of the day or by just
choosing to lay down under a fan and put up with the weather.
There were aspects that compensated for the weather such as the availability of
jobs that a person could apply for and the opportunity of work that would not be
possible if they lived elsewhere. These opinions were countered by participants that
found their age and skills worked against them in Darwin job interviews.
Participants spoke about how they liked the different ethnic groups living together
amicably and yet I heard an opposing view from two participants who described
stories that showed Darwin is not a fair place for all people.
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Another concern for participants was the local economy, with its boom or bust
cycle which follows the world’s and Australia’s demand for certain minerals. As a
project begins there is a need for support services, houses and a large number of
employees and when the mineral has been exhausted the project leaves town and
with it all the people that supported the mining project and the support services
are no longer required. This up and down nature has resulted in a corresponding up
and down pattern for house values and the cost of rent (Hanlon 2014:132).
For a few participants the increase in the number of high-rise buildings and the
additional facilities that are needed to encourage tourism lessen Darwin’s
uniqueness and they would like to see a more considered approach to
development.
Prior to this research I was concerned that when I retired, I would become bored
being at home because I hadn’t heard of many activities or clubs in my local area
for older people. I have since heard and learnt from the participants that there are
many clubs and options for social outings in Darwin. Each of the participants is
regularly active in a sporting or social group or both. The range of groups included
swimming clubs and competitions, canoeing, Pilates, golf, public speaking, dancing,
choir, pensioner socials through to clay target shooting. An added benefit
mentioned by some participants and myself and a definite plus to living in Darwin is
the high standard of a range of sporting facilities and having the opportunity to use
these facilities.
Despite being active now some participants were also thinking ahead to a time
when their physical and mental capability could decline. The inability to climb steps
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meant considering a move to a more suitable residence, such as a retirement village
or nursing home. A large garden or a number of acres to care for could mean
moving to a residential house with a small garden as the responsibility became
physically too big to look after. One participant impressed me with how she
adapted to physical loss by becoming a mentor or by teaching others about their
hobby. There were a couple of examples of children deciding that their parents
were no longer capable of driving or of using public transport and how this was
tolerated by participants but not liked. Then there was the embarrassment of
changes in continence and bowel movements meaning that few people spoke
about these topics except those participants that wanted to assist their cohort by
providing information on where they could go for help.
The participants I interviewed were active and a definite contradiction of the ageing
stereotypes we are exposed to in the media although I have noticed some
advertising recently for products relating to older people showing more active
people rather than usual seated grey-haired couple. I do accept that the
participants I interviewed are a sample of Darwin older people and not
representative of the whole population.
I heard from participants about not liking how they looked, or not wanting to wear
hearing aids or glasses because they made them look old or not wanting to give up
high heels just because they were getting older or not wanting to join a group that
is associated with older people. The negative representation of older people is part
of our denial of the ageing process and our own ageist attitudes to older people.
Most participants had experienced a relative or friend being diagnosed with
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dementia. It was apparent a number of participants were concerned about
developing dementia and how their care will become an increasing burden for
others. A living will was mentioned by one participant as a way to reduce the
burden of caring for her by her family.
One participant spoke about having too many funerals to attend and how
emotionally draining this can be, even though after each funeral there is an
opportunity to catch up with family or friends. FW had creatively thought about
how to help her friends navigate talking about their end of life preferences with
family and friends. She developed a character unlike her own to talk about dying,
funerals and working through how each person wanted to die in a humorous
manner supplying tips on how to broach these topics.
Over the period while I was interviewing participants and reflecting on their
comments general ideas were coming to my mind about participants such as FW
devising a way to help her friends talk about death and later when I was analysing
and sifting through palm cards there was one idea that was foremost as an
analytical concept and one that participants deployed in analysing and commenting
on their experience. Even though each person had a unique story about how they
came to Darwin, why they stayed and how they lived their lives now, there was an
aspect of their growing old that I had not even considered before in my own
growing old. I noticed in participant’s interviews their comments about caring for
others which was not limited to direct family members but it could be towards their
friends, or neighbours, or towards their local community. The act of caring or
looking out for each other provided mutual enjoyment and intrinsic reward. At
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other times there were examples of assistance to their wider community through
organizing social and educative occasions for people in their own age group or in
learning to lodge paperwork that could help save a local Darwin ecology. I was also
aware that giving back to others was personally rewarding. Often participants spoke
of spending time with friends, sharing left overs or just having a chat, while they
were making sure the other person was ok.
NX:

“I’ve got – where I live at the present time, that’s the other reason I
don’t really want to move, because (XY), who swims with me, lives
across the road, as does (XX), lives across the road. Another woman
called (YZ) and then another lady called (UV) lives there. So, there’s
… there’s five of us who go to (swimming) who all live walking
distance.
“Yeah, and we often have meals together and stuff like that. I mean,
(person is) a lot older than me and obviously won’t be here forever,
but at the same time, I feel vaguely responsible if I pick up and move
to (a street nearby) and leave ...”

When I considered the participants’ interviews, I had a strong notion that most
participants knowingly or not wanted to thank Darwin in some way for the life they
have. To give back to their community in some way and to provide an ongoing gift
to Darwin even after they have died can be described by the term generative. I
discovered Erik Erikson’s eight stages of life span development theory through my
reading and making links between participants stories. The seventh stage describes
generativity.
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Generativity
In 1950 psychosocial development was thought to conclude in early adulthood with
little or no development of our individuality or character, whereas Erikson proposed
that development continued from birth through to death. His work also emphasized
the importance of family and culture in a person’s development and his preference
was for concentrating on a person’s overall social health rather than about the
beginning of a person’s problems and trying to fix them (Kivnick 2013:40-1). He laid
out eight stages during a person’s life or “stages of growth of a healthy personality”
each with milestones that can be achieved when a person ‘socially matures’
(Schoklitsch 2012:263). To achieve a milestone often a person would be confronted
with a new social situation which would challenge what the person had previously
learned. New skills would emerge or develop over time as a similar situation reoccurred and the skills a person learned would become incorporated in preparation
for the next stage to begin. For each new social situation there are personal
requirements that need to be met such as satisfaction or awareness that the next
time the person can improve and it will be easier. Erikson speaks of trust as the
measure of achievement, trust in yourself as you learn and grow. Hand in hand with
trust a person should develop a healthy mistrust and be able to reflect and check
that decisions or actions or behaviour was personally acceptable as well as coming
near or within society’s expectations (Erikson 1986:38).
A good example of generativity is AB and her satisfaction that she receives from her
involvement with older people.
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AB:

“There’s 30 different activities on for seniors in (Palmerston). So, I
run three of them. Lots of other people run all the rest. … All these
different things available for seniors. We are very fortunate. And
that’s because some of us are motivated enough to recognise the
fact that we can reduce social isolation and prevent ill health by
contacting these people.”

Now when I look back on her interview, I think of how this interview was also an
unconscious generative act where she told me about all her daily generative acts.
At the time I thought she was keeping active by being busy with her involvement in
a number of activities. For example, her advisory role in the local council for
seniors; using medical information and knowledge from her career to select
specialist speakers for the senior’s club, knowing the speaker could assist members;
her concern for a directory of local services for seniors that was not digital as many
people did not use a computer, and a pamphlet which she believed would be easy
for seniors to carry and use. AB uses her time to make sure other seniors are well
informed and she combines this with social activities and outings. The best part was
her laughter when she was talking about these activities and providing me with
anecdotes, she was receiving enjoyment through her contribution to others.
Family were also the recipients of AB’s help by caring for her grandchildren after
school while the children’s parents were at work. What I initially mistook for being
busy was made clearer through more interviews when I heard similar stories, this
was not about being busy so that the hours were taken up and the day would pass
quickly. Participants were involved with other people and small to large acts of
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generativity were being carried out. From asking how another was going, to
keeping a watch out for elderly neighbours, or asking for funds or donations to run
activities for other older people.

Summary of Erik Erikson’s eight stages of life span development
Stage 1 – Infancy - Basic Trust vs Basic Mistrust.
An infant learns trust when she is able to socialise with other people and be out of
sight of her mother. Trust establishes the beginnings of a confident child and
without trust an infant is likely to experience mental health problems in their life
(Erikson 1963:247-8).

Stage 2 - Early Childhood - Autonomy vs Shame and Doubt.
Children require boundaries or rules that are constant yet flexible to match the
child’s expanding abilities, so that the child is not discouraged from attempting a
new skill. A restrictive rule bound upbringing can lead to humiliation, frustration
and a desire to be hidden away from others, when an unknown situation occurs
(Erikson 1963:252-4).

Stage 3 – Play Age - Initiative vs Guilt.
This stage builds on the learning of new skills and is evidenced by young people
taking risks, or planning their own activities or making their own decisions. If the
risk did not provide a successful outcome then the young person will try again and
not give up, resulting in the acquisition of more skills. The young person that feels
they can’t attempt something new, may feel that they are bad or not good enough
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and this restricts them from trying anything new (Erikson 1963:255).

Stage 4 – School Age - Industry vs Inferiority.
Now the person is branching out from the support of their family and experiencing
the world. They learn that to achieve the goals you want you need to be
conscientious. At this stage if a person has not acquired or there is a poor level of
skills acquired from the previous stages then they will feel frustration. The inability
to be like his friends will affect his idea of who he is and the consequences are that
his goals or sense of achievement will be limited (Erikson 1963:258-9).

Stage 5 – Adolescence - Identity vs Role Confusion.
Here Erikson writes about the topics of his time and speaks of sexual identity, how a
person is aware of how they are in comparison to those around them. The person
looks for strong role models to identify with and replicate their strengths. This is
also a period when they look for love, to find someone that loves them and makes
clear to them who they are as a person. A person who is more interested in
themselves than others, or is focused on an idea or ideas that are opposed by
society, will have less contact with society. The likely result will be role confusion,
where the person does not socialize with other people and through them learn who
they are (Erikson 1963:261-3).

Stage 6 – Young Adulthood - Intimacy vs Isolation.
In general, this stage follows a person having a family of their own or caring for
others. The person has progressed and draws on the skills they have learnt, they
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find a partner and have children. Their family becomes part of them and at this
time the person is able to forego some of their own needs so they can support
others. The inability to modify your needs to help or be with others means other
people are less likely to enjoy your company (Erikson 1963:263-5).

Stage 7 – Middle Adulthood - Generativity vs Stagnation.
This stage became my area of interest for my research and later I noticed the skills
for stage 8 emerging in participants stories. This is the time to be a teacher, a
creator and a learner. People want to be needed and we need to have others that
matter to us nearby. A good example of this stage is the desire to want to help the
next generation and the following generation into the future after you have died.
The opposite is being self-absorbed and pretending to need the companionship of
others leads to stagnation (Erikson 1963:267-8).

Stage 8 – Old Age - Ego Integrity vs Despair.
This is the culmination of all the previous seven stages, where a person looks back
and reviews their life and accepts or resigns themselves to the life they have lived.
There is also a need to understand the meaning of their life and of the world. The
person wants to understand how the world works and, in some way, try to protect
their way of life so others that follow can do the same or learn from their
experience. This is a stage that prepares a person for death along with the
acknowledgement that each of us is only a small part of a bigger world. The person
that fears death, that thinks their life is too short and who are not able to reconcile
their life will experience despair (Erikson 1963:268-9). In a later work Erikson’s wife
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added a ninth stage – very old age, see page 171.
Erikson later reviewed his theory and clarified that all the developmental stages
could manifest at any age. The following will primarily discuss the types of
generativity in people over 55 and incorporate the eighth and the additional ninth
stage.

Seventh Stage: Generativity vs Stagnation or Middle Adulthood
The stage that I became interested in is Erikson’s seventh stage of Middle
Adulthood and is considered as a time of caring and guiding the next generation.
Often this behaviour would be seen to develop or occur during parenthood, the
previous life stage. The attributes such as teaching others, mentoring and caring for
children and grandchildren are known as generativity. The acts of guidance and
encouragement that an older person can provide to assist younger generations to
mature, a way of enriching other people’s lives as well as their own or the provision
of a legacy or a gift to leave behind when you have died. Erikson highlighted the
positive of generativity by placing it in opposition with stagnation which is
characterised by self-indulgence (Erikson 1963:266-7).
Creating a family history to provide for your family which turns into an obsession at
the expense of not spending time with your family and possibly friends is seen as
stagnation. It can be manifested as caring more for your own interests than for
others. Erikson also wrote that by wanting to be the perfect caring person by taking
on too many caring roles, becoming overloaded, is in opposition to generativity by
not taking care of yourself. An overloaded person can throw all their caring roles in
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and decide not to care for anyone (Erikson 1986:44).
The life span progression from one stage to the next was prefaced by a crisis or a
turning point in a person’s development. Until the crisis was resolved the person
was unable to achieve the next stage. The initial theory Erikson proposed had 3
types of generativity; biological generativity when parents give birth to a child;
parental generativity occurs through the rearing of children and the continued
support of a child, which then led to societal generativity where parents are the
carriers of cultural knowledge which they impart to their children.
Erikson wrote “…that after you have learned ‘what you care to do and who you care
to be’ (identity), and ‘whom you care to be with’ (intimacy), you are ready to learn
‘what and whom you can take care of’ (generativity)” (Snarey 2015:287).
Children learn caring from their parents or carers and in turn children when they
become adults can use their skills to provide assistance for their ageing parents and
their own children. This establishes a generative cycle. A cycle of family education
which can also be expressed amongst a person’s wider community. Variations of
this premise include people without children who express generativity by their
caring acts for others.
This personal shift from close family to deciding to care for the local community or
society fits with Sahlin’s notion of ‘dividuation’ of thinking less about yourself and
more about wanting to connect with other age groups and generations and through
these connections the possibility that some part of you will be carried on into the
future (Rubinstein 2015:549).
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In later years Erikson along with his wife Joan and Helen Kivnick expanded
generativity to include a more societal aspect which moved the focus from children
to incorporate – “the roles of grandparenting, as well as freedom, responsibility,
lifelong learning, and the arts as part of the ‘vital involvement’ of older people in
society in a generative manner” (Rubenstein 2015:549, Snarey 2015:286). A gift to
society that keeps on giving or a legacy delivered with the expectation that you will
be remembered.
Acts of generativity during older age become more important to each person as we
become aware that the end of our life is approaching. What matters to each person
at this time is highlighted or our focus becomes clearer on the things that matter to
us. Leaving a family history for newer generations is a way of not being forgotten,
that someone will remember you when you have died (Thomas 1995:28). Such as
putting together a photograph album covering a family’s history, teaching other
older people how to look after their health, looking after an elderly neighbour,
running a charity to help children, making birthday cards for people in a social club,
volunteer board member, or writing disaster plans for a small community (de St
Aubin 1995:100). Often with a legacy there is a request to preserve the legacy for
future generations such as AB’s request.
AB:

“Oh, yeah. I said to my grandson, he's 19 now, I said, ‘No matter
what happens, unless (inaudible) or that sort of thing, do not ever
get rid of these photograph albums’. But I've got one with family tree
from my husband side of the family, from the research of his family
tree, going way back. That's my... Yeah, that's my family. And that's
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my parents...”
“And family information and the photographs, my middle name is
(Gaelic name). And this is my grandmother. In 1898 and 1900. So you
think, 'That's who I got called after.' I mean, look at these
photographs. But they are just prints of photographs. My brother has
got the originals over in (overseas country). And for me, it was really
good.”
When AB was telling me about the genealogy research she had done on her
husband’s family, I found her comment about her son amusing and realistic.
AB:

“My son has read it. But my grandkids aren’t interested in reading
something like that. … But then, I wasn’t interested in genealogy
until my mid-50s.”

When I reflect about my own experience as a young person, I remember being the
same as AB’s son in this quote and as I grow older, I wish that I had asked more
questions about my relatives’ lives. I’m also aware that even if I or my husband
speak about the past our kids politely tune out. Time becomes limited and it
changes how you view your world and who you choose to be with and how we
want to have family closer to us.

Review of Generativity leads to Vital Involvement
In Erikson’s earlier thesis the stages were sequential and lined up with progressive
age groups from birth to death. In his later works the sequential progression of
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each stage was clarified to show a large range of personal variation and cultural
influences (Erikson 1963:271-2). A person could be in a developing phase of one or
possibly all eight stages at the same time or they could be moving into two stages
of development concurrently while another stage was beginning (Erikson 1986:19).
His opposition of all eight attributes such as Identity vs. confusion was changed to
allow for experiences in and between both attributes, allowing for a more nuanced
approach (Kivnick 2013:43). This review by Erikson, his wife Joan Erikson and
researcher Kivnick of his original theory was carried out to try and understand old
age and how older people adjust or modify their behaviour in respect to other
people, physical objects, thoughts and even the world, which became known as
vital involvement and is an ongoing development (Kivnick 2013:46).
One aspect of vital Involvement is how we rework our life stories to suit our current
circumstances such as a life story that is interspersed with descriptions of travels to
unusual places leading to the present where the storyteller has a walking stick or
frame and is a contrast to the person in the story (Kivnick 2013:45). This type of
reviewing and rewriting of an older person’s lived life tries to make sense of the
past plus incorporate the person they are now is known as “Life in Time” (Kivnick
2013:44).
At one stage I struggled with what the participants were trying to say to me through
their stories of their younger selves. What did they want me to understand from
the selected stories? Except for two participants I interviewed the remainder were
all over 65 years of age. Although these excerpts form part of how they came to be
living in Darwin, they also indicate their vital younger selves. There were a range of
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stories of their younger selves, from their school years and activities through to a
carrying out undercover work to catch smugglers and later being swept away by the
police to a safe place. Their stories were in contrast with their current personalities,
they were now interested in other pursuits. My interpretation is that they were
saying we were young once but we are still interested in the world around us.
Younger and older self 1:
D:

“We were travelling overland from the UK, (in) an old motor car. Our
intentions (were) to go round the world with very little money.”

And:
D:

“… when I play golf, I like to tee off early, and I finish about lunchtime
or so, and I feel the afternoon is recovery or just mooch
about or a bit of gardening, or whatever it is.”

Younger and older self 2:
MF:

“I used to shoot archery in those days. And I played tennis and
Squash.”

And:
MF:

“I've always been interested in theatre. So, I do stage management.
But recently I had a stroke, and heart attacks, and I haven't (been) ... Because if you're going to be a stage manager you've gotta be able
to move quickly.”
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Younger and older self 3:
RF:

“And I was working then for most of '74 as a survey botanist with
the men at (NT location). I was working in and out of the (NT
location) for years…”

And:
RF:

“I'm very big into shooting, it's one of my big hobbies. I'm clay target
shooter, and I was shooting at the rifle range, and my mate and I go
in the bush a lot …”

These contrasting stories still portray an active person, a person that is interacting
with others and still keen to be seen as an active participant in life.

This idea of wanting to ensure that other people, often younger people I’ve noticed,
that you were an active and different person from the person you are now
resonates with me. My husband and I drove around Australia in a Kombi van when
were younger for about 6 months and we often tell new people we meet this story,
it makes us remember that we were young once and not tied to a job and a
mortgage. We both like to see the way people react that even though we appear
old we did do interesting things when we were young. I think our aim in telling this
story is that we want people not to judge us as boring or an old married couple with
grandkids who never did anything exciting.

‘Life in time’ also encompasses the way a person deals with confronting situations
despite their inner beliefs by modifying or thinking through their thoughts to make
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sense of different and unexpected situations. An example of this is the type of
thought that occurs while you’re listening to another person and you don’t quite
agree with their opinion or their proposed course of action. I experienced a
situation about a couple of years ago that stays in my mind.
My daughter had asked my husband to look after her seven-month old son who
was difficult to get to sleep. This was her first night away from her second child and
we were going out to see a play together so she could have an outing without her
kids. Before going out I was cooking a meal for us. While I was cooking our tea, she
came into the kitchen and criticised my cooking. I can’t remember exactly what it
was now. My husband and my mum were in the kitchen and they were both very
quiet and at that moment I decided not to say anything and keep cooking. The
atmosphere returned to normal as she left the kitchen. Looking back I interpret my
lack of response as an act of caring, as my daughter was stressed about how her
son would go without her and if he would sleep. A thought process that at the time
wasn’t a conscious act of caring but on reflection I could see it worked better than
being upset with her or by making a biting comment. Fortunately, her son went to
sleep relatively easily and my daughter enjoyed her night out.
Generative thought can also be when listening to the choice another person makes
and you consider from your own experience their decision is not wise, and you
personally would like to offer better choices but you consciously abstain. For
example, at work we have people who are new to Australia and at times I get asked
where they should go to purchase an item or repairs done. Then there are other
times when I overhear them talking about a choice they have made and I would
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love to interject but I talk to myself and say don’t interfere they have to learn from
their own experiences plus there may be other details in the conversation that I
have missed.
In Erikson’s eighth and final stage he talks of being an observer and I would suggest
that this caring act of keeping your generative thoughts to yourself is a pre cursor
for being an observer of life. It’s a realization that people have their own life to live
and by caring for that person you choose to not interfere or say anything. I have for
the last five years or more heard “I’m just an observer” numerous times from my
own Mum. She’ll be recounting a story about one of the grandkids and from her
tone of voice I can hear that she thinks that their decision making was not ideal and
then she’ll say to me “… but I’m just an observer”.

Eighth stage
Erikson’s eighth and last stage is also known as wisdom and relates to preparing for
the end of life which brings into sharp focus the things that really matter to an older
person. A time to consider the events of our life, the times and people we enjoyed,
the situations we could have handled better, people we could have been kinder to,
and the things we can’t change. As this personal re-evaluation takes place a person
tries to make a coherent life story that can cover most aspects of the person’s life
and be relevant to the person they are now (Erikson 1986:55-6).

Addition of Ninth stage – Very Old Age
In 1996 Erikson’s wife added a ninth stage – very old age. She extended the stages
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to include a time when the aging person looks back on their life and through the
eight previous stages. This reflection has a sense of regret and what could possibly
have been changed. Unhappy times or unwanted memories are recalled and placed
in perspective amongst other memories leading the older person’s thoughts
through to eventually accepting what happened in their life (Schoklitsch 2012:263).

Further development of generativity
Erikson’s eight stages were further developed by a number of academics each with
their own view and theory(s) on generativity. The participants demonstrated a
number of these newer developments.
Snarey researched relationships between a father and his children. Through his
study he noted how fathers recalled and used the child rearing practices of their
own fathers and combined this with modifications to practices they didn’t like
(Snarey 2015:288).
He posed that not all generative acts are positive, that they can become a
generative chill. For example, the death of a child, or dealing with a seriously ill
child, where the parent’s loss is not what they expected when they imagined having
a child. The death of a child halts generative acts and an ill child could cause parents
to question their caring skills (Kotre 1995:38).
Snarey introduced the notion that negative generativity can be stopped, by being
the last person to carry out the legacy. A young male can choose to stop being a
thief like his father, who spent years in gaol. He can make a conscious decision to
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not continue to be like his father (Kotre 1995:39).
How we live and behave during the seventh stage will be different for all of us. The
benefits and the demands and responses of those we care for will vary. Instead of
two strong oppositions posited by Erikson there are also people that vacillate
between being both caring and being self-absorbed. A person can be caring and yet
through their actions be both affirming and destructive (Kotre 1995:37).
CH’s father is in his 90s and CH is also a carer for her husband. When I heard her
comment in the interview, I noticed that even though she was caring for both
people she was exasperated by their outlook on life and the warm reward of caring
was not present for her.
CH:

“But having Dad up here, he relies on me a lot, sometimes I feel
between (husband), I’m the carer for (husband). I’m a carer for
(husband) and I’m a carer for Dad, and they’re both very pessimistic.
But sometimes (husband) used to be glass half full, but now it’s not
so much. Dad is the definitely bloody glass is really empty.”

Caring for others in their community was a common factor amongst my
participants. The types of caring ranged from looking after relatives such as
grandchildren or it could be a neighbour, or volunteering to running a social club, to
devising activities for members of a group or planting native trees for the future.
Rubinstein et al separates generativity into four types; people, groups, things,
activities, with each of these occurring in four possible ways – historical, familial,
individual, and relational (Rubinstein 2015:555-8). Often the generative types and
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ways are combined.
The following example below involves a grandmother and her grandchildren,
looking at their grandmother’s artworks displayed in the house and learning about
art, the historical is displayed through their grandmother’s passion as she attempts
to pass on her knowledge and lastly the relational is demonstrated with an older
person interacting with a younger generation.
SU:

“My granddaughter has twin daughters, my great-grand-daughters.
Yeah. So, they come here every Wednesday, after school, and spend
the day with me. I have various things organized for them. They mess
around with this. They play and I teach them a bit about art. At least
I try to get them to do it.”

The most common combination of Rubinstein’s types of generativity, were groups
and activities. For example, a group such as a senior’s organization is run by
volunteers who hold a regular activity so that other older people can attend. A
group designed for over 55s to attract and inform or provide social contact or fun
activities benefits older people and in return group organizers are rewarded seeing
other people enjoy themselves. Social activities were common for all my
participants with fourteen participants applying to be part of my research through a
notice in their group’s newsletter. Five of these fourteen people run at least one
group for older people in Darwin. A further person takes an educative role for her
group when required.
FF provides a regular weekly meeting for older females. She has devised a system of
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collecting money each week to pay for necessities but at the same time she
indicated that this system also made it easier for pensioners to contribute on a
weekly basis. Members birthdays are celebrated and if there is enough money at
the end of the year, the group makes a donation to a charity.
FF:

“We have a demountable out the back there. Just about every week
we have a birthday, so I’ve got happy birthday on a big blackboard.
We have a cake, we sing. I put music on, I bring morning-tea...”
“Also, I collect $2 from each of them every Thursday, and that
money’s kept, and I buy a birthday gift. I get sugar, tea, coffee. I need
the toilet paper and paper plates, whatever, I buy that out. Then we
give the (Italian) nuns their birthday and Christmas we always give
them some nice cash money to them, and they appreciate that, that
I’ve got all this system in place. I don’t have to ask, ‘Give me some
money to buy a gift for her’.”

Birthdays featured twice in my interviews and the making of cards for members
which are generative acts when Rubinstein et al talk of the inanimate object that
holds significance for a person. A card made by another person for their birthday is
a generous way of saying how the person is valued.
Inanimate things can also be passed on to a younger person with the hope that the
associated information will be kept and passed on to future generations. As in AB’s
example above and the collating of her own and her husband’s family history. I saw
generative things in the planting of native vegetation on a rural block of land. The
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owners grew native plants from seed or cuttings which they sold but the main use
of the plants was to return their block back to its native state.
C:

“…the garden, so we can potter to our hearts content in terms of a
garden which is nice. But most of the block is just native vegetation
that we’ve reforested essentially. Yeah which we’ve maintained all of
it. Plus, we've established a little native plant nursery which we have
sales…. Yeah and if people don't buy it we put it out in the block. …
Termites have eaten a few more. Let's just put a few more in.”

This generative thing is something that their neighbours can share in and enjoy and
a way of leaving their block of land in natural state that creates a legacy that can be
enjoyed by all of the local community. For C & J the planting of native plants was
more about restoring the land to its natural state and then to watch as their native
plants grew, if there was a community benefit it was not their primary aim. They
were growing the plants to help the environment and to encourage other people to
do the same. A legacy that could live on after they sell the block or when they die.
The sharpening of a person’s focus on the things that matter often happen when
they’re aware that they are coming closer to death. Erikson’s biological and
parental generativity are not inspired by a young person or an adult’s awareness of
approaching death. It is with this understanding that Kotre reformed Erikson’s
societal generativity, knowing that death has an influence. He believed that it
should be replaced with technical generativity and cultural generativity. Both of
these involve acts that the person undertakes knowing that their acts will outlive
them but not for eternity (Kotre 1995:34-5).
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Technical skills such as how to do your homework and modelling how to be a good
student can be passed on by the older person to their children and perhaps
grandchildren. Such as AB’s discipline with her grandchildren.
AB:

“I started picking up the older grandson and then when the younger
one was out of crèche and started preschool, I'd pick them up and
drop them here and they did their homework and did their bike
riding and their pool and did all the stuff that you do with
grandchildren to look after them for two or three hours until the
parents finished work.”
“But I enjoyed it and that sort of thing. They didn't think they should
have to do homework at home. But I was a big stickler for it. You
know, this is the rule here, you will read to me – this is like in grade 1
and 2 – for 10 minutes every day, no matter how much you hate it. "I
suppose we'd better do our reading now." I said, "Yeah, let's just get
it over and done with. And then we can go for a bike ride." You
know, enticement.”

Cultural generativity can be displayed through transferring to others outside your
family sphere the skills on how to behave and navigate their way in the world. For
instance, J of C&J was unable to cope with the Darwin humidity but he learned a
skill that he could pass on to other southerners or new comers to Darwin.
J:

“… and after hating the place for the first couple of days, sweating
violently. I was walking down (inaudible) street and a couple of old
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aboriginal black (fellas) were walking down in front of me. And they
were just strolling along, and I'm walking at my normal pace which is
southern pace not northern pace. And those guys weren't sweating.
And I thought there's a lesson here somewhere cause (it was) one of
the first best lessons I learned from Aboriginal people and I slowed
down. All of a sudden I found a comfort zone.”
Theorists were conscious that generativity would not always leave a positive result
for the following generations, that it could be destructive. Like Snarey, Kotre
recognized that harm could be caused by a legacy by not caring about others or by
being more interested in yourself. A legacy can create dissension amongst brothers
and sisters; a gift can become a burden on the people it was bestowed upon; a
behaviour such as violence can be transferred to offspring and perpetuated upon
others. These are examples of Erikson’s stagnation and are not definitive but the
legacies people leave can have varying degrees of affect upon others. The way you
choose to care for someone can be harmful and not correspond with the receivers
needs (Kotre: 1995:35-7).
My participants were people over 55 years of age and as they told me about their
life, their stories were from a perspective of looking back and making sense of their
past in their retelling. The participant’s stories were presented in a cohesive
practiced style which are a form of legacy, as a present or gift for the next
generation, or as a record of their life lived to be a contribution to society, or as
these authors described it a generative script (de St Aubin 1995:100).
FW’s interview was full of stories that I’m sure she has told many times. In
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particular there were stories of her literal contribution to Darwin. FW was a nurse
at a Darwin hospital and the following story was precluded by two stories about
attending emergencies in the ambulance and after one of her trips in the
ambulance she made a complaint to the superintendent.
FW:

“And in those days, we didn't have St. John's, so the hospital
orderlies drove the ambulances. And all you had to have was a
driving licence. There were no sort of paramedics, whatever. Yeah,
some of those ambulance trips were very hairy. … I complained
bitterly about the fact that we were out travelling and we had
absolutely nothing. The next day when I went to work I got told, "Dr.
(name) wants to see you, straightaway."
“… he was the superintendent, wasn't it ... so I trotted up to see him.
He said, you know he'd heard that I'd had a pretty awful ambulance
trip yesterday, and I'd complained, now, what did I think could be
done about it? And I said, "Well, first of all," I said, "the ambulance
need a bloody good clean, because they're actually filthy inside." And
I said, "Then I would like some drugs to be available, and what about
looking after the staff as well?" So, from there on we had a drug box
allocated to be taken out, and there were always frozen sandwiches
and frozen bottles of water to be picked up from the kitchen when
we were going out on mystery tours.”

The benefit of FW’s contribution to the people of Darwin is probably unknown to
most people now but at the time it would have created a marked change, a legacy
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that has been absorbed into Darwin’s past. From the context of her story FW saw
her complaint as her duty to make her workplace better for herself and others.
The motivations of generativity and the context within which we develop caring for
others was of interest to St Aubin and McAdams in their research. They investigated
the social pressures that are placed on people to do good for others, for people
who are yet to be born and for themselves which they called the cultural demand.
In combination with social pressure is the generative desire to be cherished by
others and to not be forgotten. The emergence of these motivational forces is
apparent in adulthood when we become concerned about the future of the
following generation and this is known as generative concern. If an adult has faith
that their community will provide for the following generation, then they will be
more likely to be confident that the following generation will be safe and cared for,
the generative belief. A personal obligation develops which leads to assisting the
following generation and in turn results in society’s expectations being fulfilled with
the continuation of generative acts and ensures the future of society through each
generation (de St.Aubin 1995:101-2).
When people undertake the creation of a legacy it’s likely that many people wonder
what the result of their legacy will produce, to see how their legacy turns out, the
generative outcome (Kotre 1995:37). In an interview with D & J they spoke about
being rewarded through their sons’ interest in books and his suggestions for books
for them to read that they wouldn’t have considered.
D:

“So he's actually put a lot of thoughts into our heads and lots of
labels, names of books that we’ve read that we’ve found really have
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been quite intellectually stimulating. It’s been good. …So, for us, a lot
of thoughtful stuff comes from both of them. And it’s an important
part of our lives. …I mean, I think, really, I’m surprised at myself,
because although I’ve done a reasonable amount of study, I realise
that I would probably be reading a lot more novels and history and
stuff, as opposed to the challenges he’s put in front of me. I look
back and I think, this guy’s revitalising my... (mind).”

Vaillant’s work was interested in cultural institutions, such as wisdom and justice
which led to his revision of one attribute of Erikson’s life span theory, related to the
caring for another person or people. He looked to the efforts of people who
preserve or conserve cultural artefacts for people in the future to enjoy and learn
from, which he called the keepers of the meaning. This included demonstrating or
guiding younger people on how to make reasoned decisions and how to accept an
umpire’s decision. Learning what would aid society as much as the person. He, like
Erikson also proposed an opposition to keeper of the meaning with the term
rigidity. Vaillant gave a personal example of rigidity, by saying he preferred history
to evolve or be re-written or updated rather than the original version of history be
strictly adhered to. Rigidity he wrote could also be manifested by a parent enforcing
younger people to be like them (Vaillant 2002:48 & 143).
Vaillant’s view of generativity begins with an older person assisting a few younger
people which then eventually leads the older person into expanding the range of
people they assist. His idea that people could increase their generative acts as they
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aged would preserve cultural values and traditions (de St Aubin 1995:101) and as
people get older the importance of preserving the past becomes stronger
(Schoklitsch 2012:264).
This participant’s story is about a person who saw a cultural need and worked to
make it happen but as yet has not been recognized for his efforts. Darwin was only
able to bury deceased people as there was no crematorium and SU talks about how
her husband worked hard to get one built. Her husband’s persistence and logical
approach to a problem is a lesson for young and old people. Through his work to
provide a building to cater for a neglected area of the Darwin community he left a
legacy for those who knew him and his family.
SU:

“… we found that there was no (specific public facility) in the… So, he
organised that, too, because he was a municipal engineer in
(overseas location), and he had built- (a specific public facility
before) Yeah. So, he got ... When he spoke to the government, they
said, "Oh, no, we have tried. It's too expensive." So, he wrote to all
these people and got votes and did everything. But of course, the
politicians take the credit for it. … So, he got this built. He got all
these (signatures) ... He did a sheet of all these people who would
like a (specific public facility). He came to all these people, all the
people he knew. … And got them to sign. He got a thousand names.
So, he gave it to the government, and they wouldn't have thought
that there were people (who were interested).”
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I think generativity is more likely to be held, remembered and passed on within this
family. For SU the building and its function will live on but the main instigator is
likely to only be remembered by his family, perhaps his friends but it’s not likely the
community he assisted will remember.

Kivnick had worked with both Eriksons and extended their work by researching
grandparent satisfaction in relation to generativity to understand how grandparents
behaved in their role as a grandparent and the significance to each person of being
a grandparent. Through her research she highlighted five concepts of grandparent
meaning. Two of the five concepts were particularly important to grandparents
with the highest being the ‘valued elder’ which emphasized the importance of
being remembered and valued and esteemed as a source of knowledge, and as a
grandparent who could provide emotional and active support for their grandchild.
The next was ‘centrality’ which related to a grandparent’s identity, behaviour, and
their feelings about what it is like to be a grandparent. I personally receive a lot of
enjoyment when I hear a friend talk excitedly about their first grandchild. It’s the
sharing of something special and emotional. It’s as though I have been given
reinforcement that there is good in the world and it will continue long after I have
gone. In general, the birth of a child and the happiness it brings to a family will be
absorbed and passed on to younger people and in turn they pass this on to others
in their lives.
FF did not have children but through her husband’s large family and grandkids and
other relatives she understands who she is through continuing family contact.
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FF:

“We have a very big extended family… Because (husband) has
(number) brothers here, so we had children all around us all the
time. We didn’t miss them, because every weekend we had children
time.”

Being actively involved with grandchildren means for a grandparent that there will
be shared memories which will live on through their grandchildren and in turn it is
hoped that their grandchild will carry into the future thoughts of their grandparent.
This third concept of ‘immortality through clan’ is closely associated with
generativity. In the following example the passing on of good manners from
grandparent to grandchild was important and valued as an attribute. This person’s
comment was not only about telling me how good her grandkids are but she
wanted to show that the way she brought up her kids is meeting society’s
expectations and now this has been carried on through her grandkids.

Blog: I spoke with this lady today, I see her about once every couple of
months and we have an informal chat in her shop. …She said she had
all her school friends here and where else would she go. She now has
her own children and four grandchildren. She said she couldn’t leave
her grand kids. She then went on to tell me what good manners they
have and implied that her upbringing had passed this on through her
children to the grand kids. Blog 18/05/2017 (see Appendix G)

Kivnick’s fourth concept covers the development from the seventh stage to the final
eighth stage where the person reflects back on their life, but this concept is more
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specific as the reflection considers the relationship the older person had with their
own grandparent, ‘a reinvolvement with the past’. A looking back at the actions and
qualities we admired in our grandparents to guide us to how we act as
grandparents.
Interestingly the last concept ‘indulgent’ covers the ability to pamper grandkids and
to tolerate a level of disobedience but grandparents who were surveyed did not
consider this as an important part of their grandparent satisfaction (Thiele
2008:25&39).

Conclusion
Generativity was a strong analytical concept for me it began to emerge during my
last few interviews and then grew. I doubt if each participant was even aware that
this was what they were giving me in telling their stories. I was unaware of this life
stage until I did my research. I think generativity is an unconscious and in general
for some people a progressive expression of our personalities as we age. Even
though I saw this attribute in my participants I didn’t think of my research as being
generative until recently I had a meeting with my supervisors and they pointed out
that my research is a gift to Darwin. I was genuinely surprised and I hadn’t
considered this before, I had no pre-planned intention of this work being a gift. I
have considered this idea that I am creating a gift for quite a while now and I think
this has come from wanting to thank Darwin for the good life I have here. My family
and grandchildren live here, I have a good job and I like the people I work with, and
I have long term friends here.
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I think my participants have expressed a range of their own reasons why they like
Darwin and with each one of them I can recognize at least one reason or if not
more of my reasons why I stay.
Perhaps I underestimated where this research would lead me but when I began but
I thought I would hear from participants about their retirement lives or thoughts on
what they anticipate their retirement would be like and I could learn from them and
I would be able to help others to transition to beginning to accept growing old. I
also thought I would gain a firm understanding about why people stay in Darwin.
Instead I heard of participants stories about their first impressions of Darwin, about
how important their friends are to them and the contradiction is that most of them
are aware that one day they may have to leave. I now wonder if the term
retirement is accurate as most of the participants still want a challenge and want to
be a valued part of society, there is no sense of withdrawing from the people I
interviewed.
There was a further part of this research that I didn’t expect and this was how
definite I was when it came to wanting to change the stereotypes of ageing. I
understand this as being connected to my lack of acceptance of growing old. Every
day I see people over 55 who are not like the sedentary, physically challenged and
easily scammed older people that are portrayed and I also don’t see myself fitting
this portrayal.
It’s now time for me to continue my learning to grow old.
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